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Publisher's Foreword
At the farbrengen of Sbabbos Tazria-Metzora, 5751
119911, the Rebbe said: uMashiach is about to come imminently, but has not yet come in fact. This calls for a final effort
on the part of every single Jew to bring Mashiach...by studying
subjects involving the King Mashzach and the Ultimate
Redemption in both the Written and the Oral Torah, and also
(indeed, especially) in the inner, mystical dimension of the
Torah, beginning with the Zohar, and particularly in Chassidus
-- in the teachings of our Rebbeim, especially in the teachings
of the Nasi of our generation."
The present work is a masterly translation by Uri Kaploun
of a skillfully constructed work that was compiled in Hebrew
by Rabbi Alter Eliyahu Friedman in response to the above call.
The expanded edition of the complete work comprises six
parts: I. Exile; 11. On the Way to the Redemption; 111. On the
Threshold of the Redemption; IV. Yearning for the
Redemption; V. The Redemption; VI. Studies of Scriptural
and Rabbinic Sources. Each part includes several chapters, and
the passages they furnish on their particular subjects are either
quotations or slight adaptations of the sources indicated. The
first volume covered Parts I-IV, Parts V and VI are translated
in the present volume. A detailed Table of Contents in each
volume enables the reader to quickly locate any particular
favorite passage which he may wish to reread. In addition, each
volume is equipped with a comprehensive Glossary.
The manuscript was closely read and prepared for the press
by Rabbi Yonah Avtzon, Director of Sichos In English. The
book owes its user-friendly layout and typography to the
meticulous efforts of Yosef Yitzchok Turner, and Sichos In
English is gratified once again to have secured the services of
Avrohom Weg for the cover design.
* * *

Exile is likened to pregnancy, and the Redemption is
likened to birth.' At this time in our history, we sometimes feel
like an infant in the cramped darkness of his mother's womb,
subjected to cataclysmic pressures, but not yet able to see the
light of the big world whose beautiful reality is waiting to be
enjoyed. Our people's delivery is going through a prolonged
and stressful labor. But there will be no despair - for as the
birthpangs intensify, we have the Rebbe's words ringing clearly
in our ears. In this moment of cosmic crisis, his voice is the
reassuring voice of the midwife, who can see how soon the
birth is coming, and begs for a final intensive effort.
It is the hope of the publisher that the translation of this
outstanding compilation, which was actively encouraged by the
Rebbe, will enable ever-widening circles of people to join in
the historic "final effort" of which the Rebbe speaks. Then, in
the very near hture, we will together be able to behold the
light of the big world of Divine revelation whose beautiful
reality is waiting to be enjoyed.
Sichos In English

"

The Alter Rebbe, Torah Or, Va'eira, p. 55a, quoted and discussed on p. 5 of
Vol. I of the present work.
The reader is also referred to the Introduction to this work - written by
Rabbi Alter Eliyahu Friedman and entitled "Exile and Redemption in the Light
of the Teachings of Chabad CharridwU- in Vol. I , p, xv.
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Prologue: A Song of Redemption
Spare us, 0 G-d,
Till our Helper is seen,
Till Your Lion arise,
Us to redeem.
That scion of Perctz
Will restore us to Eretz;
With spirit and might
He will soar to a height;
At the due time appointed,
A monarch anointed.
Sustain us, 0 G-d:
The birthpangs are dire!
We yearn to behold
His royal attire,
Mashiach4 gold crown
And Jewry's renown.
Let battles and violence
All fade into silence.
An cnd to our strife!
C h i : Bless us with life!
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Chapter 1: The King Mashiach

A Comprehensive Soul1
The soul of Mashiach comprises the souls of the entire
Jewish people. This is what enables him to redeem all of Israel
from exile.
Mashiach, as is known: is the ail-embracing yechidah of the
Jewish people. [For, unique among the five levels of every
soul, the yechidah within a soul is its sublime and innermost
essence. T o consider these five levels in ascending order:] King
David was the all-embracing nefesh of the Jewish people; the
Prophet Eliyahu was the ruaih; Moshe Rabbeinu was the
neshamah; Adam was the chayah; and the yechidah will be
bestowed upon Mashiach.
At the same time, within every Jew there is a spark of the
soul of M a s h h ~ hThis
. ~ spark is the yechidah within him, which
is a spark of the comprehensive yechidah.

Utter Humility (i)
Mashiach will be distinguished by extreme humility.
Though he will be exceedin& exalted, and though he will
study Torah together with the Patriarchs and with Moshe
Rabbeinu? he will be utterly humble and self-effacing and will
teach simple folk, too

I.
2.
3.
4

In the original, d a m a h kclafir.
Ramaz on Zohar II,40b.
See Vol. I of the present work, p. 173ff.
See the passage below entitled, "Teaching the Innermost Dimension of the
Torah (iii)."
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This explains why Mashiach is known by the name of EGng
David, as in the prophecy concerning the End of Days,"'hd
My senrant David will be king over them." For David was so
exceedingly humble arid self-effacing? that though he was a
king he referred to himself as6 "poor and needy."
Scfev HaMaamarivn 5699 / I 9391, p. 194

Utter Humility (ii)
The Talmudic Sages' speak of two possible ways in which
Mashiach can come: (a) N m W !,Y OY - "with the clouds of
heavenn;# (b) ilnn ?Y 13111 ,IY - as "a poor man riding on a
donkey .""
It may be suggested that these are not mutually-exclusive
alternatives. Rather, Mashiach will be both powerhlly exalted
("on the clouds of heaven") and humbly self-effacing ("a poor
man riding on a donkey").
Prom

d

t.dk of the Hebbe on Shabbos Parshas KtdOsh&m,5744 [ 1984)

Utter Humility (iii)
The Midrash teaches,"' "The donkey represents the K n g
Mashiach; as it is written: 'a poor man riding o n a donkey.'"
This teaching unites two polar opposites - "the King
Mashiacb," representing sovereign power, and "a poor man
riding o n a donkey," representing self-effacing humility.
Sefir HaSichos 5749 119891, Vol. I,p. 109

5.

Techezkel37:24.
Tehillim 40:18.
7 . Sanhedrin 982.
8
l>anicl7:13.
9 . Zechariah 9 : 9 .
10 Rerzishir Rabbah 7 5 : h
6
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More Exalted than Moshe (i)
The sovereignty of Mashiach will be more elevated than
that of Moshe Rabbeinu. For the Gemara teaches" that
Mashiach will "judge by his sense of smell," whereas a king is
permitted to judge only according to the testimony of witnesses. (The concept of "judging by the sense of smell" applies
to Mashiach in his capacity as king, not in his capacity as
prophet, for a prophet may not judge.)
The above observation throws light on the two views cited
by the SagesL2on the verse,lJ "Behold My servant will prosper;
he shall be uplifted and exalted, and held very high." According to one view, Mashiach will be "more exalted than
Yitzchak"; according to the other view, Mashiach will be
"more exalted than Moshe." The first view speaks of his gift of
prophecy, and in this he will not be greater than Moshe;14 the
second view speaks of his sovereignty, and in this he will be
greater even than Moshe Rabbeinu.
&or Kodesh (Letters) o f the Rebbe, Vol. IV, p. 18 1

More Exalted than Moshe (ii)
Mashiach has a certain superiority even over Moshe Rabbeinu. On the phrase at the beginning of the Torah,ls "and the
spirit of G-d hovered ...," the Sages teach,l6 "This alludes to
the spirit of the King Mashiach." That verse continues, ?..over
the surface of the waters"; this intimates a level higher than
that of Moshe, who was so called17 "because from the water I
drew him."
1 1 . Sanhedrin 9 3 b .
12. Midrash Tanchuma on the conclusion of pars ha^. Toldos.
13. Ycshayahu52:13.
14. C f the passage below entitled, "Teaching the Innermost Dimension o f the
Torah (iii)."
15. Bercisbis 1:2.
16. Bcreirhu Rabbah 2:4.
17. Shmor2:lO.
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And that is why this exile is so prolonged - in order that
this lofty state be finally attained.
The Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe on the Parrbiyor, p. 237

More Exalted than Moshe (iii)
A tradition handed down in manuscript18 recounts that the
Tzemach Tzedek once delivered a maamar which implied that
Moshe Rabbeinu was loftier than Mashiach. He was distressed
by this, and fell asleep.
The Alter Rebbe then appeared to him in a dream and
said: "Moshe Rabbeinu has a unique distinction and so too
does Mmhiach. Moshe was a physician with practical experience, and that is why the practical mitwos were given through
him; Mashiach is not a physician with practical experience, and
that is why he will reveal the pnimiyw, the innermost dimension, of the Torah."
From a talk of the Rebbe on the Last Day of Pesach, 5711 [I9511

Mentor and Kinn19
Mashiach is referred to as both a mentor and a king.
He is called a mentor, because in his spirit of wisdom and
understanding he will teach all of Israel the reasons hidden
within the Torah; he will teach the hidden wisdom known as
chochmah s t u d .
He is called a king, because there will remain within him an
unseen transcendence over all the souls of Israel; and since
their understanding will be unable to accommodate this superrational aspect of his, his directives will resemble royal decrees.
The latter explanation of the role of Mashiach throws light
on the Talmudic teaching20 that Mnshiach will come unexpect18. See M&&l Oz (ed. Rabbi Yehoshua Mondshine; Machon Lubavitch, Kfar
Chabad, l980), p. 187.
19. The terms in the oliginal arc rav and nu&&.
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edly, when the Jewish people's mind is momentarily diverted
from his coming. Taken literally, the original phrase n m nun2
means something like "in the absence of understanding,"
implying that the fundamental sovereignty of Marhaach transcends understanding.
The Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe on the Noi'im, p. 4

Of the Seed of David and Solomon
The Rambam writes that the King Mnshiach is descended21
"from the House of David and from the seed of Solomon."
The former phrase is to be expected, since royalty in Israel
stems primarily from the House of David. But what is to be
learned from the latter phrase?
An answer that could be suggested lies in the contrast
between the war-scarred times of King David, (as G-d tells
' L Yhave
~ ~ shed blood abundantly,") and the peaceful
reign of Solomon, which in fact gave him his na1ne.2~This
reign was a foretaste of the perfect peace of the Days of
Mashiach.
This could be explained by the perfect wisdom of Solomon, for24 "the wisdom of Solomon ('the wisest of men')
surpassed all the sons of the east and all the wisdom of Egypt."
By virtue of his towering wisdom:s "all the sages of the
nations stood as if nullified before it, and not by means of
war"; indeed, the nations of the world brought him sparks of
holiness [that had been scattered and hidden throughout the
world]. (An example is the visit of the Queen of Sheba,26 as
20. Sanhedrin 973.
21. Commentary on the Midmayor, Sanhedrin, Pwck Cbclck, Principle 12, based on
Midrash Tanchuma on the conclusion of Parrbar Toldor.
22. IDivrci HaTamim 2 2 %
23. "...For his name shall be Shlomo, and I shall bestow peace (rbalom) and tranquillity upon Israel in his days" (106.cik, v. 9 ) .
24. IMclachim5:lO-11.
25. Shaarei Tcrhuve 563.
26. I Melachim 1 0 : l f f .
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explained in Chassidus.) This state was a foretaste of the perfect
peace of the future time, whenu "they shall not hurt nor
destroy ..., for the world will be filled with the knowledge of
G-d ...."
This is related to the state of perfect sovereignty, as in the
time of Solomon, who28 "sat o n the throne of G-d" in tranquillity and peace, in contrast to the sovereignty of David,
which suffered provocations and challenges.
We can now understand the point of the added phrase
quoted above, "...and from the seed of Solomon." The unique
standing of Mashiach will relate both to the distinctive characteristic of David, i.e., sovereignty, and to the dstinctive
characteristic of Solomon, i.e., peace. For the sovereignty of
Mashiach will be so complete, including the attribute of wisdom that characterizes perfect sovereignty, that he will be wiser
"The spirit
than Solomon.2n Of him it is likewise
of. ..wisdom and understanding shall rest upon him," and he
will teach the innermost, mystical dimension of the Torah to
the entire Jewish people.
Froin n talk crf the Kebbe on ShabbosParshasEmor, 5751 119911

Teaching the Innermost Dimension of the Torah (i)
p

~

p~
~

-

Mashiach will teach all of Israel the mystical depths of the
Torah and the reasons hidden within the Torah which will be
revealed in the future time. This is alluded to in the verse,3n
"He kisses me with the kisses of His mouth," on which Rashi
writes, "There is a promise from G-d that H e will again appear
ro [the Jewish people] to explain them its secret reasons and
hidden mysteries."
This cannot mean that at the time of that Divine revelation
Mashiach will teach the revealed levels of the Torah, for the
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Resurrection of the Dead will revive Moshe Rabbeinu and all
the mighty sages of the generations - and they already know
the Torah. It is thus clear that the level of the Torah that will
be studied at that time is its pnimiyus, its innermost and mystical dimension, which is more extensive that the whole world,
and which embodies endless ascents.
Likkutci Torah, Tzav,p. 17a

Teaching the Innermost Dimension of the Torah (ii)
Moshe Rabbeinu's apprehension of Divinity was at the
coveted level called vision, as is hinted at in the verse:' NVI
I> nwxi (lit., "He saw the first for himself'). Moreover, he
desired to make this level of apprehension accessible to the
Jewish people, as it is written,32 y ~ N nn N n ~ i NI~ il73YN.
i
(On
the straightforward level of pshat, this phrase means, "Let me
go over, and see the land." As expounded in Chassidus on the
mystical level of pnimiyus, these words intimate Moshe Rabbeinu's request to make the direct level of apprehension called
vision available to the entire House of Israel, who are known
as" 3ysn yix - "the Land of [G-d's] Desire.") His wish was
not granted; as he continues in his parting address a few verses
later,34"And now, Israel, listen to the statutes ...," implying an
inferior and less direct mode of apprehension.
In time to come, however, Masbiach will reveal direct visual perception to all the souls of Israel; in the words of the
prophecy," "As in the days of your exodus from Egypt, I
(G-d) will show [the people] wonders."
The future revelation of the hidden reasons for the commandments will likewise be at the level of direct visual
perception.
31.
32
33
34
35.

Devnrim 33:21
Ibid. 3:25.
Malachi 3:12.
Devarim 4:1
Michai~7:15.
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An instance of learning at the visual level may be seen in an
experience recounted of the A r i Z ~ a lIt
. ~ once
~
happened that
while visiting the Heavenly Academy37during his sleep on the
day of Shabbos, he learned wondrous insights into the episode
of Balak and Bilaam. He later told his disciples that eighty
years would not suffice for him to convey to them what he had
learned in an hour or two. For his apprehension was at the
level of vision, which transcends by far the kind of thinking
that can be expressed in reason and articulated in letters.
Lzkkuter Torah, Teav, p. 17b

Teaching the Innermost Dimension of the Torah (iii)
It is explained in Chassidus that Mashiach will teach the
Torah to the entire people, including Moshe Rabbeinu. (This
accords with the statements in the MidvasF~that Mashiach will
be greater than Moshe R a b b e i n ~ . ~ ~ )
Now, the Torah testifies that? "There never since arosc a
prophet in Israel like Moshe." In this spirit, too, the Rambam
writes that Mashiach will be4' "a prophet close to Moshe Rabbeinu." It will be noted, however, that both these quotations
relate specifically to the gift of prophe~y:~not to the study of
Torah. This distinction is particularly significant with reference
to the innermost dimension of the Torah - its pnimiyus -which will be taught by Mashiach. For this mystical nucleus of
the Torah is its innermost soul, its yechidsh, which is thus the
province of Mashiach, whose soul is the sublime nucleus of the

36. PI1 E n Chayim, Shaar Krrias S ' ashc'al HaMitah, sec. 1
37. In the original, yeshivah she1 maalah.
38. Midrash Tanchuma on the conclusion o f Parshas Toldor; Talkut Shimoni o n
Ycshayahu, Remn 476.
39. See the above passage entitled "Utter Humility (i)."
40. Dcvarim 34:lO.
4 1. Hilchos Teshuvah 9:Z.
42. See the above passage entitled "More Exalted than Moshe (i)."
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souls of the entire Jewish people, their all-embracing yechidah.43
From a letter of the Rcbbe published in Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XXI, p. 351

The Lofty Worth of a Simple Jew (i)
The Tzemach Tzedck once said that Mashiach will delight in
the company of unscholarly, self-sacrificing Jews. A unique
chamber will be set aside for them, and they will be envied by
the greatest of intellectuals.
I p s Kodcsh (Letters) of the Rcbbe Rayatz, Vol IV,p. 148

-

----

-

The Lofty Worth of a Simple Jew (ii)
When Mashiach comes, everyone will recognize the lofty
worth of the hodaah (the acknowledgment of G-d rooted in
pure faith) and temimus (the artless earnestness) with which all
Jews believe in G-d and His Torah and His commandments.
The study of TorahMis basically mortal comprehension, which
even at its highest level is finite. By contrast, the acknowledgment of G-d rooted in faith is a feeling which is boundless.
Mashiach will explain the ultimate superiority of temimus, of
artless and earnest avodah springing from the heart.
HaYom Yom, p. 9, entry for 5 Teves

43. See the above passage entitled "A Comprehensive Soul."
44. The word %ImudB which appears here in the original does not refer to the
Gnnara: it means Torah study, and alludes to the classic debate of the Sages
(KiaYurhin 40b) as to whether Torah smdy is superior to the performance of
good deeds (atalmudgadol% or whether the practical performance of mitnor is
superior (amaudchgadola). Significantly, it is this latter phrax which the k b b e
Rayatz uses as the bottom line of the pasrage translated above.
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The Lofty Worth of a Simple Jew (iii)
When Mashiach comes, the simple and artless earnestness
with which unscholarly Jews serve G-d and pray and read
Tehkllim, will be recognized in its true worth.
Srfir HaMaamarim 5699 /1939/, p. 194

Concern for Every Jew
The MidraslPQelates that when Moshe Rabbeinu noticed
one day that a lamb had run away from the flock and had
strayed in the wilderness, he left the flock and ran after it in
order to bring it back. From this we can learn how meaninghl
every Jew is in the eyes of Moshe Rabbeinu, even if he is a Jew
who has run away from the flock... .
And since4"'the first redeemer is also the last redeemer," ~t
is clear that what is true of Moshe Rabbeinu is likewise true of
Mashiach - every Jew, wherever he may be, is precious.
Moreover, if Moshe Rabbeinu acted in this spirit even
before the Giving of the Torah, how much more so should
one act in this spirit after the Giving of the Torah, for this was
the time at which47 "You chose us from among all the
nations."
Prom a talk of-the Kebbe 011 the Last Day of Pesach, 5743 [I9831

The First Redeemer and the Last Redeemer
As the M ~ d r a s hteaches,
~~
I i i n N %la NliI , ~ I V >NIA
N ~ ~ i i lilwn
- "Moshe is the first redeemer and he is also last redeemer."
This does not mean that Moshe Rabbeinu himself will be
the "final redeemer," because he belongs to the tribe of Levi,

45. Shmos Rabbah 2:2.
46. Ibid. 2:4.
47. Siddur Tehillat HaShcm, p. 252
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while Mashiach is of the tribe of Judah (being descended from
the royal House of David). The meaning, rather, is that
Mashiach will come by virtue of Moshe. For the capability to
redeem the people of Israel derives from the Torah, which is48
nwn m i n - "the Torah of Moshe," just as it is by means of the
Torah that Israel is able to bring about the Redemption.
This integral connection between Mashiach and Moshe is
also hinted at on the level ofgematria. The letters of n>w NY
(meaning "Shiloh shall come," a phrase which alludes to
Mashia~h4~)
are numerically equal to the letters of nwn
(Mashiach), while the letters of n>>ware numerically equal to
the letters of nwn (Mo~he).~O
For the two words n > ~~1 ,
("Shiloh shall come") refer to the revelation and actual coming
of Mashiach; they therefore equal nwn (Mashiach). The name
Shiloh, however, refers to him at the stage before he "shall
come," i.e., to the power [in the Torah of Moshe] which
makes possible the coming of Mashiach; the letters of n>w~
are
therefore numerically equal to the letters of nwn (Moshe).
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. X I , p. 8

Moshe plus One = Mashiach
The letters of the name nwn (Moshe) plus the letters of the
word TIN ("One", alluding to the all-encompassing Unity of
G-d) are numerically equal to the letters of the word nwn
(Mashiach).
S#ir HaSicbos 5696 119361, p. 330

The Rebbe explains the above teaching as follows:
The coming of Mashiach will be brought about by avodah
on the level of Echad (as defined below), and the power to
48. Makchi 3:22.
4 9 . Bmcirhir 49:lO; see Onkclos and Rnsbi there. See also Sanhedrin 98b on this
phrase.
50. Baal HaTurim on Bwcirhu49:lO. See also the passage entitled "Spealring About
MashiachDin Vol. I of the present work, p. 151
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carry out this avodah is given to us by Moshe. This is why the
letters of the name nwa (Moshe) plus the letters of the word
-mN (referring to the avodah itself) is the gematria equivalent
of nwa (Mashiach).
To clarify: The Redemption will come by virtue of our
endeavors (throughout the era of exile) in refining and
purifying the material world to the extent that the world itself,
worldly and material as it is, becomes refined and elevated. The
concept of Echad really means that even though the world has
a tangible existence, it is nevertheless incorporated within its
Maker in an indivisible unity. This inseparability in hinted at in
the very letters of the word t n ~ , 5 in
l which the daled represents
the four directions of the world, the ches represents the seven
heavens and the earth, and the alef represents G-d Himself,
o Olam ("the L-rd of the World").52
Who is known as A l ~ f she1
We were given the power to carry out this avodah - relating to the world out of an awareness of the dimension of
Echad which suffilses it - at the Giving of the Torah, "the
Torah of Moshe."*8 At that time it was made possible for us to
transform the world itself into holiness.
Likkutci Sdor, Vol Xl, p. 9

Heating the Frozen Seas
A certain illustrious scholar once visited the Alter Rebbe
and asked that he turn him into a chassid.
"That I cannot do," replied the Alter Rebbe; "the frozen
seas will be warmed up by Mashiach...."
Scfcr H d i c h ~ 5703
s
[1943], p. 6

51. Shulchan Arnch of the Alter Rcbhe, Orach Chayim 61:6.
52. Zohar III,16b; ibid., 31a.
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Secrets within Secrets
As is widely known, there are four levels of Scriptural
interpretation - pshat, remez, d e w h and sod. The pshat of a
verse is its straightforward meaning; the remez of a verse is an
allusive message which is hinted at indirectly; derush is the
non-literal level of homiletical interpretation; and sod is the
mystical, superrational dimension illuminated by the teachings
of the Kabbalah.
The following teaching regarding these four levels has
been passed down to us by the chassidim of an earlier generation in the name of the Tzemach Tzedek:
Each of the four levels of interpretation incorporates all of
the other levels. Within the level of sod, for example, there is
the pshat within sod, the remez within sod, the derush within
sod, and the sod within sod. The pshat within sod was revealed
by Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai; the remez within sod was revealed
by the AriZal; the derush within sod was revealed by the Baal
Shem Tov; and the sod within sod will be revealed by Mashiach.
Transmitted by oral tradition

The Fragrance of Mashiach
One day, some time after the saintly Rabbi Menachem
Mendel of Horodok (formerly of Vitebsk) had settled in Eretz
Yisrael, he heard a great tumult in the street. When he asked
what it was all about, he was told that a Shofar blast had been
heard from the top of a high mountain, and people said that
this was the long-awaited Shofar of Mashiach. (In fact, as was
later found out, the blast had been the doing of some crazed
individual who had climbed to the top of the mountain.)
The tmddik opened his window and said, "No, he hasn't
come; I can't smell the fragrance of Mashiach."
Chassidim at the time asked one another, "Why did Reb
Menachem Mendel have to open the window?"
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And they answered, "Because his room was always inhsed
with the fragrance of Mashia~h.~
Transmitted by oral tradition

His Name is Chayim
The <:humashwith the commentary of Rabbi Chayim ben
Attar entitled Or HaChayim was printed in Shklov in the year
5545 [I7451 - with two typographical errors.
(a) In the passage which speaks of the sotah, a woman suspected of adultery, there is a verse that ~ a y s , ~ ~ walnni
na
InN Inn - "And the woman shall say, Amen, Amen." In the
course of his commentary, " the author of Or HaChayim cites
the interpretation of the Sages55on this dual oath - that she
has not transgressed "by this man or by another man" - and
concludes his paraphrase with the word 7nNn ("by another").
In the above-mentioned edition, this word is replaced by the
word iwnn.
( b ) There is a verse which begins,s6 11'3~ il-,a' '3 - "If
there should be a needy man among you ...." Expoundng on
the level of derush, the author of Or HaChayim relates this
verse to the yearning of Mashiach to redeem Israel, and concludes with the words, o m inw ,*a n w n - "G-d's anointed
one: his name is Chayim." In the above-mentioned edition,
the last two Hebrew words are omitted.
These two printing errors have a history. In fact, they are
connected.
As is well known, the author of Or HaChayim believed
that his soul was a spark of the soul of Mashiach, and one of
the allusions to this belief which he inserted in his writings is
the above mention of his own name. Now the publisher of this
edition was a clandestine adherent of the "Enlightenment"
5 3 . Bamidbar 5:22
54. At thc end of hls discussion ofverse 28
55. Sormb 18a.
56. Deuarim 15:7.
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movement by the name of Asher. The above allusion to the
coming of Mashiach ruffled the disbelief of this maskil, so,
while alone in the printing house, he deleted the words, inw
o m - "his name is Chaylm."
An old tradition recounts that the saintly author of Or
HaChayim in Gun Eden sensed this at once, and decided:
"Since this scoundrel has deleted my name from my book, I
will insert his name there instead!"
Then and there, the letter ches in the above-quoted oath of
the wayward woman was miraculously substituted by the letter
shin, so that the word inNn ("by another man") now read
WND.. .

A very short while later, a woman brought to the Rabbinical Court of Shklov on an adultery charge duly confessed: i w N n
- "...by Asher!"
Transmitted by oral tradition

A Mashiach whom Everyone will Believe In
A gentile landlord once asked a chassid: "What will you do
if your Mashiach comes and I won't believe in him?"
Replied the chassid: "If you won't believe in him, I won't
believe In him either!"
Transmttted by oral tradltlon
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Chapter 2: When Mashiach Comes

Greeting Mashiach
R. Zusya of Hanipoli used to say: "When Mashiach comes,
the Jewish people will go out to greet him with Tanya in
hand. "
Kttzwnm VeHe'aros &Tanya, p 125

Dancing in the Streets
During the seven days of festivities following the wedding
of the Rebbe Rashab in Elul 5635 118751, the chassidim
celebrated with indescribable joy. On one of those days, his
father the Rebbe Maharash sat at his window and watched
them dancing in the garden in dozens of circles.
Turning to the two chassidim who stood next to him, he
said: "See, my children, how chassidim are glad in the joy of a
mitzvah. This is how Jews will dance in the streets when
Mashiach comes!"
Likkutci Dibburim (in Engl~shtranslation; Kehot, N.Y., 1987), Vol. I, p. 79

No Longer Speechless
When Mashiach comes, inanimate matter will begin to
speak and recount. The very earth will voice its complaint:
"Why did people tread on me at times when they were not
thinking or speaking about words of Torah?"
&OI

Kodclh (Letters) of the Rebbe Rayatz, Vol. IV, p. 151
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Not a Single Jew will Remain in Exile (i)
In the future Redemption, not a single Jew will remain in
exile. Thus it is written,S7 "The L-rd your G-d will return your
captivity," and Rashi comments: "With His hands He will
actually takc every single individual from his place, in the spirit
of the verse," 'And you shall be gathered up one by one, 0
Children of Israel."' And since the Redemption will be
brought about by repentance, it is self-evident that just as the
Redemption itself will involve "every single individual". .. "one
by one," so too will repentance be undertaken by "every single
individual" ... "one by one."
In similar vein the Alter Rebbe writess9 of every single Jm
that "it is certain that he will ultimately repent ..., because60 'no
one banished from Him [by his sins] will remain banished.' "
This is likewise explicit in another verse:61 "And it shall
come to pass on that day, that a great Shofar shall be sounded,
and those who are lost in the land of Assyria and who are
banished in the land of Egypt shall come, and shall bow down
before G-d at the holy mountain in Jerusalem." Here we see
that even those who are so deeply immersed in their exile that
they have become "lost" and "banished", will become aroused
in repentance.
This is also apparent in the answer given on Pesach to the
Wicked Son in the Hamadah? "If he were there he would
not have been redeemed." There, in Egypt, he would not have
been redeemed (but would have shared the fate of his colleagues during the three days of darkness63). In the future
Redemption, however, he too will be redeemed.
Why the distinction?

57
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Devarim 30:3.
Tcrhayabr27:12.
Tanya, end of ch. 39.
Cf. IIShmucl14:14.
Teshayahu27:13.
In the section entitled Ma&d.
Cf Rarhi on Shmor 10:22.
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The Exodus from Egypt took place before G-d told every
individual Jew at Sinai,M "I am the L-rd your G-d" (with
"your" in the singular). With that statement, the Four-Letter
Divine Name Havayah became the power and life-force of
every Jew. And by virtue of this power every single Jew, even a
wicked one, may be assured of being ultimately redeemed.
Likkurci Sirhos, Vol. XI, p. 2

Not a Single Jew will Remain in Exile (ii)
In the hture Redemption, as our Sages teach,6s Moshe
Rabbeinu will enter the Land of Israel at the head of the entire
generation of the wilderness who left Egypt.
It is generally understood that unlike all the intervening
redemptions, which were partial, the ultimate Redemption will
exactly resemble the Exodus from Egypt: not one Jew will
remain in exile. The above teaching, however, points out a
vital distinction between them. In fact only the ultimate Redemption can be described as truly complete, without a single
Jew remaining in exile. For the purpose of the Exodus from
Egypt was entry into the Land of Israel, and 600,000 of those
who left Egypt died in the wilderness and were not privileged
to reach the Land. Only at the time of the future Redemption
will they be brought there.
From a talk of the Rebbe on 12 Swan, 5744 119841

Not a Single Jew will Remain in Exile (iii)
A redemption in which not all of the Jewish people are
redeemed, but even one solitary Jew remains in exile, cannot
be called a genuinely true redemption.

64. Shmos 20:2.
65. BamidbarRabbah 1 9 ~ 1 3
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This may be understood by analogy with G-d's absolute
omnipresence, which is described by Rambarn66 with the
phrase, wrnn nmnn - "His true presence." This state may be
said to be truly and completely manifest in all created beings
only when it is evident that it permeates every detail of every
entity, in the spirit of the verse:'
i-rz3n 71Y ),N - ''There is
nothing else apart from Him." If there should remain one
single entity in which this truth was not apparent, in which it
was not apparent that the very existence of this entity flows
from "His true presence," this would indicate an aberration
from the truth of G-d's all-penrasiveness - as if His presence
were not consistently true in all places and in all situations, as
witness the existence of a particular entity "outside" of it.
The same line of thinking applies to the Redemption.
In essence, the Redemption is the revelation of the elemental bond between the Jewish people and G-d. Hence, a
redemption in which even one solitary Jew remains in exile,
cannot be called a true redemption. Indeed, the future Redemption is known as nn>wni n~n,nND n>,ti>n- "the true and
complete Redemption," for with its advent every Jew will be
redeemed.
S@r HaSichos 5748 119881,Vol. 11, p. 514

Stop Press!
The Alter Rebbe once said: "When Mashiach comes, it will
be in all the newspapers."
Scfk HaSichor, Tmar Shalom, p. 12
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Now's the Time to Start Being Happy
In onc of the Psalms that speaks of the ultimate return of
the exiles to Zion it is written:" "Then will they say among the
nations, 'G-d has done great things for these.' G-d has done
great things for us; we were joyful."
One of the tzaddikim of Poland spelled out these words as
follows:
Then will they say among the nations: When Masbiach comes
the nations of the world will say,
'G-d has doneBreat t h i n 8 for these:' 'G-d has done wondrous things for the Jewish people.' And we will respond,
G-d has indeed donegreat thin..for us. And the reason for
this?
We were joyful!
From a talk of the Rebbe

The First Dance
R. Yitzchak Aizik of Homil, himself a chassid of scholarly
renown, once said: "When Masbiach comes and the dead will
be resurrected, among them will rise the Patriarchs, the
founding fathers of the Twelve Tribes, Moshe and Aharon, all
the prophets, all the tannaim and amoraim, and the geonim
and tzaddikim of all the generations. And whom will they seek
out to rejoice with? -- The simple Jews.
"Moshe Rabbeinu will join in the very first dance with
them, for upon them the Torah stands, not on the impressive
scholars with their ingenious innovations. In a dance of true
joy, King David the Psalmist will take the hand of these artless
Tehillimsayers."
Igror Kodesh (Letters) of the Rebbe Rayatz, Vol VI, p 371

68.

Tchillim 1 2 6 : 2 ~ 3
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Some Tiny Creature
At a farbrengen with his venerable friends, the above-mentioned R. Yitzchak Aizik of Homil once referred to himself in
the third person as follows: "When Mashiach comes they'll put
Aizel on their hand (as if he were some tiny creature) and
they'll say: 'See this? This used to study Torah; this used to
meditate on Chassidus during his prayers!' "
Likkutei Dibburim, Vol. I, p. 135 (and in English translation:Vol. I, p. 149)
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Chapter 3: Laws for the Days of Mashiach6y

Eating on Yom Kippur
If Mashiach should appear during the Ten Days of Penitence,'" it is conceivable that people should eat and drink on
Yom Kippur, if it falls during the seven days' dedication of the
Third Beis Hc1.Mikdash.
This was the case with the First Beis HaMikdash, whose
dedication began o n the eighth of Tishrei, and the people of
that time ate and drank o n Yom K i p p ~ r . 7HOW
~
much more
would this be the case with the Third Beis HaMikdash, to
which the Zohaf2 relates the
"The glory of this latter
House shall be greater than that of the first." It is reasonable
to assume that its greater glory will be apparent not only (as
with the Second Beis HaMikdasP4) in its structure and its
duration, but also in its dedication -- which at the very least
would equal that of the First Beis HaMikdash.
Sefer HaSichos 5749 /lYX9/, Vol. I, p 12

Isru Chag
A subject for enquiry: If Mashiach were to appear on a day
which is Isru Chag in the Diaspora, would this day retain its
semi-festive halachic status as the day immediately following a
Tom-Tov?
69. In the original (singular), hilcf~esa1iMeshicha (Sanhedrin 51a).
70. I.e., Aserts Ternzi Teshuvah, beginning with Rosh HaShanah on 1-2 Tishrei and
71.
72.
73.
74.

culminating with Yom Kippur on 10 Tishrei.
Moed Katan 93.
I , 28a.
Chagai 2:9.
Bava Basra 3b.
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One could argue either way:
(a) Since it has now become apparent after the event that
the Additional Day of the
(which had originally been
instituted because of calendric doubt761 was in fact not YomTov, there is no justification for applying the laws of Isru Chag
to the following day.
( b ) Since the Additional Day of the Festival was in fact
celebrated as such, the following day is accorded the status of
Isru Chag, even though we now know that Isru Chag fell on
the preceding day.
From a talk o f the Rebbe at the first farbrcngcn o f Shabbos Bcrcirhir, 5751 [1990]

The Concluding Grace77
It could well be that in the middle of this very farbrengen
we will suddenly find ourselves in Eretz Yiwael, and we will
conclude the farbrengen there.
And since we will be going there together with this shul, it
could well be argued that the transfer will not count halachically as a "change of location7' that might interrupt the
continuity of the farbrengen, and accordingly we will be able
ro recite the concluding grace over there.
Sefm HaSschos 5749 119891, Vol. I , p. 99

T h e Blessing of Shehecheyanu70
With the coming of the future Redemption, when we will
behold Mashiach for the first time, it would appear that one
would have to recite the blessing of Shehecheyanu, thanking
G-d "Who has granted us life, sustained us and enabled us to
75. In the Heb. original, Yom-Tov Shni lrhcl Galuyosj - lit., "the Second Day o f
the Festival [in the Diaspora]."
76. In the Aram. original, rfEika deyoma.
77. In the Heb. original, berachah acharonah (Siddur TchiIlar HaShcm, p. 9 4 ) .
7 8 . Ibid,, p. 87.
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reach this occasion." For this obligation applies in principle
even when one has not seen a friend for thirty days.79
From a talk of the Rebbe on the eve of Simchas Torah 5749 [I9881

The Transfer of Synagogues to Eretz Yisrael (i)
"In future time," our Sages teach,gO "all the synagogues
and Houses of Study will be transplanted to Eretz Yisrael."
It could be argued that they will be transferred together
with the soil on which they stand. This would avert the halachic prohibition against uprooting a synagogue or House of
Study unless such an option was stipulated when it was first
established.
ScfEr HuSichos 5749 119891, VOI. 1, p. 98

The Transfer of Synagogues to Eretz Yisrael (ii)
The above teaching of the Sages is obviously not restricted
to those synagogues and Houses of Study existent at the present moment of the Redemption, but applies equally to those
which stood in past generations, even though now destroyed.
For even as they protected our people and enabled them to
pray and study Torah, they absorbed the holy letters of the
prayer and study that were uttered within their walls. Surely,
then, the stones and the wood and the dust of which these
former sanctuaries were built will receive their just reward, and
they too will be duly restored and transplanted in the Land of
Israel.
We may be even more certain that the same is true of Mt.
Sinai, for it is the very cradle of the entire Torah and its commandments, which are all eternal.
Sejtl HuSzchos 5748 119881, Vol 11, p 464
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The Additional Day of Yom-Tov in the Diaspora75
After the future Redemption, when the advent of the New
Moon and the proclamation of Rosh Chodesh will once again
be determined by the testimony of eye-witnesses,8l there will
no longer be any doubt as to which day was sanctified as such76
because it will then be possible to inform all Jews of this
instantly. Despite all this, it could be argued that even then we
will continue to celebrate the Diaspora's Additional Day of
Tom-Tov - simply because Jews have been accustomed to
doing so for so many generations.
For a parallel, note the case of Shavuos. Here there is no
calendric doubt, since its timing hinges not on a particular date
in the month of Sivan, but on the counting of fifty days from
the fifteenth of the earlier month of Nissan.82 By then, the
emissaries from the Beis HaMikdash in Jerusalem were surely
able to reach any outlying community and to inform them
which day had been sanctified as Rosh Chodesh Nissan (and
consequently which day was the fifteenth of Nissan). Nevertheless, even though Shavuos thus involves no calendric doubt, its
Additional Day is celebrated as Tom-Tov- simply in order not
to discriminate between the Three Pilgrim Festivals,83 by
downgrading it from their accustomed status.
From a talk o f the Rebbe o n the afternoon of Simchas T o n h 5749 [1988]

The Status of Moshe Rabbeinu
A question for inquiry: Once Mashiach comes, and serves
as the nasi of the entire Jewish people, what will be the role of
all the [resurrected] spiritual leaders of the preceding ages
who, beginning with Moshe Rabbeinu, had successively
headed their respective generations as nasi?
81. In the original, alpi harc'iyab; i.e., as formerly, in Temple times (Rorh Hasbanah
1 : 3; Rnmbam, Hilchos Kaddurh HaChodwh I :1 IT).
82. Vayzkra23:lS-21;Dcvarim 16:9-10.
83. Rambam. Halchos Kiddurh HaChodcsh 3:12.
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It goes without saying that the coming of Mashiach will
not cause them to slip from their respective spiritual rungs; on
the contrary, his coming will upgrade the spiritual status of all
things and all people, including these leaders too.
In evidence of this: The Sages teachw+that in h t u r e time
Moshe Rabbeinu will come to the Land of Israel "at the head
of the people" - at the head of the generation of the wilderness - i t . , as the nasi and shepherd of the Jewish people.
From a talk of the Rebbe on ShabbosParsbar Pinchar, 5745 [1985]

The Chanukah Lights
As is widely known, in future time the legal rulings of the
Halachah will follow the view of the School of Shammai.nSThe
question thus arises: If Mashiach arrives on the eve of Chanukah, will this reversal in halachic direction take effect
immediately, so that on the first evening of the festival we will
kindle ekht lights?n6
From a talk ofthe Rebbe on the eve of Chanukah, 5750 [I9891

The Counting of the O m e ~
In our present state, in the absence of the Beis HaMikdash,
the commandment to count the days of the Omev every year is
no longer of Scriptural a u t h ~ r i t y True,
. ~ ~ we accompany the
daily counting of Sefiras HaOmev with a blessing, but the
obligation to count is now merely Rabbinic.8'
According to this view, which is held by the majority of the
halachic authorities, a question arises. What happens if Mashi84. Devarirn Rabbah 2:9, and see the commentary of Mahanu there.
85. I.e., as opposed to the current predominance of the halachic views of the School
of Hillel. See Mikdarh Mclcch on Zohar I , 17b.
86. Shabbor 2 1b.
87. Siddur Tehillat HaShsm, p. 341.
88. In the Aram. original, dcorayra.
89. In the Aram. original, dmabbanan.
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ach comes in the midst of the days of Sefirah? At that time,
when the Bets HaMikdash is rebuilt, and we will once again
fulfill the commandment as originally ordained, will we be able
to continue with the daily recitation of the blessing?
Underlying this query there is a more universal question of
principle: Can the performance of a Rabbinic commandment
serve to discharge part of an obligation which is Scripturally
ordained?
Parallels may be found in two classic queries: What is the
status of a bonded servant who gains his freedom (and with it a
higher scale of halachic obligation) in the midst of the days of
Sefirah? Likewise, if a boy reaches the age of bar-mitzvah
during those days, is he able to continue with the daily recitation of the blessing?y0
Likkutci Sachos, Vol. I , p. 271

Preparing the Red Heifet.91
When Mashiach comes he will prepare a Red Heifer, the
tenth in the series of atonement offerings begun by Moshe
R a b b e i n ~ And
. ~ ~ since, when the dead of all past generations
will be resurrected, Moshe and Aharon will be among them,93
it may be assumed that it is Aharon who will be entrusted with
the actual fulfillment of the detailed laws governing its preparation.
True enough, the first Red Heifer was prepared by Elazar,
the son of Aharon ("it was to be prepared by the deputy [to the
Kohen G a d 0 1 ] " ~This
~ ) . was because it was intended to atone
for the sin of the Golden Calf, which was made by Aharon,

Cf Minchas Chinuch, mitevah 306; Tzjunim LaTwab, llal12
Bamidbar19:l-22.
Rambam, Hilchos Parah Adumah 3:4.
Cf. Yoma 5b; Tosafosto Pcsachim 114b, S.V. cchad.
9 4 . Rashi on Bamidbar 19-4.

90.
91.
92.
93.
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and a prosecuting attorney cannot serve as a defense attorney.')
At the time of the future Redemption, however, when the
spiritual blemish caused by the sin of the Golden Calf will have
been completely remedied,Yh this reason will of course not
apply. Accordingly, Aharon will certainly not forego his prerogative, and he will no doubt prepare the Red Heifer himself.
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbor Parshas Sira, 5747 [ 19871

--

-

The Reading of the Torah
Suppose Mashiach comes on one of the days preceding the
Shabbos on which the Jews in the Land of Israel are preparing
to read (for example) the weekly passage called l'arshas Behaalos'cha, while the Jews in the Diaspora are preparing to read
the weekly passage of the preceding week, Parshas N a ~ o . ~ :
A halachic question then arises: In what way will the public
reading of the Torah continue? For with the coming of
Mashiach, the entire Jewish people will immediately ascend9H
"on the clouds of heaven" to the Holy Land. There, everyone
will be reading Parshas Behaalos'cha, while the new arrivals
from the Diaspora will not yet have heard the reading of Parshas Naso.
From

.I talk of the Rebbe on the Second Day of Shavuos, 5749 [I9891

9 5 . Rashi o n Bamidbar 19:22, bormwlng a Talmudic idiom, which ~n this context
means that Aharon's involvement in the making of the Golden Calf disqualified
him from righting that wrong by preparing the Red Heifer.
9 6 . In the original, "when the tikkun of the spiritual blemish caused by the sin of the
Golden Calf will be complete."
9 7 . If at any time Shabhos coincides with one of the Additional Fest~veDays in the
Diaspora (Tom-Tov Sheni rhcl Galuyor), communities there.read a Torah passage
appropriate to the current festival (mci'inyanei dqnma). By the time they resume
the regular weekly sequence of readings (parshas hashavua) on the following
Shubbor, their fellow Jews in the Holy Land are already one week ahead. This discrepancy is eventually corrected o n one of the specified Shabbosos during which
the Diaspora communities cover iwo adjoining weekly readings, while their
hrethren in the Holy Land mark time by reading only one.
98. Daniel 7:13
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New Dimensions in the Torah
There are a number of different ways in which one can
anticipate the fulfillment of the promise of the Midrasp9
regarding the new dimensions within the Torah which will
become manifest in the days of Mashiach, Nrn v t i n iiwm aim
- "A new Torah will come forth from Me" :
(a) By G-d Himself ("from Me");
( b ) By Mashiach (for Mashiach, as explained in Chasszdus,
will teach Torah to the entire Jewish people, including the
Patriarchs and Moshe Rabbeinuloo);
(c) By Moshe Rabbeinu (for the title Rabbeinu - "our
teacher" - is valid at all times, including the Era of the Redemption).lUl
A further question: Will this future revelation of new
dimensions in the Torah be restricted to the Beis HaMikdash?
For concerning the Mishkan in the wilderness it is written,Io2
"And there I will meet with you and will speak with you."
From a talk of the Rebbe on ShabbosParrhas Tazria-Mcnora, 5747 [1987]

99. Vayrkrn Rabbah 13:3, ~nterpretingrcrhayahu 51:4.
100. See the above passage entitled "Teaching the Innermost Dimension of the
Torah" (hi).
101. Cf. the above passage entitled "The Status of Moshe Rabbeinu."
102 Shmor 25:22.
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Chapter 4:
The Glory of G-d Shall Be Revealed103

Your Teacher Shall Hide Himself No LongerlM(i)
During this time of exile we do not perceive the word of
G-d which gives life and existence to every created thing; as it
is ~ r i t t e n , ' ~ ~ ' dWo enot see our signs." At the time of the
future Redemption, by contrast, this G-dly animating force will
become manifest; as it is written, "Your Teacher shall hide
Himself no longer."
In this light we can better understand the teaching of our
sage^,"'^ that in hture time the Holy One, blessed be He, will
give the tzaddzkim the strength required to receive their reward. This means that He will fortify them so that they will
not expire out of sheer existence when confronted with the
Divine light that will then be revealed, unscreened by any
garment.
Tanya, ch. 36; Derech M;tzvoseJ~@,
p. 40

Your Teacher Shall Hide Himself N o Longerlo4(ii)
This physical world hides the Divine light which it harbors;
it hides the Divine power which at every instant gives every
created thing renewed life and continued existence ex nihilo.
Indeed, the very world olam ( o h y - "world") shares a root

103, Teshayahu 40:5.
104. Ibid 3 0 2 0 .
105. Tehillim 7 4 : 9 .
106. Sa~hedrinl0Ob
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with he'elem ( o > ~ n- " c ~ n c e a l m e n t " ) . In
~ ~ ~the days of
Mashiach the truth will surface - that the real existence of the
world is no more than a vessel for the Divine light that animates it. It will become apparent that108 i733n 71Y ))N - "There
is nothing else apart from Him": apart from G-d, nothing else
in the world has any real existence.
Scfcr HaSichor 5748 119881, Vol. 11, p.514

Your Teacher Shall Hide Himself No Longer'" (iii)
"For like the new heavens and the new earth which I shall
make..."10v
The novelty will lie in the fact that the Divine power which
constantly brings heaven and earth into existence ex nihilo will
then be utterly manifest. This is the power of Atzmus, the very
Essence of Divinity; as the above verse says, "which I shall
make ...."lo' For, as is well known,lIo "The very core and Essence of the blessed Emanator, ...it is in His power and ability
alone to create something (yesh) out of absolute naught (ayin)
and nothingness."
Therefore the entire world will then be a dwelling place for
G-d, a dwelling place for His very Essence, just as a mortal
man's personality finds full and free expression in his own
home. In the same way, the light of G-d will be revealed in
future time1I1"without any garment" to screen it.
From a talk of the Rebbc on ShabborParrhasNnro, 5751 [1991]

107. Likknrer Torah, Shlach, p. 37d. In Biurei HaZohar (s.v. ale), the Tumnch Tudek
traces this connection to the teaching of the S a g s (Pcrachim 50a) on Shmos
3.15. See Likkutei Sichos, Vol. XVII, p. 95.
108. Dn,arirn 4:35
109. Yerhayahu 66:22
110. I~qcrcrHaKodcrh, Epistle 20. (See: h o n r In Tanya, Vol. IV, pp. 376-7.)
1 11. Tatrya. ch. 36.
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Revelation in Both Soul and Body
In the days of Mashiach the Divine light will be utterly
revealed in the heart of every individual, and in every heart
there will be a constant and visible fear of G-d; as it is writ-.
ten,IJ2"They shall go into the caves of the rocks and into the
tunnels of the earth, for fear of G-d ...."
The body too will change. I t will be like the body of Adam
before the sin of the Tree of Knowledge, clean of any evil. As
the Midrash state~,~I"'His heel threw a shadow on the orb of
the sun." That is to say, his body was nullified to the Divine
Will even more than was the inanimate sun.
Drrech Chaym, p. 25

Revelation Will Come Naturally
The revelation of prophecy depended on various prerequisites: the prophet was found worthy of it only if he was wise,
strong, wealthy, and so on.lL4And even then, the actual revelation of prophecy was so wondrous and supernatural, that for
its duratlon the prophet came to be divested of materiality and
of his regular senses. Thus, for e~arnpIe,~~"'When
I beheld it, I
fell upon my face." In future time, by contrast, prophecy will
resemble something natural. Even boys and girls will prophesy;
as it is a,ritten,""'I
shall pour My spirit upon all flesh, and
your sons and daughters will prophesy."
The same distinction applies to the apprehension of the secrets of the Torah. In our era they are revealed to a select few,
such as to R. Shimon bar Yochai and his colleagues. The secrets of the Torah are revealed, moreover, in the manner of
something wondrous; in fact they are termed "wonders"
112. Yeshayahu2:19.
113. Vay~kraRabbah20:2
114. Ncdarim 383.
115. Yerhezkel 1:28.
116 Yoel3:l
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(niaos), as in the verse,l17 "Uncover my eyes, so that I may
behold wondrous things out of Your Torah." Concerning the
Era of the Redemption, by contrast, it is written,Il8 "For the
earth will be filled with the knowledge of G-d," as part of the
natural course of events.
Just as now the apprehension of palpable existence119
comes naturally, so in future time will the apprehension of
Divinity120come naturally.
Hcmshcch 5672, Vol. 11, p. 936

Revelation as a Matter of Course
Concerning the era of the h t u r e Redemption it is written,lZ1"The glory of G-d shall be revealed, and together all
flesh shall see ...." This verse speaks of visual sense perception
by material flesh. As is explained in Chasszdus, "even animals
will recognize their Creator, and every created thing will apprehend its Creator." Moreover, this revelation will come
~ ~ as an innovaabout as a self-evident matter of ~ 0 u r s e . lnot
tion.Iz3
What is the difference?
In the latter case, when this revelation comes about as an
innovation, the flesh is enabled to "see" the glory of G-d only
because the glory of G-d, being boundless, is able to reach
down so low that it becomes perceptible even by physical flesh.
This entails an innovation in the world, since the ability of the
flesh to "see" does not flow from its innate nature.
In the former case, when this revelation comes about as a
self-evident matter of course, the physical flesh "sees" the glory

117. Tchillim l l 9 : 1 8 .
118. rcshayahu 1 1 : 9 .
119. In the o n p a l , haycsh vcharnmiur.
120. In the original, Elokus.
12 1 . rcshayahu 4015
122. In the orig~nal,bcdcrcchpshihrr.
123. In the original, bcdcrcch chadrrrh.
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of G-d by virtue of its own natural gifts, just as one's corporeal
eyes see a physical object by virtue of their own innate gifts.
In future time, then, the Divine truth will be visible in the
same natural, simple and self-evident way that one's eyes see
the physical world today.
Ltkkutcr SI&,

Vol XVII, p 93

The Ultimate Light and the Ultimate Vessel (i)
The Divine light can be revealed in this world in either of
two ways:
(a) By drawing downward:124In this case, though the
world is not transformed and refined in keeping with the lofty
prospective revelation, the Divine light is nevertheless drawn
down into it.
(b) By upward elevation:'25 In this case, the world is repeatedly refined to the point that it becomes a fit receptor (kli; lit.,
"vessel") for the light (or).
By way of analogy: If one man is standing on a hill and
another is in the valley, they can come together either by the
descent of the higher or by the ascent of the lower.
In time to come, both thrusts will materialize sirnultaneously.
L~kkutcrTorah, Rc'ch, p. 26a

The Ultimate Li&t and the Ultimate Vessel (ii)
The Rebbe explains the relative merit of each of these
situations, as follows:
In the former case, the superiority lies in the light: this is a
superior, boundless light, which transcends the world.

124. In the original, banrrbacbah milnraalah Innarah.
1 2 5 . In the original, haalaah mimatah lcmaalah.
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In the latter case, the superiority lies in the receptivity of
the light: since the world has become a fit vessel for the light,
the light is fully integrated within it.
In time to come, both merits will come together: the light
to be revealed is a light that transcends all created worlds, and
it will illumine their innermost dimensions.
Likkwtci Sichos, Vol. I , p. 235

-

The Revelation at Sinai and the Future Revelation (i)
In future time, when the world is refined to the point that
it becomes an actual vessel for the Divine light, it will serve
G-d as a home, a real dwelling place. During the revelation at
the Giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai, by contrast, since the
world had not yet been refined it was merely called126"a lodging place for the Al-mighty," just as an inn is not a traveler's
real home.

--

The Revelation at Sinai and the Future Revelation (ii)
At the time of the future Redemption, the world in its own
right will become purified and refined. For this reason the
resultant revelation and elevation will permeate it eternally.
Thus it is written,12' "I shall remove the spirit of impurity from
the earth"; and likewise,l2R "Death shall be swallowed up fouever."
The revelation at Sinai, by contrast, though it was a foretaste of the future revelation,lll brought the people only to a
point at which129 "their impurity ceased." This left open the
possibility of its recurrence, as in fact was the case with the sin
126. Toma 12a.
127. Zechariah 13:2.
128, rcshaphu 25:8
129 Shabhos 1463.
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of the Golden Calf.lx'This was possible because the world had
not been refined in its on7n right, but only as the result of a
revelation from above; accordingly, when this revelation departed, it was able to relapse to its former impurity.
Likkutei S:chos, Voi. X I , p. 10

This World Too has a Silver Lining
In time to come, Divinity will be revealed in this world at a
level more sublime than the level at which it is revealed in the
Higher Garden of Eden. 'This is why even the loftiest tzaddikim such as Avraham Avinu and Moshe Rabbeinu, whose
abode is at the zenith of the Higher Garden of Eden, will
become vested in corporeal bodies and will arise at the Resurrection of the Dead.Ij1
The reason:'" "Their end is wedged in their beginning";
i.e., the ultimate elevation of the furthest and lowliest reaches
in the process of creation, was anticipated at its outset. Or, as
expressed elsewhere,'" "Last in creation, first in [G-d's]
thought."
Likkutei Torah, ShIach, p. 493

Revelation in Space and in Time
At the festive midday meal on the eve of Yom IGppur, it
was the custom of the Rebbe Rashab to speak of how Yom
IGppur eve will be observed when Mashiach comes.
O n one such occasion he explained that when Mashiach
comes, the Divine light will be revealed in this material world
130. Zohar 11, 52b.
131. See To Live and Live &in; An Overview of Trcbiyas HuMririm Basrd on the
Clas~icalSources and on thc Eacbingr of Chabad Charridirm, by Rabbi Nissan
Dovid Dubor (Sichos In English, N Y., 1995), ch. 3.
132. Sefer Ten~rah1-7.
133. The Sabbath eve hymn begnning I~chahDodi (Siddur Trhillat HuShcm, p.
132).
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just as it is now in the World of Atzilus. Physical space will be
actual ELokus, not clothed at all by any of the garments of
physicality, for the true face of physicality will then be discernible - the fact that it is actual Atzmus, the very Essence of
G-d Himself.
Just as this is true of space, so too will it be the case with
time. Each day will be illuminated by the real revelation appropriate to that day. When Mashzach comes, the Divine utterance
w-11n> nywn3 ("on the ninth of the month,"13* referring to the
eve of Yom Kippur) will illuminate its day exactly as it did
when it proceeded from the mouth of the Holy One, blessed
be He. Just as in relation to space and to one's own corporeality, one will be able to see the Word of G-d which constantly
brings them into being and gives them life,l35 so too will one
be able to see the Word of G-d that brings time into being and
gives it life....
When Masbiacb comes, everyone will possess true perception, and whatever one sees one will understand, with the
truth of the soul.
Lihkutei Dibburim, Vol. I , p. 133 (and in English translation: Vol. I, p. 289)

Revelation in Specifics
In time to come, it will be apparent in every entity that it is
the handiwork of G-d's creation. People will perceive how
every created thing lives by virtue of the Ten Utterances by
which the universe was created; people will perceive how these
creative Utterances channel into every created thing the Divine
energy which grants it its life and continued existence.l36
This comprehensive degree of perception applies equally to
all created things. Beyond this, however, people will also be
able to perceive how the true nucleus of each particular entity,
with its distinctive features and characteristics, is the Word of
134. Vayikra 23:32.
1 3 5 . In the original, mehavch umrchayeh.
136 Shaav ~ a ~ i c h h
VchaEmunah,
d
ch. Iff (See: Lc~sonrIn Tanya, Vol. 111, p. 836ff.)
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G-d - i.e., the particular Divine Utterance which beams into
it and grants it life. For all the differences which exist between
one created thing and another, whether they are distinctions in
identity or nature or form, result from the differences between
the particular letters which comprise the Ten Utterances, and
which grant existence and life to every created entity in its own
distinctive style.
A related quality can be observed among great tzaddikim
in our times too. It is recounted that the Maggid of Mezritch
once looked at a certain vessel and remarked that the craftsman
who had made it was blind in one eye.'" In other words, in
the vessel he discerned a specific characteristic that was unique
to this craftsman.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. X X I X , p. 22

Three Kinds of Alef
When Mashiach comes, ~ o l a h(n>i> -- "exile") will be
transformed Into aeulah ( T I > ~ N >-- "Redempt~on") by the Insertlon of the letter alefIi"
The name of the letter alef has three meamngs, alluding to
three kinds of Divine revelation in the future:
(a) The name alef is related to the word aluf (("master").
At the time of the future Redemption, it will become apparent
that G-d is Alufo shel Olam, the Master of the World." At that
time, "the activating force of the Creator in the thing created"'" will be revealed. In the words of the prayer service,140
"Everything that has been made will know that You have made
it."
(b) The name alef is also related to the verbal root ?>N,
meaning "to teach," as in the verse,14' nn3n - ~ > N N >- "And I
137. Shanr HaEntunah, end of ch. 27
138. See Vol. I (above), p. 119, and footnotc 310 therc
139. In thr original, ko'nch hnporl baniyal; c f Kumri 111:11, and Shaa.r HaTichud
VehaEmunah, ch. 2.
140. Machzorfur Rorh HaShanah with English Trarrslation (Krhot, N . Y . , 1983), p. 32.
141. Cf Jrov 33:33.
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shall teach you wisdom." In future time there will be a great
revelation of the Torah, of which it is written,1*2 "The Torah
preceded the world by two thousand years." ["Preceded" of
course refers to spiritual precedence, not chronological.] Indeed, the very word o,w>ti, meaning "two thousand," shares a
root with the above verb ~ ~ > N N meaning
I,
"And I shall teach."
(c) Finally, the letters that comprise the word 7>N, when
rearranged spell ti39 ("wonder"). The time of the future Redemption will witness a revelation of the wonders of the Torah
- its pnimiyus, the innermost mysteries of the Torah, which
until then had been wondrously inaccessible.
Here, then, we have three levels of Divine revelation: A l q
in the sense of A l u f ("Master") alludes to the revelation of
Divinity within the world and in worldly categories; alef in the
second sense ("teaching") alludes to a level of Divine revelation that transcends the world, though standing in a certain
relation to the world - and this relation surfaces chiefly by
means of the Torah, which preceded the world; while alef in
the sense of ti>9 ("wonder") alludes to the ultimate revelation
of the very Being and Essence of Divinity.
From a talk of the Rebbe on ShabbosParshmEmor, 5751 [1991]

Recognizing the Miraculous
At the time of the future Redemption even the hidden
miracles, those presently camouflaged within the workings of'
nature, will be disclosed.
This is why the word TII (meaning "this", and often alluding to revelation) appears twice in one of the verses which
speaks of the revelation of Divinity at that time:143o i n 7 n N l
13 1 ~ 1 TI
p TII ... TII > I , ~ > Nn ~ n
: N i n n - "It will be said on that day:
Behold, this is our G-d ...; this is G-d for Whom we hoped ...."
By contrast, in the verse that speaks of the revelation of Divin-

142. Cf. Midrash Tchillim 90:4.
143. Yzshayahu 2 5 9
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ity at the time of the Splitting of the Red Sea, the word ill
appears only once:14+~ ; I U N I,>-N at - "This is my G-d and I
will glorify Him."
For at the time of the Splitting of the Red Sea there was an
overt miracle, a cataclysmic assault o n the laws of nature.145In
the future Redemption, in addition to the overt miracles of
that time, the miracles presently hidden within the workings of
nature will also be revealed.
Lrkkutei Stchos, Vol I , p 259

The Plaint of a Pig
"In future time, when a man is about to pick a fig on
Shabbos, it will cry out, 'It's Shabb~s!"l*~
In other words, at that time even the very world will sense
and will testify that nothing exists in the world but the One.
Likkuter Sichos, Vol. X I , p. 69

144. Shmos 15:2.
145 In the original classic metaphor, shidud hateva (lit., "an armed robbery of

nature").
146. Midrash Tehillim, end o f ch. 73.
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Chapter 5: The Days of Mashiach
~~p

The Body will Animate the Soul
When Mashiach comes, the body will see Divinity with palpable sense-perception. The physical eye will see the light and
the Divine life-force which are the essence of every created
thing .... In our times, the nefesh is the mashpia, the fount of
spiritual energy, and the body receives its life-force from it;
that is to say, gashmiyus is the recipient of the benefactions of
ruchniyus. When Mashiach comes, however, the body will be
the benefactor.
At that time, the true standing of gashmiyus will become
apparent. It will become apparent that the source from which
gashmiyus comes into being is Atzmus, the essential Being, as it
were, of the Creator. Thus the Alter Rebbe speaks oP4' "the
very core and Essence of the Emanator, Whose Being is of His
Essence, and Who is not, heaven forfend, brought into being
by some other cause (ilah) preceding Himself. It is therefore in
His power and ability alone to create something (yesb) out of
absolute naught (ayin) and nothingness."
Likkutci Dibburim, Vol. I , p. 153 (and in English translation: Vol. 11, pp. 16-18)

Every Organ - A Mitzvah
As the Rebbe Rashab writes in a maamar, when Mashiach
comes everyone will manifestly see how the life-force that
animates the organs of the body stems from Divinity. It will
then be seen that every individual organ lives from the Divine
life-force that is drawn into it by the fulfillment of the particular mitzvah which relates to that organ. For, as is well
147. I ~ c HaKoduh,
s
Epistle 20. (See h o r n In Tanya, Vol. N , pp. 376-7.)
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known,14xthe 248 positive commandments correspond to the
248 bodily organs.
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbor ParshasShemini, 5713 [I9531

May We Never Be Shamed
When Mashiach comes, and Divinity will be revealed, people will feel shame over the entire duration of this world - a
world in which man was vested in physical and material things
and was an entity which existed in seeming separateness from
Divinity.
It is concerning this that we pray,149"May we never be put
to shame or disgrace."
Srfir HaMaamanm 5680 119201, p 130

New Objectives in Divine Service
In time to come, when the labors of disencumbering ,and
elevating the Divine sparksL50hidden in the material world have
been completed, and evil will have been separated from good,
people will engage in the study of Torah and in the observance
of the commandments not in order to extract the sparks, but
in order to bring about the consummation of more sublime
yichudim - "unions" or "marriages" of SeJiros - in order to
call forth more sublime lights.
(As for the statement of our Sages that151 LLthe
commandments will be abrogated in the future," this refers to the era of
the Resurrection of the Dead, not to the days of Mashiach,
which precede the Resurrection.)
This is why Torah study will then be mainly directed also
to the pnimiyus - the innermost, mystical depths - of the
148. Cf. Tanya, beginning of ch. 23; &errs HaTcrhuvah, end of ch. 5
149. Siddur TchillarHaShcm, p. 45
150. In the original, brirur hanitzotzor.
151. Niddah61b.
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commandments, and their hidden reasons. The revealed aspects of the Torah, however, will be manifest and known to
every Jew, by an innate and unforgotten knowledge .... It is
also possible, and indeed probable, that people will know all
the fundamentals of the revealed plane of the Torah from the
pnimiyus of the Torah,. .. and will therefore not need to occupy
themselves with the revealed plane at all.
I ~ e r c HaKodcsh,
s
Ep~stle26. (See Lcnons In Tanya, Vol. V, pp. 152-5.)

Consummate Divine Service (i)
At the time of Mashiach, the commandments will be
observed with the utmost perfection. As the Rambam writes,Is2
"In his days, all the statutes will be reinstituted as in former
times."
Yet it is self-evident that the perfection of that era will uanscend even the perfection attained while the Beis HaMikdash
stood. (This is true even of those periods, such as the reign of
Shlomo HaMelech, during which foreign powers did not
inhibit religious observance.) For that era will see the fulfillment'" of the prophetic promise,lS4"I shall remove the heart
of stone from your flesh." It is thus obvious that the commandments will then be observed with superior refinement.
Likkwtci Sichos, Vol. XXVII, p. 249

Consummate Divine Service (ii)
In the time of the Beis HaMikdash the service of G-d was
not yet perfect; this is waiting for the days of Mashiach. As we
[i.e., in the Third Beis HaMikdash]
say in our prayers,lS"ere
we will offer to You our obligatory sacrifices...in accordance
152. HifchorMclachim 11: 1.
153. Rambanr, H i l h Tcrhuvah 9:2.
154. Ycchcwhd 36:26.
155. Siddur Tehillat HaShcm, p. 195.
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with the command of YOUY
will." This implies that the sacrifices
offered in the Beis HaMikdash in former ages were not yet
completely "in accordance with the command of Your will."
Why should this be so?
Concerning the sacrifices it is written,'" ~ i r~
p07N - "If
a man should offer.. . ." Significantly, the word here translated
"man" is a commendatory epithet - adam, which implies
someone reflectingl" "the image of G-d." (Indeed, concerning
all the commandments it is written,'" "These are the commandments which a man (adam) should do.") I t is thus clear
that during the time of the Beis HaMiledash a sacrifice could
not be offered with the utmost perfection, for since even the
kind of man who may be described as adam is handicapped by
bodily desires, he is not clearly superior to an animal,'" and
how can an animal offer an animal as a sacrifice? - except that
the sacrificial service rectified this situation somewhat, by virtue
of the revelation of Divinity in the Beis HaMikdash.
Things will be different in time to come, when every Jew
will be truly worthy of the title adam, and will then be able to
fully satisfjr the requirement, "If a man (adam) should
offer ...."
Uerech Chayim, p. 194

Consummate Divine Service (iii)lm
Thc sacrificial service cannot be carried out during the time
of exile. Even thoughL6'"the prayer services were instituted to
correspond to the daily sacrifices," this substitute cannot quite
be described as being1" "in accordance with the command of
Your will," for, as we say in our prayers,'sw"There [i.e., in the

156. Vay~kra1:2
157. Bereishis l:27.
158. Vayikra 18:s.
159. Cf Koheles3:19.
160. Cf passage (ii) above
161. Berachos 26h.
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Third Beis HaMikdash] we will offer to You our obligatory
sacrifices...in accordance with the command of Tour will."
Now this is puzzling. Surely serving G-d through prayer,
which takes place in the soul of man, is more elevated than the
sacrificial service, whose arena is the soul of animals. Why,
then, should the sacrificial service be singled out as being "in
accordance with the command of Your will"?
The explanation is, that during the time of exile man does
not have the capacity to elevate a corporeal animal to G-d; for
since he himself is still bound below, how can he elevate the
animal? This will change, however, in the days of Mashiach,
concerning whom it is written,Ib27 N D ~ 1 2 1 1NWll 0 1 - 1 ~- "He
shall be exalted and extolled, and very lofty." The letters that
comprise the final word -rNn may be rearranged to spell om. In
the days of Mashiach, then, Jews will attain such a pinnacle of
refinement that they will be worthy of the appellation adam,
signifying man at his loftiest. And having reached that level, we
will be able to elevate even a corporeal animal.
Torah Or, Vayechi,p. 46b

Tomorrow - To Receive T h e i r Reward163
A classic question asks: How can G-d delay giving the
reward of the Jewish people until the days of Mashiach and the
subsequent World of Resurrection (the latter era being the
major time of reward)? Does the Torah not safeguard the
rights of the day-laborer with the commandment,lM Inn i n i n
i i x~ "YOU shall give him his payment on its day"?
By way of explanation: The ultimate purpose for which the
universe was created is that165 "The Holy One, blessed be He,
desired to have a dwelling place in the lower worlds." This

162. re~hayahu52:13.
163. Eruvin 222, commenting on Devarim 7:11
164. Devarim 24:15.
165 MIdrash Tanchuma, Par~hmNaro 7:1
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means166that the Divine light should illuminate there without
cover or concealment. Such a state is brought about by the
endeavors of the Jewish people at refining the materiality of
the material world and by the drawing down of Divine light
into the world. Ultimately, the cumulative avodah of all the
generations results in the transformation of the world into a
dwelling place for G-d.
This process of refinement will culminate in future time,
when16? "the glory of G-d will be revealed, and all flesh together will see," and G-d will16n"reveal [Himself] in the
majesty of [His] glorious might," and169"the glory of G-d will
fill the whole world."
The work of the Jewish people over all the generations is
thus one single unit of employment, so to speak, whose objective is to transform the world into a dwelling place for G-d.
Moreover, it could even be argued that in this role the Jewish
people are not subject to the law governing the employment of
a "hired laborer," but should rather be regarded as a
"contractor". That is to say, G-d entrusted them with His
world - and with the task of transformjng it into a dwelling
place for Himself.
At any rate, the reward to be given in the World to Come
is a comprehensive and collective remuneration to the Jewish
people for their work - and it will fall due as soon as this
work is completed.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. XXIX, p. 138

Material Rewards
The Sages describe at great length the material prosperity
which awaits us in future time. For example,170"A sapling will
166. Tanya, ch. 36. (See Lessons In Tanya, Vol. 11, p. 470E)
167, Yeshayahu 4 0 : s
168. Machzorfor Rosh HaShanah with Englirb Translation (Kehot, N . Y . , 1983), p. 32.
169. Bamidbav 14:2. (The last three quotations are fused and paraphrased in Tanya,
ch. 37.)
170. Toras Kohanim, Parshas Bechukosai 26:4.
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yield fruit on the very day it is planted"; or,171 "In the days to
come, the Land of Israel will give forth delicacies and fine
woolen garments."
In the days of Mashiach, however, when172 "the occupation
of the entire world will be solely to know G-d," what value will
anyone place on any such worldly delights?
By way of resolution: When material rewards are bestowed
for the service of G-d, this gives expression to the fact that His
Torah is not merely one of many particular components in a
man's life; rather,173"He is your life and the length of your
days." And since the Torah is a man's entire being and vitality,
it benefits all his affairs, material as well as spiritual.
Nevertheless, even when the service of G-d gives rise to
material well-being, this does not come about easily, but
results from exertion; moreover, it is not instantaneous: the
harvest lags behind the planting. This is so, because though
the Torah may indeed be engraved within an individual, it
does not permeate his innermost essence to the extent that
engraved letters are one with the stone in which they are engraved. The same is true of the reward for one's divine service:
Sincc one's material things are not utterly united with their
spiritual source, which is the flow of Divine life-force, one's
materiality does not serve as a fit receptor for this life-force.
In the days of Mashiach, by contrast, a man's divine service
will be engraved within him through and through. And when
the Torah thus constitutes a man's entire essence, it permeates
and acts upon all his faculties and affairs; indeed, on everything
in the world. At that time, therefore, there will be no interval
between one's action and the growth it engenders. Rather, the
flow of Divine beneficence will be bestowed immediately, for
materiality will be utterly united with its root and source - the
Word of G-d.
L&kkurc:Sichor, Shabbor Parshas Bchar-Bcchukosai, 5751 [1991]

1 7 1 . Iierubbos 11 1 b.
172. Rambam, H$lchor Mehchim 12:5
173. Dcvarim 30:20.
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Moshe Rabbeinu as Kohen Gadol
In time to come, the Levites will become Kohanim.17*It
thus appears probable that Moshe Rabbeinu, a Levite, will
then serve as Kohen Gadol.17"
Or HaTorah, Shmos, p. 1586

Shemoneh Esreh
As explained in Chas~idus,~~6
in future time the Shemoneh
Esreh will be recited aloud.
Something in the way of a source for this may be observed
in a phrase from the Zobar on a verse that speaks of the plea of
Mother Rache1,177 YnwJ an12 >lp - "A voice is heard in
Ramah ...." The latter word is not only a place name: it also
allows the phrase to be translated as, "A voice is heard
aloud...." And on this phrase the Zohar cornrnent~,l~~
"This
alludes to the World to Come."
From a talk ofthe Rebbe on Shabbor Parshas Vapiash, 5746 [I9851

Once at a Tom-Tov meal at which the Rebbe Rayatz presided, mayim acharonim was brought to the table in a silver
container.
The Rebbe demurred, and recounted the following exchange.
The Mitteler Rebbe once asked his father, the Alter
Rebbe: "What will be the function of mayim acha174. Likkutei Torah by the AriZal, and Shaar HaPcmkim, end o f the section on
Yecliezkel.
175. Cf the above section entitled "The Status of Moshe Rabbeinu."
176. Torah Or, end of Parshas Vay&sh.
177. Yirmeyahu 31:14.
178. I , 210a.
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ronim in future time, after the fulfillment of the
prophetic promise,17Y'I shall remove the spirit of impurity from the earth'?"
Replied the Alter Rebbe: "At that time, its function
will relate to those who engaged in worldly matters in
purity."
"When that time comes," concluded the Rebbe Rayatz, "it
will be appropriate to bring mayim acharonim to the table in a
silver container."
Sefm HaSichor 5702 (19421, p. 92

No Unwitting Sins
In time to come the Evil Inclination will cease to exist; as it
is written,lT9"I shall remove the spirit of impurity from the
earth." Indeed, so manifest will the glory of G-d then be
throughout the entire world, that a mere fig will cry out in
protest if it is about to be picked on Shabbos.180 It is thus clear
that it will be impossible to sin in such circumstances, even
unwittingly - just as a small child never puts his hand into the
fire, nor does an animal jump into a fire.
Likkutc: Sichor, Vol. XXV,p. 263

Spontaneous Prayer
A group of chassidim were once sitting together at a comradely farbrengen, drinking in the words of a couple of hoary
chassihm who recalled the days of the Rebbe Maharash and
even of the Tzcmach Tzedek. The informal discussion came to
consider the question, How will the world look when
Mashzach comes?
179. Zechariah 13:2.
180. Midrasb TchiIlirn, end of ch. 73.
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01lr of the elder chassidim said: "When Mstshiach comes, a
Jew will get up in the morning to get ready to pray - and his
prayers will well forth spontaneously. Throughout the day
likewise, every spare moment will be utilized for the study of
Torah and for the service of G-d. And everything will come so
rlaturally and simply, without any effort."
'Transmitted by oral tradit~on
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Chapter 6: The Third Beis HaMikdash

G-d's Building (i)
The Zoharlnl describes the First and Second Beis HaMikdash as "the building of mortal man which has no lasting
existence," whereas the Third Beis HaMzkdash, since it isln2
"the building of the Holy One, blessed be He," will endure
forever.
The First Beis HaMikdash corresponds to Avraham Avinu;
the Second Beis HaMikdash corresponds to Yitzchak Avinu;
the Third Beis HaMikdash corresponds to Yaakov Avinu.ln3
And since the dominant characteristic of Yaakov Avinu is
truth,lX4 which can be neither intercepted nor changed, the
Third Beis HaMikdash will stand forever.
Likkutei Sichor, Vol. I X , p. 26

G-d's Building (ii)
The First and Second Beis HaMikdash embodied the labors
of the Jewish people, as they fulfilled the command tolS5''build
Me a Sanctuary and I will dwell in their midst." How, then, is
it possible that these two Sanctuaries should not be everlasting,
while specifically the Third Beis HaMzkdash, which (insofar as
it isln2"the building of the Holy One, blessed be He") would
appear to be lacking the luster of Israel's labors, will be everlasting?
181. 111, 221a.
182. In the Aram, original, Unyana drKudska Brich Hu.
183. See Yahci Oron TcbiUim 127:l (sec. 12), commenting on Likkutei Torah, Mator,
p. 83c.
184. Michah 7 2 0 .
185. Shmos25.8.
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By way of response: The Third Beis HaMikdash will be
"the building of the Holy One, blessed be He" and hence
eternal by virtue of Jewry's spiritual labors throughout this long
mile. Indeed, it could be contended that these endeavors are
the most sublime of all forms of avodah, outshining even the
divine service carried out in the First and Second Beis HaMikdash. Hence it is these very endeavors that ensure that the
Third Beis HaMikdash will be G-d's handiwork and will stand
cternally.
This observation parallels the classic comment of our Sages
on the Divine promise of the R e d e m p t i ~ n , mw>nN
' ~ ~ .cnm - " I
will hasten it in its time." Now, is this verse promising that the
Redemption will be hastened, or that it will come in its time?
To resolve this paradox, the Sages taught:'" N> ;.c>)w)n~-l3t
a n n - n t . I.e., if the Jewish people are found worthy, the
Redemption will be hastened, ahead of its preordained time; if
they are not found worthy, it will come in its time.
As noted above, the preceding observation recalls this
teaching of the Sages. For since the Third Beis HaMikdash will
come in the wake of the spiritual labors which, in the course of
this long exile, have refined the Jewish people time and time
again, it is these very labors that will induce G-d Himself to
build it.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. X X X , p.122

G-d's Building (iii)
A man's divine service may be described as perfect when he
does not regard himself as an independent and self-sufficient
entity, but rather, all his deeds are "G-d's deeds." At such a
time, the Divine Presence fully dwells in all the works of his
hands. This is whyI8H "the works of tzaddikim are called the
works of G-d" - because a tzaddik is self-effacing.
186. Yeshayahu60:22.
187. Sanhedrin 98a.
188. Shitah Mehubetzeson Kesubbos 5a
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It may safely be assumed that this is especially true when
one serves G-d in the spirit of a bondman, who has no independent identity. (Indeed,lnY"Whatever a bondman acquires is
his master's.") He serves his master simply because he has
accepted the yoke of his authority, not because of intellectual
im~erativesor emotional attachment.
This mode of divine service points out the distinctive quality of the Third Beis HaMikdash.
The divihe service in the First and Second Beis HaMikdasb,
for all its worth, was spurred by a profound apprehension of
the greatness of G-d, an intellectual apprehension which generates a love and awe of Him.190 Now intellect by definition
garbs the essence of the soul and covers it over. On the surface, therefore, the divine service of that era was intellectual,
and hence tainted bv the self-awareness that one's own comprehension and feelings evoke. Neither the First nor the
Second Beis HaMikdasb was therefore manifestlyln2 "the
building of the Holy One, blessed be He."
The Third Bezs HaMikdash, by contrast, will arise by virtue
of the Jewish people's divine service in the course of the exile,
a service that has been carried out primarily through the acceptance of the yoke of heaven, like the service of a bondman. It is
specifically this kind of service that may wholly and truly be
called'~~
"the works of tzaddikim [which] are called the works
of G-d." And for this reason this kind of service ensures that
the Third Beis HaMikdash will manifestly be "the building of
the Holy One, blessed be He": He Himself will build it.
Likkutci Stchos, Vol. XXX, p. 123

189. Pesachim 88b.
190. C f Rambarn, Hilchor Ymdei HaTorah 2 : 2
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Cosmic Harmony
The Bezs HaMikdash encapsulates G-d's bond with the
world; as it is written,lH5"And they shall build Me a Sanctuary
and I will dwell in their midst."
This bond can be established in any of three ways.
In the First Beis HaMikdash the bond was established by
virtue of the first party, viz., G-d, by means of a downward
flowlY1of Divine beneficence initiated from above. In the time
of the First Beis HaMzkdash the people were required (for the
most part) to be tzaddikim - and the task of a tzaddik is to
draw Divinity down to this world. Yet since this downward
flow of Divine beneficence was initiated from above, and
barely dependent on mortal initiative, it was prone to be interrupted.
In the Second Beis HaMikdash the bond was established by
virtue of the second party, viz., by the refinement and upliftinglY2of the world. In the time of the Second Beis HaMikdash,
since it followed after the destruction of the First Beis HaMikdash and after the rectification of this destruction, the people
were at the level of penitent^"^ - and the fhnction of teshuvah
is refinement and uplifting. This enabled the Second Beis
HaMzkdash to last longer in this world than the First. Yet since
the world is by definition finite, this Beis HaMzkdash too was
subject to the bounds of finitude.
In the Third Beis HaMikdash the bond will be established
from a third direction - by virtue of the combination of the
infinite "above" and the finite "below", and the consequent
formation of a third state of existence which embraces them
both. And since this hsion of "above" and "below" is the
function of the Third Beis HaMikdash, it will endure forever,
for the finitude of the world will thereby become infinite.
Likkuai Sichos, Vol. IX, p. 26

19 1. In the origmal, hamrhachah milmaulah lematah.
192. In the oripnal, haalaah milmatah lemaalah.
193. In the original, baalei teshuvah.
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Its Gates Sank i n t o the Ground194
On the verse, "Its gates sank into the ground," the Sages
teach thatlY5the gates of the Beis HaMikdash sank and were
hidden away in their location.
It would thus appear that when the Third Bezs HaMikdash
descends from heaven, these gates will be revealed, and the
IGng Mashiach will erect them in their proper ~ 1 a c e . l ~ ~
But why, one might ask, should there be a need to use the
gates that sank into the ground? Just as the Beis HaMikdash
itself will descend from heaven, surely its gates too can descend.
However, since G-d is the ultimate in goodness and hence
benevolent, and since197"a man prefers one kav of his own
Lhandiwork] to nine kabin of another's," even the Third Beis
HaMikdash (which will descend complete from heaven) will
include this cherished quality of man's own handiwork - by
the erection of the gates which sank into the ground. Indeed,
through this final stroke the entire Beis HaMikdash will be
enhanced by this quality, since he who sets up the doors of a
house is regarded as having built it alI.l9"
From a talk o f the Rebbe on Shabbor Parshas Terumah, 5744 [1984]

T h e Sanctuary O n High
Our Sages taught that199 "the Beis HaMikdash below is
positioned opposite the Beis HaMzkdash on high."
This correspondence extends to the particular dimensions
and components of the Beis HaMikdash, each of which re-

194. Eichuh2:Y.
195. Eichuh Rabbah, ad lor.
196. See below, Pan VI, ch. 4 .
197. Bava Mrnia 38a.
198. Cf. Bava Barra 53b.
199. Midrmh Tanrhuma, Parshas Mishpatim, sec. 18
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flected the level of sanctity enjoyed by its precise counterpart in
the heavenly Beis HaMikdash.
There is reason to assume that this correspondence will be
especially true of the Third Beis HaMikdash. In the First and
Second Beis HaMikdash the correspondence was not apparent
in detail: one could only tell that this was a House of G-d with
a general division into parts. In the Third Beis HaMikdash, by
contrast, the parallelism will be visible in all its precision even
to fleshly eyes.
The reason is that since the First and Second Beis HaMikdash were2O0"buildings of mortal man," they did not disclose
manifest evidence of their exact correspondence to the182
"building of the Holy One, blessed be He." In the Beis
HaMikdash of the future, however, which will be a "building
of the Holy One, blessed be He," the way in which each of its
details echoes a particular level in the Sanctuary on high will be
plainly visible.
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XKIX, p. 22

--

--

Candles from Sabbath Eve
In the very last of the Laws Governing the House of
[G-d's] Choice, Rambam describes the procedure by which
the courtyard of the Beis HaMikdash was inspected on Shabbos.
There he writes:201"Thisprocedure M followed every night, except
on Shabbos eve, when there are no torches in hand, but the inspection is carried out by the l&ht of candles that were lit therefiom
before the approach of Shabbos."
What message do these words bear?
The full flowering of the Beis HaMikdash will come to pass
in the Sanctuary of the future, in the days of Mashiach, inZoZ
"the day that will be entirely Shabbos." For only the Third Beis
--

200. ZohavIII, 221a.
201. Hilchos Bcis HuBcchirah 8:12
202. Tumid 7:4.
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HaMikdash will be G-d's own h a n d ' i w ~ r k"the
~ ~ ~Sanctuary
which Your hands ... have established," and it will stand forever.
Now since this consummation will be attained only in the
future, one could conceivably underestimate the ultimate value
of Jewry's divine service in the course of this present exile.
Quite the contrary, Rambam reassures us:
On Shabbos eve: In the time of the future Redemption, "the
day that will be entirely Shabbos,"-there are no torches in hand: At that time we will no longer
have the benefit oPM "a mitzvah [which] is a lamp, and the
Torah [which] is light," for those will bez05 "years of which
you shall say, I have no pleasure in them," but the inspection is carried out by the lght of candles that
were lit therefrom before the approach of Shabbos: Whatever light
is then available will be that which was kindled during the
preceding exile. Indeed, the ultimate attainment of the Third
B e i HaMikdash will be the fact that at that time the divine
service of the Jewish people throughout the exile will become
apparent in all its beauty.
Likkuter Sichos, Vol. XXI, p. 243

A Glimpse of the Future Sanctuary
The saintly R Levi Yitzchak of Berditchev used to point
out that the name Shabbos ChazonzM stems from the word
machazeh, meaning "vision", for "on that day everyone is
shown the future Beis HaMikdash.
This is intended to arouse a Jew and encourage him: having caught a glimpse of the Third Beis HaMibdash in all its

203. Shnor 15:17.
204. Mirhici 6:23.
205. Koheics 12:l.
206. I.e., the Shabbos preceding Tishah BeAv, when the Hafbab opens with the
word chawn ("The vision of Isaiah...";Terbayahu 1:1).
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heavenly perfection, all that is left for him to do is to bring it
down to this world.
And though not everyone quite sees the Third Bezs HaMikdash, this situation may well be compared to the following
episode in which207 "I Daniel alone saw the vision; the men
who were with me did not see the vision, but a great trembling
fell upon them ...."
On this the Sages ask:20K"If they did not see the apparition, why the dread?"
And they answer: "Though they did not see it, their heavenly s o ~ l - r o osaw
t ~ ~it."
~
In the same way, on Shabbos Cbazon the transcendent root
of the soul does see the future Sanctuary; moreover, this perception leaves an imprint on the individual, even on his body
and on his animal soul.
The question has likewise been asked: What is the point of
the proclamations uttered by the heavenly voice210of which the
Sages sometimes speak?Who hears it?
The answer given in CbassaduPLrecalls the above explanation: The transcendent mazal hears the voice, and relays it
soundlessly into the nether reaches of the soul that are garbed
in the body.
Likkntei Sichor, Val. XXIX, pp. 18,22

207. Jlaniel 10:7.
208. Me0i1lah 3a.
209. In the original, m a u l .
210. In the original, bar kol; see, e.g., Avos6:Z and Cha0@ah 15a
21 1. Likkutci Torah, Parshas Teitzzi,p. 36d.
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Chapter 7: The Resurrection of the Dead212

Humanity at its Highest
This world is the period of the battle between material
existence and spirituality, between good and evil: "One nation
shall contend with the other,"213 with the good sometimes
prevailing and sometimes the evil.
In the days of Mashiach, when the Jewish people will have
completed the battle - when the good will have been sorted
out from the evil and the evil from the good - and they will
go out of exile, they will attain the perfect state of man that
existed before the sin of the Tree of Knowledge. The Jewish
people will then no longer be under the dominion of the Tree
of [both] Good and
However, since the impure side of
the universe215 will still have a hold over the216 "mixed multitude," something will still be lacking in the perfection of the
Jewish people. (This explains why all those who will be alive
when Mashiach arrives will die before the Resurrection and
only later will they arise.) In the course of the Days of
Mashiach they will ascend the ladder of perfection by virtue of
their divine service. For this reason the Days of Mashiach are
the time of which it is written (concerning the commandm e n t ~ ) , ~oniwyb
"
ovn - "Today [is the time] to fulfill them."
(Indeed, this period will see the fullest expression of this
phrase.)

212. In the original, tcchiyashamcuim;see footnote 131 above.
213. Bcrcirhu25:23.
214. On this passage, see Imcrcr HaKodcrb, Epistle 2 6 , in Lmom In Tanya, Vol. V , p.
116.
215. In the original, the riha achra.
216. In the original, cirv rav.
217. Dclrarirn 7:11
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The following stage, which is called the World of Resurre~tion;'~ goes further. i\t that time G-d will utterly2'"
"remove the spirit of impurity from the earth" and there will
be neither sin nor death, for G-d Himself willzz0"slaughter the
Evil Inclination," which is the Angel of Death."' At that time
man will attain his most perfect state, not only in proportion to
his spiritual labors and their due reward, but moreover as a gift
granted from above. This is
"the commandments will
be abrogated in future time," at the time of the Resurrection
of the Dead, when22"'the righteous will sit with crowns on
their heads, and bask in the radiance of the Divine Presence."
Thus, once man has attained his most perfect state, he will be
blessed with a reward so sublime that we have no inkling of it.
This reward will be bestowed in the world here below, to
souls clothed within bodies, for then the world will attain the
ultimate state for which it was first created2a4 - to become "a
dwelling place for G-d among the lower worlds."
Terhuvos Ugiurim of the Rebbe, sec. I 1

Stages in the Apprehension of Divinity
In this physical and material world we are unable to grasp
the actual identiWzs of the Divine light, even of the lesser and
immanent level of light called memaleh kol almin. All we can
do is to have a knowledge and sensation of its existence,22bin
the spirit of the verse,227"Raise your eyes aloft and behold
Who created these!"

218. I n the original, Olam HaTechiyah.
219. Zechariah 13:2.
220. Sukhah 52a.
22 1 . Bava Basra 162.
222. Niddah 61b.
223. Bcrachor 17a.
224. Midrarh Tanchuma, Parshas Naso 7 1
225. In the origind, mahur
226. In the original, metziur.
227. Yerhayahu 40:26.
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In the more rarefied state of being called Gun Eden, which
is the World of Souls and hence unencumbered by the obscurity of bodily veils, it becomes possible to grasp the actual
identity of the immanent level of Divine light called memaleh
kol almin.
One step higher, in the days of Mashiach, materiality will
be refined. The image of G-d will illumine a man from within,
as it did before the sin of Adam, and even more so. At that
time, there will be revelations even from the higher and transcendent level of Divine light called sovm kol almin.
The pinnacle is reached with the Resurrection of the Dead,
when this world attains its ultimate state of perfection. At that
point, the very Essence of the Infinite One - Atzmus Ein Sof;
Baruch Hu - will become manifest.

The above modes of Divine illumination, in ascending
order:
Memaleh kol almin (lit., "fills all worlds"): The radiance of
the Divine Presence is actually garbed within the created
worlds where it is diffused differentially according to their
various levels.
Sovev kol almin (lit., "encompasses all worlds"): Here, too,
the Divine light is actually within the created worlds (for
"encompasses" is not a spatial term), except that it is not
diffused differentially to their various levels, but abides within
them while remaining transcendent (makkif).
Atzmuso umahuso (lit., "His Essence and Being"): Actual
Divinity, a level of light which outshines any definition which
would relate it to the bounds of the created worlds.
Teshuvos U'Biurim of the Rebbe, sec 11
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Measure for Measure
The Alter Rebbe writes that all the future revelations of
Divinity2= "depend on our actions and divine senice throughout the period of exile."
Now, the spiritual labors of the Jewish people bring about
the Redemption not only in a general sense, but moreover
according to the more specific principle oPZ9"measure for
measure." If so, one might ask, what is the particular kind of
divine service that brings about the Resurrection of the Dead?
The following answers could be proposed:
(a) Basically, by observing the commandments one transforms the physicality of the world (which is transient and
obsolescent, smacking of death) into a vessel and home for
sanctity (which bespeaks vitality and eternity). Divine service of
this kind will bring about the Resurrection of the Dead.
(b) The divine service called beirurim230 consists of sifting
and refining the materiality of this world, in order to locate
and elevate the sparks of sanctity which are embedded there
and which fell from their pristine heights. And sincez3' "one
who has fallen from his station is referred to as dead," the
elevation of the sparks foreshadows the Resurrection of the
Dead.
1,ikkutei Sichos, Val. 111, p. 101 1

The Days of Mashiach and the Resurrection (i)
--

In the Days of Masbiacb the physicality of the world will be
so purified and refined, that even animals and beasts will be

uplifted; as it is written,z3z"They shall neither hurt nor destroy

228. Tanya, beginning of ch. 37; see h s o n r In Tanya, Vol. 11, p. 483
229. In the original, midduh kmcgrd ~ i d d a h(Ncdavim 32aJ.
230. See Val. I of the present work, pp. 29-32.
231. Cf ZoharIII, 135b.
232. Yeshrryahu 11:9.
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"The wolf shall dwell
in all My holy mountain";
with the lamb ..., and the cow and the bear shall pasture ...."
And obviously, the human body will be utterly refined.
Nevertheless, we find that there will be death ("for a youth
will die a hundred years old"234)- and the function of death is
the refinement of the body. For since a body will then be born
of a physical father and mother, through physical and natural
desire and will, the body will stand in need of this final and
utter refinement of its physicality.
(It goes without saying that the above-mentioned desire is
no mere materialistic desire, nor will it be tarnished by any
taint of evil. Nevertheless, it will be natural - as with Adam
before the sin, who had no materialistic desire at all, and whose
will to eat, for example, was not intended for the satisfaction of
an appetite but for the well-being of the body.)
Thus far concerns the Days of Mashiach. At the time of the
Resurrection of the Dead, by contrast, bodies will not be born
of a father and mother, but will live from "the Dew of Resurrecti~n."~"
Accordingly, they will be holy and pure, and live
eternally. They will resemble the body of
"the handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He," which was utterly pure
"His heel cast a
and refined. In the words of our
shadow on the orb of the sun." Indeed, as far as his body was
concerned, he would have lived forever.
Scfcr HaMaamarim 5686 [1926/, p. 227

The Days of Mashiach and the Resurrection (ii)
The Divine light to be revealed in the Days of Mashiach
will be the light which the Jewish people will have drawn
earthward by serving G-d through the study of the Torah and
233. Loc. ctt., w. 6 - 7 .
234. Op. cit. 6 5 3 0 .
235. Cf Tanya, end ofch.36
236. Bcrcishis Rabbah 24:s
237. Vayikra Rabbah 20:2.
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the observance of the mztzvos. The revelation will thus be
proportionate to their past service. Hence the language of the
verse,2iN$3-rn>n>xl- "The glory of G-d will be revealed": the
l ~ g h twhich until that time had remained hidden within this
study and this observance will then be unveiled for all to
behold.
The Dlvine light that will be revealed at the time of the
Resurrection, however, will outshine it by far: its source will be
a level of Divinity that is beyond the reach of any mortal sewIce.
Or HaTorah, Bcretrhrr, p 880

On the Third Day
~

~

~~-~

OW ,own ivn,
There is a prophetic verse which
i,19> n>n>i
i~n'p?~ ~ , > w
n "He will revive us after two days; on
the third day He will raise us up, and we shall live in His Presence."
The Sages understand the "two days" as referring to This
World and the World to Come (Olam HaBa, here meaning
Gan Eden24"), and "the third day7' as referring to the World of
Resurrection (Olam HaTechijah, the higher state which will
follow the coming of Mashiach).
To what modes of divine service d o these three states correspond?
This World represents the spiritual lifestyle of those who
(like the Tribe of Z e ~ u l u n ~spend
~ ' ) most of their time working
for a living, and who pattern their lives according to the Torah.
The World to Come represents those (like the Tribe of Yissachar241) whose main occupation is studying Torah.242Thc

238. Yerhayahu 4 0 : s
239. Horhea 6 : 2 .
240. See the passage below entltled "Eating and Drinking in the World to Come
(iii)": "Gun Eden ('the World of Souls') and Olam HaTcchiyah ('the World of
Resurrection') are both known as Olam HaBa ('the World to Come') -and this
has resulted in many misconceptions."
241. C f . Rash: on Bereirhis 49:13
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third day represents a level of divine service that combines both
the above modes, a level at which the soul and the body participate with equal enthusiasm in the service of G-d. This level
recalls the state of Adam before the sin, when there was no
difference between the body and the soul; as it is
"And they felt no shame." It also foreshadows the future time
"I shall remove the spirit of
of which it has been
impurity from the earth," so that the body will thus be even
loftier than the soul - and this is the ultimate intent underlying the creation of this world.
Iglm Koderh (Letters) of the Rebbe, Vol.lV, p. 452

Eating and Drinking in the World to Come (i)
Our Sages have taught:24"'In the World to Come there
will be neither eating nor drinking; rather, the righteous will
sit with crowns on their heads, and bask in the radiance of the
Divine Presence."
In Olam HaBa ("the World to Come") there will be
physical bodies complete with all their organs, as now - for
Olam HaBa here means Olam HaTechzyah ("the World of
Resurrection"), not Gan Eden ("the World of Souls").240
Nevertheless, even though there will then be neither eating
nor drinking, the physical body with all its organs will not have
been created in vain, G-d forbid; rather, the body will be
nourished by the radiance of the Divine Presence.
In this it will resemble Moshe Rabbeinu during his forty
days on Mount Sinai: his physical body remained intact, except
that it was nourished by ruchniyus, by the spirituality of the
Divine light.
Lskkutei Torah, Shabbos Shuvah, p. 65d

242. In the original, yoshvei ohcl (lit., "dwellers in the tent [ofTorah]")
243. Bereuhir2:25.
244.Zcchariah 13:2.
245. Berachor l 7 a .
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Eating and Drinking in the World to Come (ii)
In Olam HaBa ("the World to Come"), here meaning
Olam HaTechiyah ("the World of Res~rrection"),2~~
Divinity
will be manifest at a more sublime level than in Gun Eden
("the World of Souls"). For since even the body will be receptive to the radiance of the Divine Presence and will be
sustained by it, it is clear that the source of this radiance must
be a level of Divinity that transcends the limitations of Seder
Hishtalshelus, the chainlike scheme of gradual descent whereby
the Divine light progressively screens itself on its way from
ethereal spirituality to apparent substantiality. Only relative to
such an infinitely towering level of Divinity are the spiritual
"above" and the material "below" both dwarfed into equal
insignificance. And, as part of this equality, just as the soul is
able to be receptive to the radiance of the Divine Presence, so
too is the body.
'The Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe on the Parsh:yos, p. 325

Eating and Drinking in the World to Come (iii)
Question: Will there be eating and drinking in Olam HaBa
("the World to Come")?
Answer: The prophetic promises of the Tanach and the
teachings of the Sages speak of three periods: (a) the Days of
Mashiach; (b) Gan Eden (lit., "the Garden of Eden"); (c) the
World which will follow the Resurrection of the Dead.
Parenthetically: It should be noted that (b) Gun Eden
("the World of Souls") and (c) Olam HaTechiyah ("the World
of Resurrection") are both known as Olam HaBa ("the World
to Come") - and this has resulted in many misconceptions.
(a) Yemos HaMashiach ("the Days of MashiachU): The
Gemara24Qecords two views as to whether at that time the
world will be conducted supernaturally, or whether "There will
246 lbrd 34b
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be no difference between this world and the Days of Mashiach
except for [the Jewish people's liberation from] subservience to
the gentile nations." Now, even though in general (as Rambam
there are many particulars concerning this
period that are not clarified explicitly in the revealed dimension
of the Torah, it is nevertheless obvious that according to both
the above views there will be eating and drinking and so forth
in the days of Mashiach. This is affirmed by many verses and
Talmudic teachings, and explicit in the R a ~ n b a m See
. ~ ~also
~
Imeres HaKodesh by the Alter Rebbe, Epistle 26.
( b ) Gan Eden: Since this is the abode of souls withopt
bodies,24N
eating and drinking are obviously irrelevant.
(c) Olam HaTechiyah ("the World of Resurrection"): Concerning this state, when embodied souls will be resurrected,249
our Sages taught that24VL'Inthe World to Come there will be
neither eating nor drinking; rather, the righteous will sit with
crowns on their heads, and bask in the radiance of the Divine
Presence."
Now the Rambapn250holds that this statement refers to a
state in which there is no body, while in the World of Resurrection there will be eating and drinking.2" In this he is
consistent with his own conception, whereby the ultimate and
principal reward will be granted in a world without bodies,
because the soul is unable to receive its prodigious reward
while clothed in a body. For the same reason, he also holds
that those who will arise at the Resurrection of the Dead will
later die, and thereafter arrive at Olam HaBa ("the World to
Come"), which he defines as the state in which man's divine
service in this world is principally rewarded.252

247. Rambam, Hilchos Melachim 12 : 2 .
248. Rambam, Haichos Teshuvah, ch. 8, and commentaries there; Torah Or, Parrhnr
T h o , p. 73b.
249. See Tcshuvor U'Biurim by the Rebbe, sec. 1 1
250. Hilchos Teshuvah, loc. cit.
251. Lechem Mishnch on Hiichos Tuhuvah 8:2; &gmu Tcrbiynr HaMeirim by the
Rambam.
252. I@JWCITcchiyas HaMeuim by the Rambam.
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Prominent scholars have diKered from all facets of this
conception of the Rambam. Foremost among them is the
R~rnban,~"
who affirms "with clear proofs ...that the Resurrection of the Dead is the ultimate destiny - and-this is the truth
according to the Kabbalah."254From this it necessarily follows
that the above-quoted teaching245 - "In the World to Come
there will be neither eating nor drinking; rather, the righteous
will sit with crowns on their heads, and bask in the radiance of
the Divine Presence" - which speaks of the ultimate reward,
refers to the World of Resurrection.
bras ICoderb (lrtters) o f the Rebbe, Vol. 11, p. 92

Ten Questions a n d Answers
on the Resurrection of the Dead255
Question 1: At what stage will the Resurrection of the
Dead take place?
Answer 1: The Redemption will follow this sequence: the
building of the Beis HaMzkdash, the Ingathering of the Exiles,
and - forty years later - the Resurrection of the Dead.
Question 2: Where will the Resurrection take place?
Answer 2: Both for those buried in Eretz Yisrael and for
those buried outside the Land (to which the bodies will be
brought by the angel Gavriel), the Resurrection will take place
in Eretz Yisrael. For since G-d swore that he would rebuild
Jerusalem indestructibly, the soul will enter the body only in a
place that will stand forever, so that the soul likewise will live in
the body forever. (In this context, the entire Land of Israel 1s
subsumed in Jerusalem.)

253 I e , Nachman~de?
254 Derech M~tzvoscchuby the Twmacb Twdck, r v M$mur T z m w
255 The above Quest~onsand Answers are a mere synops~sof an extenslve rerponsum
by the Rebbe wh~ch1s fully documented and closely argued, see the source ~ n d ~
iated at the end o f these Quest~onsand Answers
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Question 3: Who will arise at the Resurrection of the
Dead?
Answer 3: All of Israel, without exception, have a share in
the World to Comezs6(i.e., the Resurrection of the Dead).
Even as to those of whom the Sages said that they do not have
a share in the World to C0me,2~~
this means that (a) their body
will decompose, while the Divine soul, which is eternal, will be
resurrected in a different body, and (b) they have no known
and separate share, but they do derive benefit and sustenance
from the storehouse of charitable bequests which are hidden
away for those who were not found worthy of entering the
World to Come.2s7
Question 4: In the case of a soul which descended to this
world more than once, in which body will it be resurrected?
Answer 4: A body relates only to that part of the soul
which was rectified when the body was alive. There is no
problem in saying that a man has only "part" of a soul, for
each part of the soul incorporates all of its components, which
together constitute the stature of a complete soul.
Question 5: In what manner will the body be resurrected?
Answer 5: As a man leaves, so will he come - whether
blind, deaf, clothed, or whatever; as G-d says, "Let them arise
as they left, and I shall heal them." Some understand
"clothed" as referring to the shrouds in which a man was
buried, others understand it as referring to the clothes he was
accustomed to wear.
Question 6: Will the entire Jewish people be resurrected
simultaneously?
Answer 6: The first to be resurrected will be the dead of
the Land of Israel, after them the dead of other lands, and
then those who died in the wilderness (or, according to other
2 5 6 . Cf ~anhedrin'1l:l
257 For this subject at length, see Teshuvos U'Biurim by the Rebbe, sec. 8.
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views, the Patriarchs). Some hold that the order will be: the
dead of the Land of Israel, after them the dead of other lands,
and then "those who slumber in Hebron" (is., the Patriarchs)
- in order that the fathers of the Jewish people should awaken
in joy, when they behold their offspring who have arisen from
their graves, in a world filled with righteous and pious folk.
The tzaddikim will take precedence over other men, and
masters in the study of the Torah will take precedence over
masters in the performance of the commandments. They will
all be called by name in alphabetical order, except that the first
to be resurrected will be those who are humble of spirit.
Question 7: What of the people who will be alive at the
time of the Resurrection?
Answer 7: They too will die, and G-d will immediately
resurrect them, in order that no trace whatever should remain
of the defilement of this world - so that there will be a new
world, G-d's handiwork.
Question 8: How w11 the body be rebuilt?
Answer 8: One bone of the body remalns. (Some hold
that it 1s part of the splne: some say at the nape of the neck
where the knot of the tefillin 1s placed, and others say that it is
the lowest bone of the spine.) At the time of the ResurrectJon
G-d softens thls bone $nth the Dew of the Resurrection: it
serves as yeast to dough, and from ~t the entlre body 1s recon
st~tuted.
Question 9: Will there be trial and judgment after the
Resurrection?
Answer 9: There are those who hold that following the
Resurrection there will come the great Day of Judgment2S8 on
which every man will be judged according to his deeds. Others
hold that every man is judged immediately after his death, so
that there is no reason for a further trial; these understand the
258 In the ongtnal, Tom HaDrn
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future Day of Judgment as referring to a time of punishment
and vengeance. Yet others hold that the Day of Judgment
refers only to the nations of the world, not to Israel.
Question 10: How will life be after the Resurrection?
Answer 10: In the World to Come (the World of the Resurrection) there will be neither eating nor drinking, neither
reproduction nor commerce, neither envy nor hatred nor
competition; rather, the righteous will sit with crowns on their
heads, and bask in the radiance of the Divine Presence. They
will not return to their dust, but will live forever.
Tcshwvor U'Baurim by the Rebbe, sec. 1 1
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Studies of Scriptural
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Prologue: The Voice of the Herald
ICol naevaser rnevaser veomer. ..

The voice of the heraldZsYbrings good tidings and proclaims:
Your mighty salvation comes!2M My Beloved is
coming!=6l- the voice heralds.
H e comes with myriads of regiments of angels to
stand o n the Mount of Olives!263-- the voice heralds.
H e approaches to sound the Shofar,263 beneath
Him the mountain shall
- the voice heralds.
H e knocks,'65 peers [through the lattice],266 and
shines forth,"67 and half the mountain moves from the
east,'6x -the voice heralds.
H e has fulfilled the words of llis promise, and H e
has come with all His holy ones,269- the voice heralds.

259. I.e., Eliyahu the Prophet, who will herald the coming of M~hiach,and prodaim
the good tidings enumerated below.
In the original of this poetic passage, each stanza consists of a rhyming
couplet - typically two related promises of Redemption borrowed or concisely
paraphrased from the prophetic Books of the Tanach.Apart from the first stanza,
each one begins with the word Lo1 ("the voice",, and the initial letters of the next
word in each case follow the order of the alphabet.
260. Cf. lirhaynhu 6 2 : l l .
261. Shir HaSbirim 2 : s .
262. Cf Zechariah 14:4.
263. Cf ibid. 9:14; Yerhayahu 27:13.
264. Cf Zechariah 14:4.
265. Shir Hashirim 5:2
266. Ibid. 2:Y.
267. Ycshayahu 60:2.
268.Zcchariah 1 4 4
269. Ibid. 14:5.
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A heavenly vo~ccrs heard by all the ~nhabrtantsof'
the earth.
the volce herald\
Israel, His people, tended by Him from the
womb,27" has been newly born as a babe born from its
mother's lolns, -- the voice heralds
She has travailed and given b~rthz" t o a people that
shlnes forth as the d a w ~ ~ ; ~ + hhas
o heard of anything
Ilke this?27i - the voice heralds.
The Pure One has urought all this; who has see
such wonders?U3- the voice heralds
The means and urne of Rrdempuon have been apthe voice
po~nted;can a land be born in one
heralds.
W ~ t h o u the
t help of the One who 1s omnipotent 111
celestial and terrestrial domains, could an entire nation
be born at once?Z7" - the voice heralds.
When the resplendent G-d redeems His people,
then the evening shall be light,'74 - the voice heralds.
Deliverers wilt go up to Mount Zion,17j for Zion
has travailed and gsven brrrh,27"
the voice heralds.
rt, vo~cc resounds throughout your boundaies:
Enlarge the place of your en~ampment,2~'
- it herald

Extend your hab~tationsas far as l>amas~us;~'~
receive your sons and your daughters, - the voice
heralds.
270
271
272
273
274
27 5
276
277
278

Yeshayahu 46 3
Ibrd 66 8
Shtr IfuShrnm 6 10
Tc~hayahu66 8
Zpchunah 14 7
ovadrai~1 2 1
Te~hayahu66 8
Ibad 54 2
Cf Mrdrash Rabbah on Sher HuShsnm 7 4, Tulkut Sbrmmr on Zedanah, F ~ C
575, and on Teshayahu, sec 472, Rash$ and Radak on Zechgrwrh 9 1
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Rose of Sharon::'
exult, for those who sleep in
HebronZXU have arisen. -- the voice heralds.
Turn to Me and be saved even this very day, if you
hear My voicc,2" -- the voice heralds.
There has appeared a man: his name is Tzemach,2n2
it is David hirnselfl2x"
the voice heralds.
Arise, those who are buried in the earth; awake and
jubilate, those who dwell in the dust!284 - the voice
heralds.
When [Mashilech] will be established as king in
Jerusalem, the populous ~ i t y , 2 G-d
~ = will be a tower of
salvation to him,2" - the voice heralds.
The name of the wicked will be annihilated, but
lovingkindness will be shown to David his anointed,286
- the voice heralds.
Grant salvation to the eternal people, to David and
his descendants forever,2" - the voice heralds.
Frorn the prayers of Hoshana Rabbah, Siddur Tchillat HaShcm
(trans. Rabbi Nissen Mangel), p 334

279. I.e., the Jewish people; see Shir Hashirim 2.1
280. I.e., the Patriarchs, who are interred in Hebron.
281. Cf Sanhedrin 98a.
282. Cf Zrchariah 3:8, 6:12-13, and T a r ~ u mthere; Talmud Y ~ ) ~ s h a l mBcrachos
i,
4:4.
283. See: R Yeshayahu Horowitz (Shcluh), Commentary on the Siddur, and R.
Yaakov Emden, Commentary on the Siddur; cf. Yirm&u 33:lS;Zohar I , 82b,
and 11, 332b.
284. Cf. Trshayubu 2 6 ~ 1 9
285. Eichah 1 : l .
286. Cf. IIShmucl22:51.
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Chapter 1: Expositions of Scriptural Verses

For the Increase of the Realm (i)

"For the increase of the realm and for peace without
end...."287
Our Sages have taughtza8that the closed letter mem which
normally appears only at the end of a word, but here appears in
the middle of the word n310>, is an allusion to Mashiach.
One explanation for this is that289 "Mashiach is alluded to
in the closed mem which appears in the name of Adam (for
O-IN is made up of the initial letters of the three names ,D~TIN
n w n ,-7n- Avraham, David, Mashiach).... But if that which is
closed is opened ..., so that the mem of nmo> becomes open,
then the open letter mem appearing at the end of the word na
in the phrasezy00,3119 nn iwx o,>wlv nimn - 'the walls of
Jerusalem which were broken down,' will be closed on all
sides."
On this the Tzemach Tzedek comments: "Our Sages
teachZ9lthat when an unborn infant is in his mother's womb,
'his mouth is closed and his navel is open, ...and as soon as he
encounters the air of the world, that which is closed opens and
that which is open closes.' Now, exile is likened to pregnancy
and the Redemption is likened to birth;zyh it is
'For Zion has been in labor, and has given birth to her children.' At the time of birth, then, which is the Redemption,
287. Ycrhayahu 9 : 6 .
288. Sanhedrin 94a.
289. Mcgaleh Amukor, sec. 180.
290. Ncchemiah2:13.
291. NIddah 30b.
292. C f Vol. I of the present work, p. 5
293. Yeshayahu 6 6 3
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'that which is closed opens' - an allusion to the [currently-]
closed letter mem of illto> [in the verse which foretells the
imminent rule of Masbiach], and 'that which is open closes' an alluslon to the [currently-]open letter mem of na [in the
verse wh~chspeaks of the still-breached walls of Jerusalem]."
Or HaTorah - Nach, p 184

For the Increase of the Realm (ii)
The open letter mem alludes to exile, as is hinted in the
word nn in the above-quoted verse2Yuon "the walls of
Jerusalem which were broken down." The closed letter mem
alludes to the Redemption, as is hinted in the word ilzno> ~n
the above-quoted verseza7which speaks of the rule of Masbiach.
This may be understood in the light of the teaching of our
Sagesz9*that "the world resembles a three-sided portico whose
northern side is not enclosed." In other words, the world is so
made as to allow for the possibility of a breach - of degeneratmg even to the ultimate point of descent, which is exile.
With~nthe obscurity of this exile, however, the Jewish people
reveal the hidden letter ~LeJ;29~
alluding to Alufo she1 01am
("the Master of the World"),296 and draw upon it to fill the
breach which is called exile. When this happens, the world
becomes so securely enclosed from all sides that there 1s no
hrther possibility of a breach: there comes a Redemption
which will never be followed by exile. And this is brought
about by the hand of Nnwn w j n - the King Masbiach.
In this connection it will be noted that one of the names of
MashiacL+Y7 is onjn (Menachem), which begins with an open
letter nzem and ends with a closed letter mem.
S+

Hasichas 5749 119891, Vol I, p 333

294 Bava Basra 255
295 Cf the passage ent~tlcd"Galahand Gcnlah Exlle and Redempt~on,"m Vol I o f
the present work, p 119 (and footnote there)
296 Zohar 111, 16b, loc ctt, 31a
297 Sanhcdr~n98b .
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The Spirit of G-d will Rest Upon Him
"And the spirit of G-d shall rest upon him - the spirit of
wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and
mkht, the spirit of knowledge and of the awe of G-d.>298
As explained below, each of these three phrases describing
Mashiach comprises two opposites, which the verse nevertheless pairs together.
~~~
Wisdom (Chochmah) and understanding ( B i t ~ a h ) :The
faculty of Chochmah is a point - a flash of intellectual lightning, a wellspring; and the region in the brain which houses it
is cold and moist. The faculty of Binah, by contrast, is extensive - a broad river, the deliberate consideration of an idea;
and the region in the brain which houses it is hot and dry.
Counsel (eitzah) and might Cqevurah): The word eitzah
means considered counsel, stemming from thinking, understanding and profound involvement. Gevurah, by contrast,
signifies strength and might. Counsel belongs to the world of
wisdom and intellect, while might is characterized by determined confidence.
Mashiach is next described as possessing "the spirit of
knowledge (Daas) and of the awe of G-d (yiras HaShem)."
The term Daas implies profound and comprehensive thinking.
The term yiras HaShem, by contrast, implies a simple fear of
heaven that knows neither compromises nor artfully lenient
r ~ l i n g s ;it~ )does
~ not seek to be clever. As people often say,
"clever" means "not pio~s.''~~'l
Despite these contrasts, the verse enumerates each of these
pairs of attributes together (rather than saying, for example,
"the spirit of wisdom and the spirit of understanding"). For
Mashiach transcends nature, at a level of spirituality that can
298. Ycrhayahu 11:2.
299 C t Tanya, ch. 3 .
300. I n the original Heb./Yid./Aram., chochmcrfun kulerr
301. In the original Yid., "Klugiznitfrum."
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embrace two opposites. After all, any two opposing attributes
ultimately spring from one Source, and when one is at a level
that transcends nature, one can manifestly see how they are
both rooted in that Source.
With this insight we can appreciate why in saying that "the
spirit of G-d shall rest upon him," the verse specifies the
D~vineName Havayah. For this Name, being a simultaneous
composite of the three verbs meaning "was" and "is" and "will
be," signifies the level of Divinity that transcends the finitude
of nature.
Likkntez Dzbburim, Vol 11, p 628R
,and In Endah translat~onVol 11, p 275%)

Not by the Sight of His Eyes

"Not according to the sight of his eyes shall he judge, vor
shall he rebuke according to the hearing of his ears."a2
When Mashiach comes there will be a trial to determine
who is to arise at the Resurrection of the Dead. Those who will
be privileged to witness his arrival will also be judged. And
presiding over this trial will be Mashiach himself.
This verse assures us, however, that unlike an ordinary
judge, "not according to the sight of his eyes shall he judge,
nor shall he rebuke according to the hearing of his ears."
Rather, he will see and feel the factors that caused the sinner to
transgress. He will weigh and consider the bleak life that Jews
have lived in exile. H e will intercede on their behalf and seek
out their merits, pointing out that they did not want to sin:
they were unable to overmaster their Evil Inclination.
Ibid.,Vol. 11, p. 644 (and in English translation: Vol 11, p. 288)
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With Righteousness

"With r%hteousness shall he judge the poor. w303
The kind of poor man described as dal is one who does
not manage: he can discern between good and evil, but he
lacks the determination to translate his understanding into the
practicalities of his daily life. (This lack is reflected in the very
idiom with which the dal is described in the Torah3w - "one
whose hand does not reach.")
This poor man who does not quite manage to take himself
in hand, him will Mashiach judge - but he will judge him
with righteousness, pointing out his extenuating circumstances.
Ibid., Vol. 11, p. 645 (and in English translation: Vol. 11, p. 288)

The Meek of the Earth
'With equity shall he rebuke the meek of the
A personal obligation rests upon every individual Jew to
arouse his fellow to the practice of good deeds. When instead a
person adopts an attitude of humility and argues, "Who am I
to arouse my fellow? What kind of a spokesman am I?" - he
deserves to be sternly rebuked. These "meek of the earth" will
be rebuked by Masbiach, though here too he will find extenuating circumstances.
Ibid., Vol. 11, p. 646 (and in English translation: Vol. 11, p. 289)

303. Loc. cit., v. 4.
304. Vayikra 14:21.
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The Snake's Den

"And the weaned child shall put his hand on the den of a
snake, """5
Evcn the Evil Inclination, which the Sages refer to as tzifoni,"6 will be transformed to good in the days of Mashzach.
For at that time, evil will undergo not only iskafja
("subjugation"), as in the prophetic promise,m7"I shall remove
the spirit of impurity from the earth," but also, in the fullest
sense, is'hapcha ("tran~formation").~
LikbuteiSishar, Vol. XXll, p. 36

The Ocean Bed

"For the earth shall be as full of the knowledg-e of G-d as
the waters cover the ocean bed."my

Of the h t u r e time it is likewise written,310"For they will all
know Mc." Nevertheless, not all will be equal: the man with
the deeper and broader mind wifl understand more than
another.
Hence the simile, "as the waters cover the ocean bed":
though o n the surface the water is even, the chasms in the
ocean bed hold more water than elsewhere.
The Short Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe, p. 141

305. Yeshayahu 1 1 : X .
306. Cf. Sukkah 523.
307. Zechaviah 13:2.
308. Cf Tanya, ch. 27
309. Yeshayahu 1 1:Y.
310, Tirmeyahu 31.33.
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Splitting the River
m5n1 ~IYXW', imm ,>nilO,YX inla 5~

if,

qvm

"With His scorching wind will He shake His hand over
the river, and will smite it into seven streams."31l
The Splitting of the Red Sea3I2served as a preparation for
the Giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai; as our Sages teach,31"
the phrase describing how314"the mountains pranced" alludes
to the Giving of the Torah. In the same way, the division of
the river will prepare the ground for the revelation of the
innermost, mystical dimensions of the Torah in time to come.
Likkutci Torah, Tear: p. 16d

O n That Day

aIt will be said on that day: Behold, this is our G-d."315
[Speaking of something in the third person, as in the
phrase "on that day," stresses that it is neither present nor
visible; pointing to something directly, as in the phrase "this is
our G-d," makes it clear that it is both present and visible.
Accordingly, on the non-literal level of interpretation called
derush, the Alter Rebbe understands the above quotation as
follows:]
The aspect of Divinity which is presently obscured and
unfathomable, and hence describable as hu ("that"), will in
future time become manifest, like something which can be
pointed at with the word zeh ("this").
Likkutci Torah, Rosh Hashanah, p. 59c
311 Ycshayabu11:15.
312. As the Alter Rebbe explains elsewhere (Lakkutei Torah, Teav, p. 16c), the
Splitting o f the Red Sea physically echoed the supernatural revelation of the
usually hidden levels of Divinity that took place at that time.
313. Pesachim 118a.
314. TehiNim 114:4.
315. Yeshayahu 25:9
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Those Who Are Lost
O y n l I i l 1 , l W N Y l N I D ' l 2 1 N i l 1 N 1 i ,>172 1 9 1 W 1 Y p n ' N l i l i l 0 1 ' 7 il-'il1

"It shall come to pass on that day, that agreat Shofar will
be sounded, and those who are lost in the Land of &ria
shall come, as well as those who are cast away in the Land
of E m t ) and they shall bow down to G-d on the holy
mountain in Je~usalem."~~~
n o s e who are lost in the Land oj'hyria: This alludes to
those who are foundering in worldly pleasures and luxuries
(for Ashur, the Hebrew name for Assyria, is related to the root
~ W N , meaning pleasure, as in the verse,317Rrhrei yoshvei
veisecha).
Those who are cast away in the Land ofEgypt: This alludes
to those whose head and heart are not open to the knowledge
of G-d because of the pressures and constraints of exile (for
Mitzrayim, the Hebrew name for Egypt, shares the same letters
as o w m , meaning "straits"). This was the case with our forefathers in Egypt, of whom it is writteqan "They did not listen to
Moshe, out of anguish of spirit and hard labor."
In future time, people will be raised up out of both these
situations, and will come to bow down to G-d.
Likkutci Torah, Rod Hashanah, p. 60a

Hidden No Longer
-pi>nn N n i ~ 1n' ) ' ~

i'n1

,-pin 7

1 713'
~ N>I

''Your Teacher shsll be hcdden no longer, and your eyes
shall see your Tea~her."~lY

316
3 17
318
3 19

Ibrd 27 13
Tehrlltm 84 5
Shmos69
Yeshayahu 30 20
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[The verb translated "hidden" is drawn from the word
kanaf; meaning the edge or corner of a garment. The image of
"garment" suggests something - such as the workings of the
created universe - that conceals the identity of the Wearer.
Hence:]
The quoted verse implies that in time to come, G-d will
not be hidden even by the mere hem of a garment. At that
time, moreover, not only the edge of a garment but even the
garment itself will lose its independent identity; it will be
nullified to its wearer, especially if the Wearer is "your
Teacher."
In time to come the "edge of a garment" will still exist:
there will still be the Divinely-ordained chainlike and progressive scheme of seeming self-concealment known as Seder
Hishtalshelus; there will still be the configuration of Divine
forces known as maaseh merkavah; there will still be the gamut
of Divine emanations known as the Ten Sefiros. At that time,
however, this "edge of a garment" will not conceal its Wearer.
Scfcr HaSichos 5749 (19891, Vol. I, p. 134

The Light of the Moon

''7%~l&ht of the moon shall be as the l$ht of the sun."320
At present, the moon receives its light from the sun, which
enables it to give off its own light. In the future, however, the
light of the moon will equal the light of the sun. The moon
will no longer need the sun, but will be luminous in its own
right.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. I X , p. 64
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Even from the North
W o n ?N ln,n>i ,,)n )iQr>i n w ,7rlpN liynnl

,~Y-IIN W

nitnn

Y shall brzng your seed fiom the east, and gather you in
from the west; I shall say t o the north, 'Givefirth!' and to
the south, 'Keep not ba~k!"'3~:

The north s~gnlfiesthe source of evil in the universe, as In
the verse,z22"From out of the north shall the evil break fbrth."
Yet when Mashzach comes, even the "north" will be transfigured, and will cooperate in the redemption and ingathering of
the exiled Jewish people.
Lrkhutn Stchar, Vol IV, p 1065

For a Small Moment

"For a small moment have Ifbrsaken you, but with
compassion shall Igather you ~n."3~"

rea at

When Mashiach comes, and G-d's great compassion will
become manifest, everyone will see how this entire lengthy
exile was in fact "a small moment."
Sefir HaMaamanm 5700, p 10

The Nations
''For the nation and the kingdom that will not serve you
shall perish.S4
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In future time, the reality of every created entity's existence
will become apparent. I t will thus become apparent that the
entire universe and everything it contains, including the
nations of the world, were in reality created only for the sake of
the Jewish people. As Rashi
G-d created the world
for the sake of two things which are referred to in the Torah as
veishis ("the first") - the Torah and the Jewish people. Accordingly, any entity which will not fulfill the function for
which it was created, will spontaneously cease to exist.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXIV, p. 161

---

-

-

High Frequency (i)
"And it shall come to pass, that on every New Moon and
on every Sabbath, all flesh shall come to bow down before
Me,""2"
While the Beis HaMikdash stood, the Jewish people used
to converge on Jerusalem only on the three pilgrim festivals,
whereas in future time they will go up to behold the revelation
of the Divine Presence on Shabbos and Rosh Chodesh as well.
For the festivals are a time of joy (as in the phrase,327
moadim lesimchah); and joy evinces self-revelation, just as a
mortal king might make a public appearance at a time of
supreme joy. In the time to come, G-d's joy will be
comp1ete:"X i>wval $TI nnw, - "G-d will rejoice with His
works." The letters that spell the verb nnw, coincide with the
letters that spell n w a - Mashiach. Accordingly, at the time of
the ultimate Redemption, Divinity will be manifest not only
three times a year, but on every Shabbos and Rosh Chodesh as
well.
Scjir HaMaamarim 5630, p. 262
325 O n Brreirhir l : l , interpreting the word n w N x as n w N 1
326. Teshayahu 66:23.
327. Siddur Trhillat HaShem, p. 2 5 3 .
328. Tehillim l04:31.
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High Frequency (ii)
"Allflesh shall come to bow down before Me:"326At the time
of that supreme revelation of the Divine Presence, all of
humanity - even persons so unspiritual as to be described as
"flesh" - will attain a level of perceptiveness that will inspire
them to bow down humbly before their Maker.
Likkutci Torah, Zos HaBcrachah, y . 97d

-

Weeping Over the Past

"They shall come with weeping, and I shall lead them
with snpplications. 'q2Y
In the tlme to come, Divinity will be revealed to every
individual. In every man's heart, therefore, there will be
aroused an intense compassion and a weeping over the imperfections of the past.
Zbrah Or, Vaetnz, p Sd

From Mourning to Joy
l?ww> D>JN > n m m

"And I shall turn their mourning into joy.U33('
It is obvious enough that when Mashiach comes and the
Beis HaMikdash IS rebuilt, there will be no more mourning on
Tishah BeAv. But why should this day be set aside as a joyful
Yom-Tov?
On Tishah BeAv the Bezs HaMikdash was destroyed on
account of Israel's ev~ldeeds, which aroused Divine anger.
Nevertheless, though the external and visible aspect of this
329 Tsrmeyahu 3 1 8
330 Lor r t t , % 12
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anger was outright punishment, its inner aspect - its ultimate
motivation - was G-d's intense love of His people. It was
precisely this love that caused Him such extreme distress when
His children became soiled by sin. (If there were no such love,
their conduct would be of no consequence to Him.)
Once judgment will have been done, and the Divine fury
will have run its course, what will remain will be the underlying, innermost Divine attribute - G-d's love for His people.
And, as this love surfaces, in the time to come Tishah BeAv
will become a Tom-Tov.
This insight enables us to understand a teaching of the
MidrasP31 on a phrase first spoken after the First Destruct i ~ n onnn3
: ~ ~ ~Y>IWTI
~
- "He has sated me with bitter food."
On this the Midrash comments that Tishah BeAv and Pesach
share a common theme. (Indeed, according to the standardized calendar, the first day of Pesach in any particular year
always falls on the same day of the week as does Tishah BeAv.)
What is this common theme? - On Pesach, the external aspect
of G-d's love for His people was revealed; on Tishah BeAv, the
innermost aspect of this love will be revealed.
The Maamarim o f the Alter Rebbe on the Ncpi'im, p. 214

Knowing G-d (i)

"No longer shall any man teach his neghbor nor any
man his brother, saying, 'Know G-d,' for they shall all
know Me, from their smallest to theirgreatestD333
"For they shall all know Me" does not refer to knowledge
and comprehension of an intellectual kind, for this, like the
faculty of hearing, means knowing from afar. Rather, this verse
331. Eichah Rabbari 3 : s .
332. Eichah 3 : 1 5 .
333 T;rmryah&31:33.
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refers to a direct recognition, to seeing the actual nature (the
mabus') of that which is perccived - just as a man knows and
recognizes his friend because he sees him constantly. This is an
intrinsic kno\vledge,""as,
for example, in the
o2nn in
)nv-r, -- "You alone have I known").
For this reason no man will teach his neighbor, for teaching is appropriate when a subject can be grasped rationally, not
when the true nahlre of something is perceived and recognized
by direct vision. For this reason, too, all men will know G-d
cqually, for whereas o n thc scale of rational comprehension
therc are men of greater and lesser ability, when it comes to
the direct perception of the essence of a subject there are no
differences between great and small. Great and small recognize
a king alike.
Thus it is writren,"fl'For the earth will be filled with the
kno\vledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bed": as with
the surface of the ocean, the "cover" is the same with respect
to all men. Similarly, at the Giving of the Torah, all those
present recognized their Maker alike, as it is written,"' "A11 the
people beheld."
Shnar HaEmunah, p. 61

Knowing G-d (ii)
Though there are differences between great and small, yet
when it comes to "knowing Me" - knowing Atzmus, the very
Essence of G-d - all will be equal. In the words of the praye r ~ , >im>
~ ? ~pj7 iliwn> i t l W 3 - "He 1s immutable, and relates
alike to small and gredt."
Sefcr HaStchus 5748 [1Y88/, Vol I, p 220

334. In the original, yedrah anmtr.
335. Amos 3:2.
336. Yeshayahu l l : 9 .
337. Shmos 20:lS.
338. From the Mussaf prayer, in Machwr for Rosh Hashanah with Englirh Trnnrlation
(Kehot, N.Y., 1983), p. 146
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Knowing G-d (iii)
We find nevertheless that Mashiach will teach Torah to all
of Israel (including the Patriarchs and Moshe Rabbeinu33').
For "they shall all know Me" in the above-quoted verse refers
to the actual revelation of "Me", no less; it does not refer to
the knowledge and comprehension of the Torah, which
includes the knowledge of Divinity (as found in "the luminary
within the Torah"34")).
Scfw HaSuhor 5749 119891, Vol. I, p. 159

Knowing G-d (iv)
-

-

O n the one hand, when Mashiach comes people will still
differ in the extent to which they know G-d; at the same time,
however, "they shall all know Me" equally. (Since the verse
explains that "no longer shall any man teach his neighbor ...
because they shall all know Me," it follows that this knowledge
will be equally shared by all.)
How is this paradox possible?
In time to come, people will be enabled to know G-d as a
reward for their spiritual labors during the time of exile; and
the two abovementioned aspects of the future knowledge of
G-d - simultaneous equality and diversity - correspond to
two elements in man's divine service:
(a) What is common to every Jewish man, woman and
child, is that every individual is an emissary whose soul was sent
down here to This World in order to transform it into a
dwelling place for Him.

339. See the passage at the beginning o f the present volume entitled "Utter Humility
(i)" and the passage entitled "Teaching the Innermost Dimension o f the Torah

(iil)."
340. In the original, hamaor shrbaTorah - a synonym for the innermost dimension
(the pnimiyus) ofthe Torah, viz., Charridur.
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"And David My servant shall be king over them..., and
My sewant David shall be a nasi for themfo~ever"~~3
This verse relates to both functions of the King Mashiach
his kingship and his nesius, his role as nasi. For Mashiach
will act both as king, fighting G-d's battles:"
and as nasi,
guiding the people along the path of G-d.345
Hence our quotation speaks of his reigning as "king over
them," while concerning his function as nasi it is written yor
them," reflecting the less distant approach of a mentor who
seeks that his teachings be understood and find acceptance.
This dual role also explains why the word "forever" in the
above quotation relates specifically to his function as nasi. For
once Mashiach has3&"perfect[ed] the entire world, [motivaying all the nations] to serve G-d," there will be less need for
him to act as king: his prime task thenceforth will be to teach
the people the path of G-d. The eternality of Mashiach
("forever") will thus be chiefly evident in his role as nasi.
-

Likkutcr Sichor, Parsha Vuyiiarh, 5751 [I9901

The Mount of Eisav
"And liberators shall ascend Mount Zion to judge the
mount of E i ~ a v " ~ ~ ~
This verse indicates the future that awaits each of the two
aspects of Eisav and everything Eisav stands for:
(a) Beirur: In one respect, Eisav will undergo sifting and
refinement - just as many other nations will likewise be
transformed to good, in fulfillment of the prophecy,X7 "For I
shall then make the peoples pure of speech so that they will all
~p

~-

343. Ibid. 37:24-25.
344. Rumbarn, Hilchos Meluchim 1 1 :4
345. Ramburn, Hilchos Tcshuvah9:2
346. Ovudiah 1:21.
347. Zephaniah 3:9.
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call upon the Name of G-d and serve Him with one purpose."
This is also hinted at in the teaching of the SagesS48 that "in
future time the pig will become pure7' -- an allusion to the
kingdom of E d o n ~ . ~ * "
(b) Bittul: That aspect of Eisav which is irredeemably evil
will be utterly eradicated. As it is written,jjO "The House of
Yaakov shall be a fire and the House of Yosef a flame, and the
House of Eisav shall be stubble ..., and they shall consume
them, and there shall be no remnant ...."
L~kkureiSichus, Vol. XV, i'. 305

In the Broad Places of Jerusalem

"Old men and old women shall yet sit in the broad places
of Jeru~alern"~~'
This prophecy would appear to conflict with the principle
that "All the glory of a king's daughter is inward.""%oreover, the same question applies to another prophecy:353"There
shall yet be heard ... in the cities of Judah and in the courtyards
of Jerusalem... the voice of the bride."
The explailation is that the former prophecy relates to the
era of the Resurrection of the Dead.354 At that time the Evil
Inclination will vanish from all hearts, in the spirit of thc
348. From the Midrash, cited In Shnez Luchor HaBris, Parrhm Chayei Sarah; and

elsewhere
349. Vayikra Rabbah, end of Parshar Shemini.

In the Torah, FAom i s mother name for E~sav(Bereirhir25:30); in the era o f
the Sages, the distant and defunct "Kmgdom o f Edom" served as a safe euphemism for the then-cumnt Roman Empire. (See, e.g., the above source in
Vayikva Rabbah, and commentaries there.)
3 5 0 Ovadiah 1:18.
35 1. Zechaviah 8:4.
352. TehilIim 45:14. T h ~ sphrase is applied by the Sages to describe the modesty o f
Sarah, who was indoors when Avraharn Avinu received his visitors. (See Yevamos
77n, commnenting on Bereirhir 1 8 9 )
353. Yirmeyahu 33:lO 1.1.
354. Tosafur on Mabkos 24b.
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"Even [a man's] enemies will make peace with him."
At that time, therefore, unlike now, there will be no need for
the vigilance that requires a king's daughter to be indoors, and
both prophecies will be able to be fulfilled in their entirety.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXI, p. 379

A Poor Man on a Donkey (i)
iinn >Y

13iii ,IY

' A poor man, and riding on a d~nkey""~
The revelation of Divinity in the days of Mashiach will not
come as the result of "an arousal from belown:3" it will not be
aroused by any spiritual labors initiated by created man.
Rather, this revelation will radiate from a Divine initiative so
sublime that no mortal endeavor can aspire to induce it. This is
why Mashiach is called "a poor man."
OYHaTorah, Shmos, p. 260

A Poor Man on a Donkey (ii)
Concerning Moshe Rabbeinu the Torah ~ r i t e s : 3"And
~~
Moshe took his wife and his sons and caused them to ride
upon the donkey." On this verse Rashi comments: "This was
the donkey which Avraham bridled for the Binding of
Yitzchak, and this is the donkey upon which the King
Mashiach will be revealed, as it is written,3s6"A poor man, and
riding on a donkey."
In the Holy Tongue, the word iinn (charnor), meaning
"donkey", is related to nvinin ichumriyus), meaning
"materiality". Moreover, the above three "donkeys" - the
3 5 5 . .M~shlei16:7.
356 Z~chariahY:9.
357 In the Aram. original, ~ n n >wnnynn.
l
358. Shmor 4:20.
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donkey of Avraham Avinu, of Moshe Rabbeinu, and of
Mashiach - allude respectively to three successive stages in the
subordination and refinement of the materiality of the body,
the microcosm, and the materiality of the world, the wortd at
I arge .
Stage (a): The subjugation of the materiality of the body so
that it will not obscure the light of the soul; likewise, in the
world, the removal of the coarseness of the world's materiality,
which prevents the indwelling of holiness.
In the days of Avraham Avinu the Torah had not yet been
given, and the materiality of the world had not yet been sifted
and refined."y His task was therefore to bridle materiality, to
subjugate it so that it would not prevent the light of holiness
from being revealed.
Stage (b): The soul sifts and refines the body, so that it too
becomes a receptor3"' for the light of the soul. Likewise, the
materiality of the world becomes sifted and refined until it
becomes a fit receptor for the light of holiness.
In the days of Moshe Rabbeinu - after the Egyptian exile,
which refined the Jewish people, and through them the world
at large - the materiality of the world was enabled to receive
the light of holiness. In his case, therefore, it is written that
"he caused them to ride upon the donkey": he drew the light
of holiness down into the materiality of the world. At this
stage, the light of holiness merely rode upon materiality and
illuminated by means of it; its revelation did not relate to the
materiality itself, but only to whoever was riding upon it.
Stage (c): The body, in its own right, becomes refined and
is transformed into a holy object. Likewise, in the world, its
materiality itself becomes sanctified.
The light of the King Mashiach will be revealed through
the very chamor/chomer itself: materiality will become so refined that it in itself will reveal the light of holiness in the
world. In the words of Rashi, "Upon it the King Mashiach will

359. I.e., it had not yet undergone beivur
360. Lit., "vessel".
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be revealed." Thus too it is
"Together all flesh shall
see that the mouth of G-d has spoken": the very flesh will
become so refined that in its own right it will be able to perceive that "the mouth of G-d has spoken."
Likkutci Sichos, Parshas Shmos, 5749 [I9891

A Query for Mashiach

T n those days it shall come to pass, that ten men out of all
the languages of the nations shall take hold of the corner
of a Jew'sgarment ..."36'
On this verse Rashi comments: "Ten men from each of the
seventy families of the earth, comes to 700 men taking hold of
each of the four corners of a tallis, a total of 2,800."
Now if someone should ask you, What is every Jew supposed to do with thousands of servants? - So this will be one
of the many queries that will be put to Mashiach when he
comes, and he will provide the answer.3h3
From

3

talk of the Rebbe o n Shabbos Parshas Shlach, 5742 [I9821

Upon the Mount of Olives

"And His feet shall stand on that day upon the Mount of
olive^''^^
"Oil", usually signifying olive oil, traditionally alludes to
wisdom."s This refers to the kind of divine service which is
361. Yerhayahu 4 0 5
362. Zechariah 8:23.
363. See footnote 415 in Vol. I of the present work, p 155
364. Zechariah 1 4 ~ 4 .
365. Cf. Menachos85b.
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based o n the irttellect and is reinforced by the pleasure derived
from comprehension. "Feet", by contrast, alludes to divine
service which is motivated by kabbalas ol, one's unquestioning
acceptance of the yoke of heaven. Understood in these terms,
the above verse -- "His feet shall stand ... upon the Mount of
Olives" - teaches that the "feet" are higher than the "oil".
Kabbalas 01 is superior to comprehension in two ways:
(a) Since mortal comprehension is finite, it cannot grasp
Divinity, which is infinite. When a man serves G-d out of
kabbalas ol, however, his devotedness is infinite, just as G-d
Himself is infinite.
( b ) Kabbalas ol is the foundation and pillar of all divine
service, including the avodah based o n the intellect. As cited in
Tanya""" the name of the Zohar,367 "And if this [submission]
is not found in him, holiness cannot rest within him."
Ltkkutes' Sichas, Vol. I , p. 103

At Evening Time There Shall Be Light
i i a-my
~ liy

ny>

a-m

<<Andit shall come to pass, that at evening time there
shall be 4$3tn368
At that time, the darkness itself will be light - like a transparent glass that makes the light itself visible (and not like a
translucent glass that screens it). Accordingly, Divinity will
stand revealed in every created thing, as it is written,X9 "The
wolf shall dwell with the lamb." In the human world, too,
Divinity will be manifest, so that there will be neither bloodshed nor adultery.
The Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe on the Nevi'im, p. 28

366. Ch. 41
367. 111, 108a.
368. Zechariah 14:7.
369. Yeshayahu 11 :6
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G-d Shall Be One
"On that day G-d shall be One and His Name OneD370
At the present, the all-embracing Unity of G-d is not
overtly visible; accordingly, the created universe appears to be
an independent entity that enjoys a self-sufficient existence. In
the future, however, the all-embracing Unity of the Creator
will be manifest for all to see: everyone will see how the universe is utterly nullified to the Divine light that flows into it
and animates it.
Torah O*, Vacira,p. 55c

The Prophet Eliyahu
"Behold I shall send you Eliyah(u1 the Prophet before the
coming of thegreat and awesome day of G-d-371
Eliyahu the Prophet refined his body to the extent that
when he left this world, even his body ascended in the stormwind heavenward. This is why Eliyahu specifically is the
prophet connected with the tidings of the Redemption - for
in the future even man's physical flesh will be refined, to the
point that372"Together all f2esh shall see that the mouth of G-d
has spoken."
Likkutci Sicbor, Val. 11, p. 610

370. ZEchariah 14:9.
371. Malachi 3:23.
372. Tcshayahu 40:5
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I Have Found David

"I have found David, My servant"373
Compensation, or payment, is linked to one's exertion: in
"The reward is commensurate with
the words of the
the painstaking effort." A find, by contrast, is not at all related
to effort: the effort of picking up a find bears no relation to its
value.
These two concepts coincide in the case of someone who,
having toiled in the study of the Torah, is able to say,Q5 "I
have exerted myself and I have found." In his case, in addition
to what he has grasped in proportion to his effort, he is
granted further understanding, out of all proportion to his
effort.
After all the suffering and anguish of the exile, the Kedemption will come like a find, immeasurably outweighing the
toil and the distress of the time of exile.
From the 'ivords of the Rebbc on 27 Adar Sheni, 5646 [I9861

Filled with Laughter (i)
=Our mouth will then bej?LLed with
I t might well be asked: Since the coming of Mashiach will
be accompanied by an intense and unprecedented revelat~onof
Divine Ilght, of what value is it that "our mouth will then be
filled w ~ t hlaughter"?
The explanation: In the future time G-d's joy and pleasure
will be revealed - joy at the completion of Israel's divine
373. Tchillim 89:21.
374. Avos 5:21.
375. Mcflillah 6b.
376. Tchillim 126:2.
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service, and at the nullification of all created things (yesh) to
the seeming nothingness (ayin) of Divinity.
Scfcr HaMaamarim 5700 119401, p. 68

-

Filled with Laughter (ii)
The numerical value of the word in the Holy Tongue
meaning "laughter" (p~nw;s'chok) is 414; this is also the
infinite light").
numerical value of the words ~ i 1u, ~11N
This coincidence suggests that the inner meaning of this
"laughter" is the revelation of G-d's delight.
Likkutn' Torah, Barnidbar, p. 19d
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Chapter 2:
Expositions of Talmudic Teachings

The Exodus in the Days of Mashiach

"'So that you remember the day you came out of E&pt all
the days of your life': .. 'The days of your life' s&ntj?es this
world; 'all the days of your Life' includes as well the Days
of Ma~hiach"'~'

The Exodus from Egypt represents the mode of avodah
called iskafja - the suppression of evil; the future Redemption
represents the mode of avodah called is'hapcha - the transformation of evil."x
At the time of the Exodus, the Jewish people were not yet
refined; "the evil in the [animal] souls of Israel was still
~trong.""~They therefore had to jlce from the evil and impurity of Egypt; as it is written,"O "for the people fled." This is an
avodah of zskajja. At the time of the future Redemption,
however, the spirit of impurity will be removed from the earth.
Concerning that time, therefore, it is written,3x' "You will not
go out in hastc." The avodah at that time will thus be in a
mode of is'hapcba.
One might ask: Since the avodah of is'hapcha (through
which evil is altogether nullified) is higher than the avodah of

377. Berachor 1:s o n Ilrvarrm l6:3.
378. In t h e Arani. original, N ' m n N d n d N 3 2 n n N , rcspcctlvcly; sce Tanya, ch. 27, in
LC.~JUUS
In Tanya, Vol I . p. 356fF
379. See Tan,ya,cch 31. In L~.ssorrsIn T a v y , Vol. I , p. 4 l h t f
380. Shmor 1 4 : s .
381. Teshayaha 52:12
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iskafja, why should one continue to speak of the Exodus from
Egypt at the time of the future Redemption?
The answer lies in a certain respect in which iskaha is
superior to isJhapcha, for the individual practicing it toils and
battles and suppresses the evil within him. In other words: At
the core of isJhapcha lies yichud (lit., "unification") - the
individual becomes unified with Divinity by means of his selfpurification; at the core of iskafja lies bittul (lit.,
"nullification") - by nullifying his own will, the individual
compels himself to serve his Maker.
This is why even at the time of the future Redemption we
will continue to speak of the Exodus from Egypt. For the
Divine intent is that both modes of spiritual service be practiced - on the one hand, yichud by means of self-purification,
and on the other hand, bittul by the humbling of self.
Likkutei Sicbos, Vol. XVI, p. 125

Subjugation to Gentile Kingdoms

There will be no dzfference between the current age and
the Era of Mashiach except [our emancipation from]
subservience to the dqentile] kingdoms"3R2
Whoever does not believe in hashgachah peratis, the involvement of Divine Providence in every aspect of this world,
is enslaved to the kelippah, which covers and conceals Divine
Providence. This is the inner meaning of "subservience to the
[gentile] kingdoms." In the future, however, when the spirit of
impurity will be removed from the earth, this Providence will
become manifest; at that time, everyone will see how every
single occurrence derives from G-d.
Kcscr Shcm Tov, sec. 607
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Yitzchak Is Our Father
"In the time t o come... [the Jewish peoplej will say [to
Yitzchak Avinz~]:'For you a n o ~ r f a t h e r . ' " ~ ~ ~
The name Y~tzchak~mplieslaughter,3" and hence, delight.
In the time to come, when all the sparks of Divinlty embedded
111 the material unlverse will have been uncovered and elevated,
Ci d's del~ghtat the completion of this task will become manifest .
lbrah Or, Vayccmr, p 2 1c

A Name for Revelation
,nffj-ry

> ~ ~3i p 1 7"n
1 7"V3 3n33

'"2 7"1'I1 Nli711 '"TI

,am oj~yil

7"1)1 3n3)...N3TI D%Y> j 1 N

"In this world, [the Divine Name] is written [with the
four letters of the Name Havayah whzch begkn with] Yud
and Hei, but is pronounced with the Name [which be&ns
with the letters] Alef and Daled; in the world t o come,
however,... [the Divine Name] will be [both] written with
Yud and He1 [etc.], and pronounced with Yud and Hei
[etc.)"SX5
When Mashiach comes, there will a revelation of the level
of Divinity which transcends nature. The Divine Name will
therefore be pronounced as it is written, for then, the entire
universe will be irradiated by the Name Havayah, which transcends time and place. For this Name is a composite of a - ~
and ill;, and a-)a', inasmuch is G-d HimselP" "was,is, and will
be, simultaneously." The irradiation of the Name Havayah
383. Shabbos 8Yb o n Yerhayahu 63:16
384. Brrec~his2 1:6
385. Pesachim 503, and see Mesorc~HaShas there.
386. Zohar 111, 257b; Shaar HaYichud VchaEmunah, ch. 7
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throughout the entire universe at that time will resemble the
revelation that in former times pervaded the Beis HaMikdash.
Kunhcir Inynnuh shcl Torus HaCharridur, KC. 4387

The Month of Redemption (i)

"R.Eliezer says: In Nissan [our people] were redeemed,
in Tishrei they will be redeemed; R. Yehoshua says: In
Nissan [our people] were redeemed, in Nissan they lvill be
~edeerned''~~~
The MzdrasPw determines according to the view of R.Yehoshua, that the time of the Redemption is the month of
Nissan. For Nissan is a time of Chessed, whereas Tishrei is a
time of Gevurah, a time of judgment.
Scfm HaMaamarim 5700 419401, p. 28

The Month of Redemption (ii)
According to the view of R Eliezer, our people will be
redeemed in Tishrei.
The month of Tishrei, when we pray for rain,390represents
a direction in divine service wherein that which is below is
~plifted,"~'
for rain is granted as a response to "an arousal from
bel0w";3~~
as it is ~ritten,3~"'A mist rose from the earth." The
month of Nissan, by contrast, represents a direction in divine
387. See the English translation o f this work (by Rabbi Y. H. Greenberg and S. S.
Handelman), entitled On the Essencc of Charridus (Kchot, N.Y.,1978).
388. Rosh HaShanah 113.
389. Shmos Rabbah 1 5 1 1 .
390. SIddur TrhillatHaShem, p. 266.
39 1 In the original, haalaah milmatah h a a l a h .
392. In the original Ararn., ~ n n >Nnnrm.
i
393. Bcrcishu2:6.
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service wherein that which is above is drawn downward;"Y4 in
this month we pray for dew,"5 which is granted on the initiative of "an arousal from a b ~ v e . ' ' ~ ~ b
At the time of the Exodus from Egypt, the people of Israel
were enmeshed in the 49 Gates of Impurity. Nothing less than
a revelation from above could release them from this state. And
in fact,"" "The supreme King of kings was revealed over them,
and redeemed them." That is why this redemption took place
in Nissan, which is characterized by the direction in divine
service wherein that which is above is drawn downward.
The future Redemption, by contrast, will follow in the
wake of our service of G-d through the study of Torah and the
observance of mitzvos. This service refines the world and
transforms it into a vessel for Divinity. (For, as is explained in
Chassidus, the Giving of the Torah heralded a new world
order, whereby the loftiest of spiritual revelations, even those
of the future Redemption, are intimately integrated into this
world.) That is why this Redemption will take place in Tishrei,
which is characterized by the direction in divine service
wherein that which is below is uplifted. This will take place by
virtue of the above-mentioned integration of the Divine light
within the very fiber of this world (despite the fact that when
divine service takes the direction of haalaah, an inferior level of
light is evoked).
R. Yehoshua holds that the h t u r e Redemption will take
place in Nissan, since it will be initiated from above. Neverthe-.
less, since the light of this Redemption will be integrated
within this world, we will gain the advantages of both sides.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. I , p. 235

394
395
396
397

In the onglnal, hamrhachah mrlmaalnh kmatah
Scddur TchcNat HaShcm, p 2665
In the ong~nalAram , N%"l NnllYnN
Hamadah rhri Perach
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G-d Will Slaughter the Evil Inclination (i)
"In the time t o come, G-d will bving the Evil Inclination
and slaughter it"3yX
This shechitah - slaughtering for kosher consumption implies the removal of the evil within the Evil Inclination, so
that what is left is a holy angel. In this way, the >ZIJ ("the
scoundrel") is transposed and transformed into p> ("a white
one").
Kexr Shcm Tov,sec. 265

G-d Will Slaughter the Evil Inclination (ii)
Why should the Evil Inclination be slaughtered? Was he
not created in order to carry out his task?
The answer is that he will be punished for having posed as
the Good Inclination, deluding a sinner that he is fulfilling a
mitzvah.
In this light we can understand the following verse:399,137
3'07a> >,3wa> >-rn ,an?ni 1 1 i,g
~ - "The words of his mouth are
iniquity and deceit; he has ceased being wise and doing good."
[As explained here, the subject of the first part of the verse is
the Evil Inclination; the subject of the second part of the verse
is his prey.] The Evil Inclination deceives a man ("The words
of his mouth are iniquity and deceit"), by explaining to him
that the sin he has just done is in fact a mitzvah. As a result, it
does not occur to this man to repent ("he has ceased being
wise and doing good"), for no man chooses to repent over the
mitzvos he has done.
Kcscr Shcm Tov. sec. 78
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The Sun Unsheathed

"ln the time to come, G-d will unsheath the sun; the
tzaddikim will be healed by it, and the wicked will be
burnt by it"44UO
Just as it is impossible to gaze upon the sun because of its
intense brightness, and one needs a protective screen, so too
the intense radiation of the Divine Name Havayah must be
screened and attenuated by means of the Name Elokim, which
is numerically equivalent to y l v n ("nature").
In the future time, however, G-d will unsheath the "sun"
(i.e., the Name Havayuh) from its "sheath" (i.e., the obscurity
of the Name Elokim).
"The tzaddikim will be healed by it": They will experience
the promise of the verse;0J "Your eyes shall behold your
Teacher." G-d will relate to the tzaddikim on a supernatural
level, and they will be enabled to receive His intense brightness
and His abundant mercies.
"...and the wicked will be burnt by it": For them the attribute of Divine mercy, as expressed by the Name Havayah,
will be transformed into the attribute of stern justice; as it is
written,402 "G-d will go forth like a warrior."
Keser Shcm Tov,sec. 246
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The Banquet of Livyasan
"In the future time, G-d will make a banquet for the
tzaddikim from theflesh of the hiatban403
This banquet, as is explained in the literature of Chassidus?" is replete with spiritual allusions: the Livyasan, the
Wild Ox, the "preserved wine," - each has its profound mystical significance. At the same time, however, this will also be a
physical banquet.
For, as is well known, the ultimate reward in the days of
Mashiach will not be granted in Gan Eden,405 "where there is
neither eating nor drinking," but in the World of Resurrection,406 to souls garbed in bodies. (This statement follows the
view of the Ramban,407 which is aflirmed by the teachings of
Chassidus?O~)
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbos ParrharBalak, 5751 [I9911

Time for Torah Study
cMay it be Your will... that the Beis HaMikdash be
speedily rebuilt in our days, andgrant us our portion in
Tour TorahD4w
What is the connection between these two requests?
When the Beis HaMikdash is rebuilt, we will see the fulfillment of the prophecy, that"0 "strangers will stand and pasture
403.Bava B m a 75a.
404. See SEfcr HaLikkutim -Danch by the T w m ~ c h
TudcL, 5.7. N > > i,nv>, p. 646ff.
405.Bmachos 17a.
406.In the original, Olam HaTcchiyah.
407.At the end of Shuar HaGcmul.
408.See Likkutci Torah, Teav, p. 15c.
409.Avos 5:20.
4 10. rcsbayahu61:5.
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your flocks." And when that happens, every Jew will able to
devote himself exclusively to the study of the Torah.
From a talk o t the Rebbs on Shabbor ParshasRe'eh, 5741 [1981]

A Harp of Eight Strings (i)
"The harp of the Bets HaMikdash had seven strings...,
and the harp of the Days of Mashiach will have eght"411
The word for harp - 1113- IS made up4'=of the letters 11~2
The first two letters stgnify 26, which 1s the numerical
equivalent of the Divine Name Havayah; the last two letters
comprise the word 71 ("lamp"), for the soul IS called4l3 "a lamp
of G-d." The word VIJ thus alludes to the spiritual light of the
Name Havayah that sh1ne5 into the soul.
Thts takes place in either of two modes. The l u ~of seven
strings sign~fiesan elicitatton of the Name Havayah in the
manner In w h ~ c h~t 1s revealed within the seven Supernal
attr~butes.~l'
The irn of eight smngs, by contrast, signifies the
rrvelat~onof the Name Havayah in a manner which transcends
the seven Supernal attributes. This Inode of revelation transcends the l~mitattonsof Hishtaishelus, the chainlike downward
progression whereby the ethereal, pristine, spiritual light undergoes successive stages of self-lmposed screentng and
condensat~on.
71.

Ltkkutet Torah, Tazrtu, p 2 1 d

411. Arachirr 13b.
412. Tikkunei Zohar, ?'ikkun 5
413. Mtrhbi 20:27.
,
414. In the original, middur haelyonor.
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A Harp of Eight Strings (ii)
Our Sages teach4'= that in future time the Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He, will be read as it is written, whereas
now its pronunciation (the kri, viz., Ad-nai) differs &om its
spelling (the ksiv, viz., Havayah).
What does this mean?
The ksiv represents the realm of Divine self-concealment;
the kri represents the realm of Divine self-revelation. In future
time, when the Name of G-d will be read as it is written, these
two realms will unite.
The harp of the Days of Mashiach will thus have e&ht
strings: the four letters of the Name Havayah, which represents the self-concealment of the ksiv, will shine forth and be
revealed within the four letters of the Name Ad-nai, which
represents the self-revelation of the kri.
Likkwtci Torah, Tatria, p. 21d

A Harp of Eight Strings (iii)
The number eight has two opposite connotations. On the
one hand, it indicates a Divine dynamic that transcends the
created universe, which is programmed in cycles of seven?16
On the other hand, the number eight is not self-sufficient, but
continues from the number seven which precedes it.
These two polar opposites will be reflected in the future
revelation of the glory of G-d. On the one hand, the glory of
G-d as then revealed will be incomparably superior to the
created universe. At the same time, however, the glory of G-d
will become manifest in such a way that the material world will
"see" Divinity by virtue of the world's own nature (and not
because the infinite nature of Divinity enables it to become
revealed even to material flesh).
Li&kwteiSuhos, Vol. XVII, p. 93
415. Pesachim 50a.
416. Kli Yakar on the beginning of ParrhasShmtini (Vayikra 9 : l )
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The Mitzvos of the Future
~ nvny>
> m>u3 nrrn
The mitzvos will be annulled in future timF7

This means that the mitzvos in their present form will be of
n o account relative to the revelations of the future. The degree
of Divine energy elicited by the performance of a mitzvah
today is infinitely inferior to the degree of Divine energy that
will be elicited by the performance of a mitzvah in the fixture.
Hcmshech 5672, Vol. 111, p. 1279

A New Torah (i)

A new Torah shallgo forthfiom M81H
In the present, the Torah is garbed in narratives - the
story of Lavan, the story of Bilam, and the like. In the time to
come, however, the mysteries hidden in these narratives will be
disclosed: it will become apparent how these stories in fact
speak of G-d, of the building of supernal worlds. This is why
G-d says that at that time the Torah will go forth fiom Me: the
way in which the entire Torah speaks of G-d will then be
revealed.
Kescr Shem Tov, sec. 84 and 242

A New Torah (ii)
-

-

This "new Torah" too was given at the Giving of the
Torah at Sinai, for the Giving of the Torah will never be

417. Niddah6lb.
418 Vayikra Rsbbah 13:3,paraphrasing Twhuyahu 51:4
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repeated.41" The "new Torah" is no real innovation, but simply
the revelation of that which had been concealed.
It will be noted that the verse specifies that it will proceed
j h m Me, and will thus not be an accomplishment of tho King
Mashiach. This is a subject on which much remains to be said.
Likkutri Sichos, Parshm Vayiiarb, 575 1 [I9901

From the North (i)

The King Mashiach is destined to comefiom the north, as
it is written,'20 aI have aroused [him] from the north and
he has
Specifically the north - concerning which it is
"From the north will the evil begin" - is related to the coming of Mashiach. For the coming of Mashiach will mark the
completion of the refinement and elevation of this "north",
the transformation of the evil itself to good. As it is written,'23
"And night will illumine like day." The "north" itself will
diffuse light.
W k u t c i Sichos, Vol.XVII, p. 514

--

-

-

---

-

-

From the North {ii)
One of the towns in the north of Eretz Ykrael~sthe holy
clty of Tzfas (Safed), and it has a specific connection with the
coming of Mashiach.
(a) The King Mashiach will he revealed in the G d ~ l e e , ~ ~
and Tzfas is one of the Galilean towns.
41 9. Hcmhcch 5666, p. 23.
420. Ycshayahu 4135.
421. Dmarim Rabbah (ed. Lieberman), scc. 21.
422, Yimcyahu 1:14.
423. Tchillim 139:12.
424. Zohar I, 1193.
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( b ) It was in Tzfas that the revelation of the innermost,
mystical dimension of the Torah began (through the AriZal
and his disciples). As is well known, this unveiling of the
pninziy~sof the Torah is a preparation and a prelude to the
teachings of Mashiach, which constitute42s"the secret reasons
and the hidden mysteries" of the Torah.
jc) The very name Tzhs (nm) derives from the root that
appears in the phrase,42"n,qi? ~ 3 7 "Look far, 0 watchman!"
This concept characterizes the future Redemption, when4Z7
"together all flesh shall see that the mouth of G-d has spoken."
Lzkkutes Sichor, Val. XVII, p. 5 15

The Teachings of Mashiach

"The Torah that a man stdaes in this world i s meaningless relative to the Torah teachings of M a ~ h i a c h " ~ ~ ~
It is thus evident that the study of Torah in this world is
no more than an educational preparation for the study proper
that will take place in time to come. Indeed, studying Torah in
this world grants one the merit of studying the Torah teachings of Mashiach.
This concept enables us to understand why the very first
law detailed in the Hilchos Talmud ToraCPZ9of the Alter Rebbe,
instead of stating that an adult is obliged to study Torah, is the
following: "It is a positive commandment explicit in the Torah
that a father teach his young son Torah." Why this precedence?

425.
426.
427.
428.
429.

Rarhi on Shir HaShirim 1 : 2 .
Teshayahu 2 1 : 5 , and Tnrgwm Tonasan bcn Uzicland Radah there.
Ibid. 40:s.
Koheler Rabbah 11:s.
1:l.
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There is a hint here - that the entire study of the Torah in
this world is essentially chinuch, an educational preparation,
like the studies of a little child.
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XXI, p. 280

-

-

Future Purity

"In time to come, when the Divine Name is among [the
Jewish people], [contact with a niddah] will not be forbiddenn43o
This may be understood in two ways:
"I shall re(a) Concerning the future time it is
move the spirit of impurity from the earth." Accordingly, in a
verse which speaks of remaining silent from Torah s t ~ d y 4 ~ ~
( ~ n l v n n9)mt >nn>~,),
the initial letters of this phrase spell the
word n-r~- and this state of impurity will be reversed in the
future, for at that time,+33"together all flesh shall see that the
mouth of G-d has spoken."
At that time, therefore, the prohibition concerning the
state of niddah will not apply.
(b) Underlying this prohibition is the fact that Chavah
(Eve) shed Adam's blood.434In the future this will be remedied, for Mashiach will be at the level of Adam before the sin
of the Tree of Knowledge. This is hinted at in a verse describing MashiachP3"~n n 3 N~W I ~0117 - "He shall be exalted and
extolled, and very lofty." When transposed, the letters that
spell -IND spell D-IN -Adam.
Biurci HaZobar (by the TumaJ, Tudck),p. 947

430. Midrash Tchillim 146:4.
431. Zrrhariah 13:2.
432. Bcrachos 5a on Tchillim 39:3
433. Tcshayahu 4 0 5 .
434. Midrash Tanchuma 5831
435. Tcshayahu 52:13.
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Future Festivals
01-119n yin ,>v1n>o'-r,nY o,-rYini7 >3
"All the festivals will be annulled in future time, except
for Purim''43"
The future revelauon of Divinity will be so intense that the
revelation currently evinced by the festivals will be as ~nsignificant as a mldday candle.
Purim, however, will be the exception, because the Purim
miracle was called forth by the year-long self-sacrifice of the
Jewish people of that time. (They could have averted Haman's
decree by apostasy.) Their mesirus nefesh evoked a Divine
reactlon so sublime that even in the future time it will never be
annulled.
Scfw HaMaamaram 5626, p 34

All Lands Holy Land

XThe Land of Israel is destined to spread forth over the
whole world"37
Outside the Land of Israel, the flow of Divine energy
descends from the World of Atzilus by being successively
vested in the Worlds of Beriah, 'Yetzirab and Asiyah. In the
Land of Israel, by contrast, this flow is drawn downward by
bang successively vested in the Worlds of Beriah and Tetzirab
alone. From that point it proceeds to descend - by way of the
angel which presides over the World of Rriyah and which has
dominion over Eretz Tirrael - as an untrammeled tran~ient.1~~

436.Midrash Mirhlci 9:2.
437. Yalkut Shimoni on reshayahu, Rmce 503.
438.In the original, dwech maavar. To borrow the Alter Rebbe's analogy: It rescmbles sunlight which passes through clear glass unchanged.
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through the World of Asiyah, rather than being involved and
vested4" in it.
The flow that reaches Eretz Yisrael thus relates back to the
World of Tetzirah, whereas the flow that reaches the lands of
the Diaspora relates to the World of hiyah. This explains the
ritual impurity of those lands, as determined by the Sages,"O
for in the World of Asiyah the Divine light is thickly screened
by kelippos.
In the future, however, when the world is refined and all
kelippos are annulled, nothing will obstruct Divinity. The lands
of the Diaspora will thus also be refined, and will become
elevated to the level of the Land of Israel. In this sense, then,
"The Land of Israel is destined to spread forth over the whole
world."
Okkutci Torah, Mmei, p. 89b

In the Merit of Righteous Women
'Thegenerations will be redeemed only in the merit of the
righteous women of eachgenerationuM1
This teaching is also true of our forefathers' redemption
from Egypt."= Since this redemption took place for the sake of
the Giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai soon after,M3the women
were given precedence at that time. This is seen in the comment of Rashi on the verse,* "Thus shall you say to the
House of Yaakov (Rashi: 'This refers to the women') and

439. In the original, dnech hidabrhus. To borrow the Alter Rebbe's analogy: It
resembles light that is obscured by a thick curtain.
440. Ginin 8b.
441. Talkut Shimoni on Ruth, Rcmn 606.
442. Sotah 1 1 b.
443. Thus G-d tells Moshe Rabbeinu at the Burning Bush, "When you bring the
people out of Egypt you will serve G-d at this mountain" ( S h o s 3:12).
444. Shmos 19:3.
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speak to the Children of Israel" (Rashi: 'This refers to the
men'). "
The same will be true of the hture Redempuon: since it
will come about in the merit of the righteous women of Israel,
they will likewise be shown precedence with regard to the
Torah teachings of Mashiach, concerning which it is written,M5
"A renewed Torah shall go forth from Me."
This parallel is reinforced by the teachine6 that our generation is a reincarnation of the generation that was redeemed
from Egypt.
S&

HaSirhor 5749 (19891, Vol I, p. 239

Dimensions of Prophecy

"[In time to come] all the Prophetic Booh will be
annulled, except for the Scroll of E ~ t b e r ~ * ~
This means that the Divine light that is revealed by means
of prophecy will be so dim, relative to the intense light that
will be revealed in time to come, that it will be as insignificant
as a mere ray of sunlight relative to the sun.
T h ~ sdoes not mean (heaven forfend) that prophecy will
cease among Israel. On the contrary, we have G-d's promiseM8
that in future time "I shall pour My spirit upon all flesh, and
your sons and your daughters shall prophesy."
Shaares Orah, p 57

445. Vayikra Rabbah 13:3, paraphrasing Tcshayabu 51:4.
446. Shaar HaGilgulim, Introduction 20.
447. Talmud Tmu~hal,mi,Mc~iUah1:5; Rambam, Hilchos Mc~iUah2: 18.
448. Toel 3: 1
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Impurity - Suspended and Banished
U> i>)tnil>alfxpilT~nYw- ?>)v-~inw ~ i j 7 1an>

Why is the [pig] called chazir? - Because in time to come
G-d will restore it (lehachaziro) to u p 9
This refers to the first stage within the time to come, when
the categories of "forbidden" and "impure" will still exist.450
Only then will the pig be rendered pure. After this stage,
however, with the hlfillment of the prophecy that? "I shall
remove the spirit of impurity from the earth," the entire
"impure Chariot" (comprising the camel, the rabbit, the hare,
etc.) will cease to exist.
&or Kodesh (Letters)of the Rebbe, Val. 111, p. 153

The Rainbow
nwp )tnn)T TY

Until the rainbow will be seen...452
The Zohar states that the rainbow is one of the signs of the
future Redemption. What is the connection?
It has been taught453 that the rainbow is a sign of the purification and refinement that the world underwent by means of
the Flood. Before that time the clouds were made of coarser
matter, which did not reflect sunlight. After the Flood had
purified the world, the clouds too became more refined: they
reflect sunlight, and a rainbow is produced.
In this lies the connection between the rainbow and the
coming of Mashiach, for at that time the entire physical world
will attain the peak of refinement.
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbor Parshm Noach, 5721 [1960]
449. Shnei Luchor HaBrir, Parshm Chayri Sarah.
450.See Tanya - I&gcrcs HaKodesh, Epistle 26.
451. Zccharrah 13:2.
452. Zohar I , 72b.
453. Abarbanel on Bercirhis 9:12
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Teshuvah for Tzaddikim (i)
Mashiach will come in order to cause the righteow to
return in repentance454
When Mashiach comes, such a sublime level of Diviniws5
will be revealed that by comparison, even the lofty level of
Divine Wisdom456will be regarded as being as lowly as the
World of Asiyah, and the Higher Garden of Eden457 will be
regarded as being a mere wilderness. And when this sublime
level of Divinity is revealed, even a tzaddik will be aroused with
feelings of teshuvah.
We are not speaking of teshuvah of the ordinary kind: this
is not relevant to a tzaddik, for he has had no taste of sin.
1,ikkutci Torah, Shir Hashirim, p. 50b

Teshuvah for Tzaddikim (ii)
Teshuvah can be relevant even for a tzaddik, in the spirit of
the teach~ngof our Sages that a person should live "all his days
In te~huvah."~~*
For as soon as he wastes even a moment from
h ~ customary
s
level of avodah In Torah study and In prayer, at
that moment he 1s (so to speak) falling - and thls calls for
teshuvah.
Or HaTorah, Shrr HaShrrtm, p 688

454. Zohar 111, 153b.
455. Viz., Arika Kaddisha.
456. In the original, Chochmah Ilaah.
457. In the original, Gan Eden HaElyon.
458. In the original, kolyamav bitcshvah (Shabbos 153a).
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Teshuvah for Tzaddikim (iii)
--

In the days of Mashiach there will be a stupendous revelation of Divinity. For G-d, who is known as459 "the turddik of
the world," this revelation will be a kind of ateshuvahD- for
having withheld this light from His people throughout all the
years of exile.
Or HaTorah, VayiLra, p. 235

Teshuvah for Tzaddikim (iv)
Even in the present period the avodah of tzaddikim
includes an element of teshuvah, but it is different from the
teshuvah that will be aroused within them by Mashiach.
The teshuvah that a tzaddik experiences during the present
period focuses on distanceP60 since his body is now invested in
a body, he is (so to speak) distant from G-d, by comparison
with the nearness that his soul experienced before it descended
g with
to this world. For even461"a perfect tzaddik, s e ~ n G-d
fear and delighdng in an abundant love [of Him], will not
attain the quality of his attachment to G-d... before his descent
into this world." In the present, therefore, his teshuvah consists
of anguish over this distance, and a yearning to restore his soul
to its former ambiance.
In time to come, by contrast, G-d's glory will be as manifest down here below as it is above. Since the former distance
will no longer exist, the teshuveb of the tzaddib will no longer
focus on distance: it will consist of an infinite love of G-d, the
degree of love of which it is written:62 bechol meodecba "[You shall love the L-rd your G-dl ... with all your might." At
present, for the most part, this degree of love is experienced
most fully by a penitent, a baal teshuvah. His soul's thirst for
459. Rash;, Bercirhu 18:28.
460. See Likkutci Torah, Balak, p. 74a.
461. Tanya, ch. 37. (See LmonrIn Tanya, Vol. 11, p. 498.)
462. Devarim 6:5
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G-d, as a result of its former distance from Him, is urgent, just
as a man flees from death with his entire being. A tzaddik does
not quite experience this kind of thirst. When Mashiacb comes,
however, G-d's Being and Essence will become manifest in this
world below. This intense revelation will rouse the tzaddik to
an infinite ascent, so that he, too, will become capable of the
ultimate degree of love which is called bechol meodecha: at that
time he, too, will be able to love G-d with all his might.
Likkutei Sichos, Pavshas HaChodesb, 575 1 119911

Teshuvah by Choice

The Torah has promised that ultimately the Jewish peopk
will repent at the end of their exile, and then they will be
f~edeemedat once16"
It would appear that this statement intends to say that the
Jewish people will do teshuvah on their own initiative, and not
because heaven has compelled them to do so. The repentance
will be theirs.
What supports this view!
In the two preceding chapters Kambam explains at length
the concept of free choice, and then begins this chapter as
follows: "Since every man has been granted permission..., he
should endeavor to do teshuvah and to confess." His intention
may be understood as follows: A man should endeavor to
undertake truthful teshuvah, i.e., teshuvah that springs from his
own free will (rather than wait until he is coerced from above
to do so). It is immediately after this that Rambam writes that
"ultimately the Jewish people will repent": they will d o this
kind of teshuvah, that which is freely chosen.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. X M I ,p. 215

463. Rambam, Hilchos Teshuvah 7 :5.
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The Red Heifer
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Nine Red Herferfih4were prepared ...: the first was prepared by Moshe Rabbeinu, the second by Ezra, and there
wcre seven from the time of Ezra until the Destruction of
the [Second] Beis HaMikdash. l%etenth will be prepared
by the King Mashiach - May he speedily be revealed!
Amen, may this be G-d's will*65
Now why should Rambam have chosen to place this closing prayer for the coming of Mashiach specifically here, among
the laws of the Red Heifer?
By way of explanation: The era of exile shares the state of
impurity which is imparted by contact with a corpse. In addition to the simple sense of this kind of impurity, which today
we are all presumed to have contracted, this is also the spiritual
content of the state of exile. For the exile was brought about
by the sins of Israel, by a lack in the fulfillment of the
0 3 ' 3 > ~1 3 107j71-171 onNi - "YOUwho cleave to the L-rd your
G-d ...." As a result, there is also a lack in the fulfillment of the
continuation of the same verse, ova o3>v o m - "You are all
alive today." And the ash of the Red Heifer, by means of
which a person who has become defiled is cleansed of the
impurity contracted by contact with a corpse, alludes to the
future Redemption, for it will remove the analogous kind of
impurity.
Likkuai Sichor, Vol. XXVIII, p. 137

464. See Bamidbar 19:l-22.
465 Rambam, Hiichas Parah Adumah 3:4.
466. Devarim 4:4.
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Chapter 3:
Studies in the Passage on the
Redemption in Tractate Sanhedrin

Heretical Regimes
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[Mashiach] the son of David will not come until all
regimes will have turned t o heresy. Rava said: Which
verse alludes to this? - 'It467 has all turned white: [the
leper] is clean.'"6* And on this teachin. Rashi comments:
uJust as when the ailment spreads over the entire skin [the
leper is pronounced clean], so, too, when all regimes will
have turned to heresy, the Redemption will come."
This indicator can be explained in either of two ways:
(a) Negatively: Once the situation has reached the lowest
possible level, G-d has no alternative (so to speak) than to
bring the Redemption immediately.
(b) Positively: The world is becoming progressively refined,
to the point that ~t becomes apparent that all regimes which
are not connected with the Kingdom of Heaven are heretical,
while Israel alone believe and know that G-d is One. This
awareness is a stage in the process of the world's refinement, in
the course of which, ~ltimately,4~'
"Many shall become purified
and clarified and refined. "
This second mode accords \nth the opinlon in the
G ~ m a r a ~that
' ~ "the son of David [i.e., Mashiach] will come
467. Vayik~a13:13.
468. Sanhedrin 97a.
469. Daniel 12:10.
470. Sanhedrin 98a.
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only to a generation ... which is altogether sinful" - for one of
the prooftexts cited for this opinion is the verse47] in which
G-d says, "For My own sake, for My own sake, shall I do this,
for how should [My Name] be profaned...?"
These two possible ways of perceiving the generation
which will be found worthy of the Redemption parallel the
two alternative explanations which have been offered to explain
the above-quoted law that if "it has all turned white, [the
leper] is clean":
(a) it is a decree of the Torah472for which no reason has
been given;
(b) it is a statement supported by a reason473(viz., the fact
that the skin has all turned white proves that there is no ailment).
If it is an outright decree of the Torah, it is clear that the
world in its own right is not worthy of being redeemed: the
Redemption comes about as a decree imposed from above.
(This is the mode of Redemption that comes to "a generation ... which is altogether sinful," which the classical
commentators474understand to mean that G-d will set up an
oppressive king over the Jewish people, and this will force
them to re~ent.47~)
If it is a statement supported by a reason, then the movement of governments toward heresy indicates that the world is
being refined, and is thus ready in its own right to be redeemed. (This is the mode of Redemption that comes to470"a
generation ... which is altogether meritorious," which the
classical
understand to mean that the Jews of
that time will repent of their own free
Likkutn' Sichos, Shabbos Parshas Tazriu-Metmra, 5748 [1988]

471. Teshayahw 48: 11
472. I n the original, Jm>n n?>rl.
473. I n the original Aram., N ~ Y U INn>,a.
474. See Chiddushei &ador of Maharsha on Sanhedrin 98a.
475. I n the original, nmmn nmwn.
476. In the original, n11irinliwn.
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Three Things Come Unawares (i)

Three things come unawares, namely, Mashiach, afound
object, and a ~ c o r p a o n ~ ~ ~
This teaching does not mean that a person should not
(G-d forbid) think about the Redemption and anticipate its
coming. I t means that though his reason sees no possibility for
Redemption, a Jew persists with an intense belief that transcends his reason. This meaning springs directly from the
Hebrew idiom ny-rn nom3 (here translated "unawares"), which
literally means "with one's reason set aside."
There are those who argue that this generation is unworthy
of the coming of Mashiach. In the light of the above interpretation, this very argument is in itself a clear indicator of an
imminent Redemption.
Likhutei Sichor, Vol. X , p. 171

Three Things Come Unawares (ii)
The coming of Mashiach must be prepared for specifically
in the time of exile -- a time during which there is hesech
hadaas from the Kedemption, a time during which an enlightened appreciation of the imminent Redemption is set aside.
When one lights up the darkest of all places - a situation in
which there is hesech hadaas and the very antithesis of the light
of Mashiach - the son of David will come.
From a talk of the Rrbbe on Shabhor ParrbwManor-Mare;, 5713 [I9531

Three Things Come Unawares (iii)
One should look forward to the Redemption because that
era will bring about the fulfillment of the will of G-d - His
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intent (underlying the entire creation) of having a477 "dwelling
place among the lower beings." Loolung forward to the Redemption should not be motivated by personal considerations,
such as a desire to be extricated from a tight spot in one's
material or spiritual life.
This directive is implied in the term hesech hadaas: a person
ought to set aside his thinking from the subjects to which he
feels bound (for daas signifies being bound478), such as considerations involving his own body and soul. Instead, he should
yearn for the Redemption because at that time G-d's intent
will be hlfilled.
From

3

talk o t the Rebbe on Shabbos Parshas Eikcv, 5713 [1953]

Calculating the Time of the Redemption

May those who calculate the date of the Redemption
expire, for they47') would [then] say: "Since the calculated
d a t P Ohas arrived and [Mashiach] has not come, he is
notgoing to come." Rather, wait for him, as it is writ"If he will tarry, wait for him."4HZ
Notwithstanding the above, we find that over the generations great scholars among our people did indicate such dates.
(See, for example, Imeres Teiman by Rambam, and the
Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe on the Parshiyos, Vol. I, p.
419.)

477. In the origmal, dirah betachtonim (Midrash Tanchuma, Parshas Naso 7 : l ; Tanya,
ch. 3 6 ) .
478. Cf. Tanya, end of ch. 3 .
479. 'Translated according to Rash:, refrrring to "those who calculate." According t o
Rambam (in I ~ e r e sTeiman) the translated phrase should read, "for people
would [then] say ...."
480 In the original, ketz.
4 8 1 Chavakuk 2:3.
482. Sanhrdrin 97b.
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The above-quoted Gemara is speaking of the kind of calculation that could weaken people's faith in the coming of
Mashiach (as in the above phrase, "he is not going to come").
By contrast, the only intention of the later scholars referred to
was to fortify and arouse this faith - at historical periods in
which our peoplc's dire spiritual poverty demanded extraordinary measures which the Torah otherwise f0rbade.4~3
The latter attitude may also be perceived from a deeper
perspective.
'Throughout the entire exile, great tzaddikim are able to
see how the avodah which Jews carry out at every day and
moment comprises elements of the Redemption within itself
and brings it nearer. At the end of every day they are able to
discern in what measure the Redemption has become more
revealed and the world more elevated. As these increments add
up to a state of completeness, they reveal the year in which this
growing completeness will be attained - the year of the ketz.
Accordingly, between the announcement and the anticipated
ketz, the avodah of the interim period must be upgraded to
match that complete revelation.
It is thus clear that the observations of these tz&ddikim do
not involve any prohibition of calculating final dates. On the
contrary: They see the great elevation that has been attained up
to n certain point, and are therefore obliged to make this
known in order to rouse people to upgrade their avodah.
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XXIX,p. 15

If Israel Repent They Will Be Redeemed (i)

483. With this argument Rambam (in I ~ ~ r Teitnun)
c s
lustlfies the calculations made
by Rav Saadiah Gaon.
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R. Eliezer says: 'Tf Israel repent they will be redeemed, as
it is
'Return, wayward children, and I shall
Said R. Yehoshua: aBut there is
heal your ba~kslidings.'~
another verse that says,'85 You were sold for nothing,.and
not by money will you be redeemed.' 'You were sold for
nothing' - this means [that you were exiled on account
of] idolatry; 'and not by money will you be redeemed' this means [that you will not be redeemed] by virtue of
repentance andgood deeds.986
Elsewhere+" the same two Sages debate the time of the
Redemption: R. Eliezer holds that "in Tishrei [our people] are
destined to be redeemed," whereas R. Yehoshua holds that "in
Nissan [our people] are destined to be redeemed." How do
these two debates correlate?
R. Eliezer, who holds that the Redemption will come only
by virtue of teshuvah - a mode of avodah which is initiated
from below and aspires upward48"
holds that the Redemption will come in Tishrei, the month whose avodah consists of
[selfl-elevation from below.4x9Besides, on a simple level, the
main time for teshuvah is the Ten Days of Penitence, which fall
in the month of Tishrei.
R. Yehoshua, by contrast, holds that the Redemption will
come as something drawn d0wnward~~0
in response to an
initiative from above. According to this conception, the Redemption is most likely in the month of Nissan, whose avodah
belongs to that mode.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. I , p. 235

484. Yirmeyahu 3:22.
485. Ycrhayahu 52:3.
486. Sanhedrin 97b. Rarhi explains R. Yehoshua's interpretation as follows: Since the
metaphor for exile and idolatry was "being sold for nothing," the corresponding
metaphor to describe that which might be expected to undo the exile is "being
redeemed by money."
487. Rosh HaShanah l o b - l l b .
488. In the original, avodah milmatah lcmaalah.
489. In the original, haalaah milmatah lcmaalah. See (in ch. 2 above) the passage
cntitled "Thc Month of Redemption (ii)."
490. In the original, hamshachah milmaalah Innatah. See the passage noted above.
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If Israel Repent They Will Be Redeemed (ii)
In the above-mentioned debate as to the time of the Redemption:" each of the sides draws support from a different
verse. R. Eliezer, who holds that "in Tishrei [our people] are
destined to be redeemed," points out the connection between
a verse that promises the Redemption ("On that day a great
Shofar will be
and a verse that gives the commandment of sounding the Si~ofiron the first day of 'Tishrei
("Sound the Shofar on the New Moon"492).R. Yehoshua, who
holds that "in Nissan [our people] are destined to be redeemed," cites a verse that tells of the Exodus that took place
in Nissan ("It is a night of watching unto G-d ... throughout
their generationsn4Y'), and adds: "It is a night that has been
safeguarded ever since the Six Days of Creation" (Rashi: "...for
the Redemption").
The stances of R. Eliezer and R. Yeshoshua as to the season of the Redemption exactly reflect their respective stances as
to the anticipated spiritual state of our people when the Redemption comes.
K. Eliezer holds that lsrael nil1 be redeemed because they
and exactly this is the
will repent on their own initiative
message of the Shofar which is sounded on Rosh H a S l ~ a n a h . ~ ~ ~
This is also the message of the month of Tishrei as a whole.
'Thus, on the above-quoted
"Sound the Shofar (isrw)
on the New Moon," the Sages use the
"If you
improve (onisw) your ways...," playlng on the similarity
between the two Hebrew roots. Likewise, seeking meanings in
the very name of the month called Tishrei ( w n ) , the Sages
"[YOU,G-d,] will absolve (own), remit and atone for the
sins of Your people."

49 1. resbayahu 27:13.
492. Tehilillim 8 1 :4.
493. Shmor 12:42.
494. Rambam, Hilchos Teshuvah 3:4.
495. Vupkra Rabhah 29:6.
496. Op. cit. 29:s.
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R. Yehoshua, by contrast, holds that even if Israel do not
repent on their own initiative they will be redeemed - because
G-d will set up a king over them who is as oppressive as
Haman, and this will bring them back to the right path.474
True to the view of R. Yehoshua, this recalls the Exodus from
Egypt, for the Jews were redeemed by virtue of their later
acceptance of the Torah at Mount Sinai497- and this was
secured by compulsion, for G-d49sL'held the mountain poised
over them like a tub." Indeed, the Gemara comments that this
duress could give later generati~ns~~"'apowerful excuse for
[not observing] the Torah."
Despite this similarity, the compulsion of that time is quite
different from the compulsion that will be experienced at the
time of the Redemption. For at the time of the Giving of the
to obey its
'Torah the Jewish people were not yet 0619ed+~~
commands; hence they could complain against duress. In our
time, however, when we are obliged to obey, duress brings a
person to a point at which he obeys wholeheartedly. As Ramham writes:" " A person whose Evil Inclination overwhelmed
him with a desire not to observe a mitzvah..., and he was then
beaten until he did observe it ..., is not regarded as having
acted under duress ..., because [ultimately] he wants to be a
part of the Jewish people and he wants to observe all the
commandments."
lgror Kodcrb (Letters) of the Rcbbe, Vol. I, p. 117

497. Sbmos Rabbah 3:5.
498. Sbabbos 88a.
499. In the original, mctzuvin.
500. Hilchos Grirushin, end of ch. 2 .
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Altogether Meritorious, Altogether Sinful (i)
The son of David [i.e., Mashiach] will come only in a
generation which is altogether meritorious or altogether
sinjuFu
This teaching alludes to the complete distinction and separation between good and evil that will take place in h t u r e
time.
Altogether meritorious: This describes a situation in which
there is no element of evil within the good (for even thc
slightest admixture of evil in one solitary Jew would mean that
there was n o absolute separation between evil and good).
Altogether sinful: This describes a situation in which there
is no element of good within the evil, which will then vanish
when its time comes (or it will be unable to exist at all).
The maamar entitled A1 T a r z r , p. 43

Altogether Meritorious, Altogether Sinful (ii)
Mashiach signifies the separation of the good from the evil.
This is why he will come "only in a generation which is altogether meritorious or altogether sinful";5o1i.e., at a time In
which there will be no mixture of good and evil. So long as
Mashiach has not come, there is a mixture of good and evil in
all the worlds: there is no good without evil and no evil without good.
I n the light of this we can understand the statement in the
Tikkunei Z ~ h a @
that
~ ~if one tzaddik were to return in complete teshuvah (i.e., with no trace of evil whatever), Mashiach
would come.
The Shon Maamarim of the Alter Rebbe, p. 403

501. Sanhedrin 98a. See also the above passage entitled "Heretical Regimes."
502. See Zohar Chadash, end of Parshas Naath
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Altogether Meritorious, Altogether Sinful (iii)
An allusion to the above teaching (that Mashiach will come
"only in a generation which is altogether meritorious or altogether sinful") may be found within the words of the
following verse:s03,J)N T>n>Nai'13 N> om ,>NV~ n v7>~17DN.On
the plain level of pshat, this verse may be translated as follows:
"If he [i.e., your relative] will redeem you, then that is good
(tov): let him redeem you; and if not ..., then I will redeem
you." [Alternatively, the verse may be understood thus: "If
[your relative named] Tov will redeem you, let him redeem
you; and if not ..., then I will redeem you."
At any rate,] on the non-literal level of derush, the Tzemach
Tzedek interpreted it as follows:
>NP 110 7>NY ON:If the good (tov) within you will redeem
you, let it redeem you (as will happen in a generation which is
altogether meritorious);
N> DNI:and if not (i.e., if it is a generation which is altogether sinful, G-d forbid), then ~ X N -pn>N>I: the Redemption will come from Anochi
(signifying the transcendent level of Divinity called Keser).
This alternative solution echoes the folk-saying: "If you
can't crawl under, leap right over the top!"
Moreover, it recalls a teaching of the Sages,5Q4who find an
allusion to this mode of Redemption in the verse,505 "It has all
turned white: [the leper] is clean." On this teaching Rashi
comments: "Just as when the ailment spreads over the entire
skin [the leper is pronounced clean], so, too, when all regimes
will have turned to heresy, the Redemption will come." When
the ailment has spread so much that it has all turned white,
then a higher level of Divinity must be revealed. This is the
level called Keser - and through it the ailment will be removed.
503. Ruth 3:13.
504. Sanhedrin 97a, and Rarhi there. See also the above passage entitled "Heretical
Regmes."
5 0 5 Vayikra 13:13.
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In Its Time I Shall Hasten It (i)

I t is written,"'6 "In its time" /i.e., the Redemption will

come at its appointed time/, but [immediately thereafter/
it is also written, 7 shall hasten it." [Yet there is no contradiction:] If [the Jewish people] are found worthy, then
G-d will hasten it; they are not found worthy, it will
come in its .time.5o7
If the Jewish people are found worthy as a result of their
tesbuvah and good deeds, and have completely separated the
good from the evil in the universe so that all the holy sparks
that had fallen amongst the kelippos have been extricated, then
the Redemption will come before "the time of the end," of
which the angel speaks to Daniel.snx
I t instead, the Jewish people are not found worthy
through their good deeds, and if, moreover, they nurture the
kelippos further by sinning, then the Redemption will be delayed until this final time (which is hidden and unknown in all
the worlds). However, when this final time arrives the Redemption must come, and the Evil Inclination will be banished
spontaneously; as it is written,Ny "I shall place a new spirit
within you, and I shall remove the heart of stone from your
flesh."
Shanrr~Orah, p 87

In Its Time I Shall Hasten It (ii)
The Tzemach Tzedek understands the above two terms
(be'itah and achishenah) as referring not only to two possible
--

-.A-

506 Yprhnyuhu 60 22
507 .5nnhedvc?r 982
508 Danrsl 12 9 , In thc original, LC< krtz
509 Yechezkel36 26
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times for the Redemption, but also to two possible modes of
Redemption:
mwmN (lit., "I shall hasten it"): This describes a mode of
Redemption in which our people will leave exile with a run and
a leap (so to speak), and will immediately soar to the loftiest
heights.
nnvx (lit., "In its time"): This describes a mode of Redemption in which the above ascent will advance slowly and by
gradual stages.
Or HaTorah -Bcrcirhu, p. 86

With the Clouds of Heaven

It is written:510&Behold, one like a son of m a n came on
the clouds of heavenn; however, i t is also written,51'
&[Your king will come...] like a poor m a n riding on a
donkey." [Yet there is no contradiction:] I f [the Jewish
people] are found worthy of it, [Mashiach] will come "an
the clouds of heaven? if they do not merit, he will come
"like a poor m a n riding on a donkey."
The word zachu ("if they are worthy"), from the root n x ,
and related to the noun zechus, may also be understood as
deriving from the root 731, and related to the verb 1171i1> ("to
become refined7'). Likewise, the word iinn (chamor "donkey") shares a root with inin (chomer - "physicality").
The Rebbe makes use of these multiple meanings while
expounding the above-quoted teaching of the Sages in the
terms of Chassidus:
137: Avodah whose object is refined and spiritual entities,
calls forth -

510. DanicI7:13.
5 1 1. Zechariah 9:9.

-
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wnw VIY: a revelation of or yashar, a measured flow of
Divine light that originates from above
121 N>. Avodah whose object is rnaterlality and physicality
that have not yet become refined, calls forth a revelation even
more elevated, the kind of revelation that is called iinn >Y mni VY: or chozer, a Sight that nses up over physicality and is reflected heavenward.
Lzkkutci 6chor, Vol I, p 73

He Sits Among the Paupers

R. Yehoshua ben Levz encountered the prophet Elzyahu as
he was standing at the entrance of R. Shimon ben Tochaz's cave,... and asked him: "When is Mashiach
comznj 7"
Replied the prophet: "Go and ask him."
"But where zs he t o be found?"
"At t h ~ j a t of
e Romc. "

"By what s$n shall I recognize him?u

"He zs sittzng among paupers strzcken by wound^.. . "
T o these words Rashi adds: "They are leprous, and so
is he; as it is
'He is aling because of our
sins,' and it is likewise written,5IvHe has borne our
~~cknesses.'"~~~
Let us understand what connecnon can there be between
leprous ailments5I4 and Mashiach.

512. Ycrhnyahlr 53:5.
513. Ifiid. 53:4.
514. In the orig~nal,nrgaim
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As is explained in the teachings of Chassidrrs,515 the appearance of such an ailment indicates that the evil which is its cause
is not internalized within the individual; rather, a vestige of evil
is still attached to the outer expressions of his spiritual personality - to the hems of his garments, so to speak. This
explains why, when this vestige of evil surfaces physically, the
ailment appears only on his skin. Conversely, this also explains
why515 "the commandment concerning these ailments is not
current in our era, after the Destruction" - because today515
"even a good and righteous man still has a trace of evil internalized within him," so that today evil does not give rise to
these skin ailments.
In this light, these skin ailments may be perceived as alluding to the spiritual state of our people in the present era of
ikvesa diMeshicha, as we await the approaching footsteps of
Mashiach. At this time, when the evil which is internalized
within the body and soul of our people at large has been sifted
out and refined, all that is left is an external husk of evil. And
of our people in this state one may say,507121 - "They are
meritorious. ' ' 5 1 ~
Likkutcz Sichor, Val. XXII, p. 79

-

-

Today - If You Would Only Listen to His Voice

[R.Yehoshua ben Levi then asked Mashiach]: aMaster,
when are you c o m i n ~ ? ~
He answered: 'Today!"

R. Yehoshua returned to ELiyahu, who asked him, m a t
did he say?''
51 5 . Libkutri Torah, Tazria, p. 22b.
516. See also the passage below entitled, "The Leper of the House o f Rabbi [Yehudah
HaNasi]."
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He replied: "...He has deceived me! He told me, 'I am
coming today,' and he has not come!"
Said Eliyahu: "What Mashiach had in mind was this
(verse]:"7 'Today - if you would only listen to His
3')5117

Eliyahu's response is not intended to negate the plain
meaning of the word "today" (forsIx "a Scriptural text cannot
be removed from its plain meaning"). Rather, "today"
describes the state of a people of whom it may be said, IJT "They are meritorious." The Jewish people are worthy of the
coming of Mashiach today. Why, then, has he not yet come?
- Because something is still missing in the complete fulfillment of "listening to His voice": the remaining external
manifestations of evil are waiting to be sifted and refined.51v
Likhrrtci Sichos, Vol. XXII, p. 79

His Name is Menachem ben Chizkiyah

What is his name [i.e., the name of Mashiach]? - His
name is Menachem &en Chizkiyah, for it is written,520
'me comforter [He&.:Menachem] who should relieve my
soul isfar from. me.''s21
O n these words Maharsha comments: "The added phrase
'ben Chizkiyah' is not implied by the prooftext; it was an oral
tradition handed down among the Sages."
It could, however, be suggested that the added phrase
n->ptn 11 is in fact hinted at in three words of the verse quoted:
>w91 s w n onln. The numerical equivalent bematria) of the
517. Tebillim 95:7.
518. Shabbos 632.
519. Cf thr above passage entitled, "He Sits Among the Paupers."
520. Eichah 1:16.
521 Sanhedrin98b.
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final letters of these three words equals 52 (= 1 ~ 1 and
) ~ the
numerical equivalent of the initial letters of these three words
equals 130 (= v,prn).
Likkutci Lcvi Yitzbnk -Likkutim a1 Maamarci Cbaml, p. 106

The Leper of the House of Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi]
,017

n n 'lw v i a n

:,flwi) i n w

y1-1N i w n

...? l n w nn

INlJNl , O h 0 lS1lN3131 ,NWl NlTl 11,)'ln )3N" :lDNIW

What is his name [i.e., the name of Mashiach]? - His
name is "the white one (Rashi: I.e., metzora - 'the
leper? of the House of Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi]," for it
is written,513"In truth he has borne our sicknesses and
endured our pains, yet we held him to be stricken, smitten
by G-d, and
As is explained in the teachings of C h a ~ s i d u s "Leprous
,~~~
ailments have a lofty spiritual meaning. The individual is not
termed ritually unclean522until the Kohen has declared him to
be so. Before this happens, these ailments are not related to
ritual uncleanness. Indeed, they are sublime spiritual lights,
except that they present themselves as a stroke of strict justice
emanating from Kedushah....523 The phrase,524 'He shall be
brought to Aharon the Kohen,' teaches that they become
elevated by means of the Kohen, who embodies Supernal
Chessed ...,5z and who can moderate stern judgments5Z6 by
declaring the individual ritually clean."527
One might add: Not only is the source of a leprous ailment
"a stroke of strict justice emanating from Kedushah," but,
moreover, its original root is a particularly lofty level of
522. In the original, tamch.
523. "A stroke... Kcd~rhah:~In
the original Aram. (cf Etz Chaim), nwr-rp-r~ ~ ~w1 1p1 .
524. Vayikra 13:2.
525. In the original, Chcrscd Ila'ah.
526. In the original, lchamtik (lit., "to sweeten") dinim.
527. In the original, tahor.
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Kedushah. In this it resembles the Divine attribute of Gevurah.
As is explained in Chassidus, the attribute of Gevurah at its
earliest source does not imply the screening and withholding
of Chessed and the dispensation of strict justice. On the contrary, at its earliest source it signifies a flow of Divine
beneficence so overwhelming that it exceeds the finite capacity
of the recipient; indeed, it is precisely this excess that ultimately
gives rise to tzimtzum, to Gevurah in its ordinary sense - the
withholding of the flow of Divine beneficence. Likewise in our
case: At the pristine level of its earliest source, the leprous
ailment is an intense outpouring of Kedushah - except that
from this there eventually evolves "a stroke of strict justice
emanating from ICedushah,)' from which ultimately emanate
the unclean leprous ailments.
This insight enables us to understand why Mashzach is
called "a leper." For the future Redemption is a breaking of
limits, an intense outpouring of ICedushah, a boundless and
immeasurable revelation of Divine light. This state comes
about through the fulfillment of the verse,s13"He has borne
our sicknesses," for through this the Jewish people undergo
the final refinement which enables them to become fit recipients for the sublime Divine illumination of that era.
Likkwtci Sichos, Parshas Tazria,5751 [I9911

King and Viceroy (i)
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(Pn3,n3 ti>) oil:,
In time to come, G-d will set up for [the Jewish peoplc] a
d~fferentDavid (Rashi: ?..who wili re$& over them?, as
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it is written,"# "They will serve the L-rd their G-d and
David their king whom I shall set up for them.') The verse
does not say that G-d "set up') (in the past tense), but
shall set up...." But there is another verse that say~,~2~
"And David My servant shall be a nasi for themforever."
[How do these two tezts accord?] - They speak of some. ~ ~ ~ Ze., a king
thing like a king and a ~ e m i - k i n g(Rashi:
and a viceroy. Thus, the 'new David' will be a king, as it
is written, 'David their king whom I shall set up'; and
Icing David will be his viceroy, as it is written, 'And
David My servant shall be a nasi over them': the verse
does not say 'a
This does not necessarily mean that there will then be two
leaders: it could mean that Mashiach himself will be both
"king" and "viceroy".
The royal title keisar [i.e., Caesar] suggests innovation. It
derives from the name of a Roman emperor531"whose mother
died during his birth, and when her womb was cut open he
was found alive.... The Roman name Caesar, which means
'cutting', was used for all his successors."
On the one hand, Mashiach is called keisar by virtue of his
role as a king who
"fight the wars of G-d," and whose
reign will bring about a supernatural innovation in the entire
world."""t
the same time, he is called "viceroy" by virtue of
his role as nasi, who teaches the people and guides them along
the path of G-d.534 This entails no great innovation, for there is
no real innovation in the Torah: it has535"neither change nor
diminution nor addition."
This, then, is the meaning of the above-quoted Gemara:

528. Yirmcynhu 30:9.
529. Ycchczkcl37:25.
530. In the original Ararn., kcirar upalgci kcirar.
531. Torafoson Avodah Zarah lob.
532. Rambam, Hilchor McIachim 1 1 :4.
533. Ibid. 12:s.
534. Rambam, Hilchor Tcshuvah 9 : 2 .
535. Rambam, Hilchos Tcrodci HaTorah 9:1
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Mashiach is called "a different David" because of his innovative difference from King David and from all his own
predecessors, the kings of the dynasty of David. The Gemara
then poses the problem, "But there is another verse that
says,"y "And David My servant shall be a nasi for them forever."' This implies that in the furure time, too, the King
Mashiach will resemble King David (which is why he bears his
name). The Gemarai- response to its own query means that
Mashiach will comprise both qualities: As a king (keisar) he
will be "a different David"; as a nasi (palgei keisar, i.e., viceroy), he will resemble King David.
Libkutei Si~hos,Parshas ifay&wh, 5751 [I9901

King and Viceroy (ii)
At first glance it would appear certain that King David
"a nasi for
himself is not the King Mashiach who will beSZY
them forever" - because the activity of the King Masbiach will
begin before the Redemption, as explained by Rambam,s32and
certainly before the Resurrection of the Dead.
The Talmud Yer~shalrni>~~
however, makes the following
statement concerning the King Mashiach: 717 la N m )n )*N
TI-mw 717 ,NITI ~ ~ pnpN7;;l->nw. The standard commentary
entitled Pnci Moshe explains: "If he is one of those alive, his
name will be Davld; if he IS one of the dead, he will be David
himself." Likewise, the hymn entitled Ometz Yisbacha (which
IS read on Hoshana Kabbah)537
includes the following line: >lp
i n w ~i w m ilinryl 717 Nln ,,nw nnr ,W>N norn - "The voice of
the herald [~.e.,Eliyahu HaNavi] proclaims: 'There has appeared a man, h ~ name
s
is T ~ e m a c h , ~is~ David
qt
hirnself?"'S~9
5 3 6 . Rerachos 2 . 4 .
537. Siddur TehiliatHaShem.p. 334.
538. Cf Zechariah 3:s and h:12-13, and Targum there; Talmud Yerushalmi,hachos
4:4.

539. Sce. Comrncntar). on the Scdduv by R. Ycshayahu Horowitz (the Shclah),
Cornmentaw on the Siddur by R. Yaakov Emden; cf. Yimcyahu 33:15; &bar I .
82b; 11, 332h
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This may be understood to mean that the soul of King
David will be garbed in the King Mashiach. Similarly, the Sages
teach thatso "the first redeemer is also the last redeemer" (even
though Moshe Rabbeinu was a Levite whereas Mashiach stems
from the tribe of Yehudah), which means that the soul of
Moshe Rabbeinu will be garbed in the soul of the King
Ma~hiach."~
Likkrtci Sichas, Vol. XXXV,p. 206

The Days of Mashiach W
ill Last Forty Years
The Days of Mashiach will last forty years, as it is written,"2 (Tor forty years will I quarrel with that
generation." (Noting that the verb V I ~ Nis related to the
root vj71 - at^ take," Rashi paraphrases the above verst
and expounds the above teaching as follows: a'I shall take
Israel and rule over them in a shortgeneration of forty
years that will be dtfferent from all the precedinggenerations' - evidently an allusion to Mashiach, in whose
generationgreat changes will takeplace."543)
What is the intrinsic connection between the number forty
and the days of Mashiach?
At the end of their wanderings, Moshe Rabbeinu tells the
people:" "Yet G-d has not given you a heart to perceive, nor
eyes to see, nor ears to hear, until this day - and I have led
you for forty years in the wilderness ...." Rashi comments: "'A
heart to perceive' - to recognize G-d's acts of lovingkindness
and to cleave to Him; 'until this day' - for no man plumbs
540. Shmos Rabbah 2:6.
541. Or HaChaim, Parshas Vaycchi 4 9 : l l
542. Tchillim 95:lO.
543. Rashi adds: Though in its plain meaning the verse refers to the generation that
wandered for forty years in the wilderness, the hrture tense of the verb wpx also
~mpliesa prophecy for the future.
544. Drnarim 29:3-4.
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the full depth of his mentor's understanding and the full
wisdom of his teaching until forty years have elapsed."s45
This observation does not refer only to a mentor of flesh
and blood, but also to G-d Himself. (Indeed, the prooftext
states: "Yet G-d has not given you a heart to perceivc....") We
thus see that a full recognition of G-d takes forty years.
This recognition will reach its peak in the days of Mashiach.
At that time the glory of G-d will be manifest and the Torah
teachings of Mashiach will be revealed. (This will give "the full
depth of his mentor's understanding and the full wisdom of
his teaching.") The Torah teachings of Mashiach will be incomparably superior to the Torah of the present world.
Indeed, the Sages declare thats4"'The Torah that a man studied in this world will be vanity in comparison with the Torah
teachings of Mashiach. "
From a talk of the Rebbe on ShabbosPar~hu~Eikev,
5744 L1984)

545. Rarhi's source is Avodah Zarah 5b.
546. Koheles Rabbah 11:s.
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Chapter 4:
Studies in Rambam,
Hilchos Melachim, Ch. 11547

1. In hture time, the King M a ~ h i a c Bwill
~ ~ arise and renew
the Davidic dynasty, restoring it to its initial sovereignty. He

547. Many o f the teachings in this chapter may be found in context, in all their
I
Evmy Day:
original power and fully documented detail, in: I Await H ~Corning
Analytical Studies by the Lubavitcher Rcbbe, Rabbi M e n a h m M. Schnecrson, of the
Rambarn's Rulingr on Mashiach and the Uitimatc RcdcrnptMn (prepared by
Sichos In English; Kehot, N.Y., 1991).
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will rebuild the [Beis Ha]Mi&dashand gather m the dispersed
remnant of Israel. Then, in his days, all the statutes will be
reinstituted as in former times. Sacrifices will be offered and
the Sabbatical and Jubilee years will be observed according to
all their particulars as commanded in the Torah.
Whoever does not believe in him, or does not await his
coming, denies not only [the statements of] the other prophets, but also [those of] the Torah and of Moshe, our teacher,
for the Torah attests to his coming, stating?
And the L-rd your G-d will bring back your captivity
and have compassion upon you. He will return and
gather you [from among all the nations] .... Even if
your dispersed ones are in the furthest reaches of the
heavens, [from there will G-d gather you in] .... G-d
will bring you [to the land]. .. .
These explicit words of the Torah include all that was said
[on the subject] by all the prophets.
There is also a reference [to Masbiacb] ~n the passage concerning Bilaam, who prophesied about the two anointed
[kings]: the first anointed [king],5S0David, who saved Israel
from her oppressors, and the final anointed [king] who will
arise from among his descendants and save Israel [at the End
of Days].55' The following [quoted] phrases are from that
passage:i5z
"I see it, but not now" - This refers to David; ''I perceive it, but not in the near future" - This refers to
King Masbiach.
--

-

548. In the original Heb., nwnn -pan (lit., "the anointed king"); i.e., the Messianic
King.
549. Devarim 3 0 ~ 3 - 5 .
550. In the original Heb., the word here translated "anointed [king]" is simply nwna
(lit., "the anointed one"); i.e., the Messiah. It is used interchangeably with the
earlier phrase.
551. At this point, before being censored by medieval ecclesiastical authorit~es,the
Rarnbam's original text continued: "...and save Israel from the hands of Eisav's
descendants." This and two other such deletions have been copied verbatim in
these footnotes from the celebrated Yemenite manuscript in the hands of
Chacham Yosef Kapach of Jerusalem. (See footnotes 558 and 559, below.)
552. Bamidbar24:17-18.
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"A star shall go forth from Yaakov" - This refers to
David; "and a staff shall arise in Yisrael" - This refers to
King Mashiach.
"He shall crush all of Moab's princes" - This refers to
David, (as it is written,553"He smote Moab and measured them with a line"); "he shall break down all of
Seth's descendants" - This refers to King Mashiach,
(about whom it is written,ss4"He will rule from sea to
sea").
"Edorn will be demolished" - This refers to David, (as
it is
"Edom became the servants of David");
"his enemies, Seir, will be destroyed" - This refers to
King Mashiach, (as it is
"Saviors will ascend
Mount Zion [to judge the mountain of Esau.. ..] ") .

2. Similarly, in regard to the Cities of Refuge, it is stated,557
"When G-d will expand your borders ... you shall add three
more cities." This command has never been fulfilled. [Surely,]
G-d did not give this command in vain, [and thus the intent
was that it be fulfilled after the coming of Mashiach]. There is
no need to cite prooftexts on the concept [of the Mashiach]
from the words of the prophets, for all [their] books are filled
with it.

553. IIShmuc[8:2.
554.ZCchariah9:lO.
555. Cf. IIShmru18:6 and 8:14
556. Ovadiah 1:21.
557. Dmarim 19:X-9.
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3. One should not entertain the notion that the King
Mashiach must work miracles and wonders, bring about new
phenomena within the world, resurrect the dead, or perform
other similar deeds. This is [definitely] not true.
[A proof can be brought from the fact that] Rabbi Akiva,
one of the greatest Sages of the Mishnah, was a supporter [lit.,
"an arms-bearer"] of King Ben Koziva, and would describe
him as the King Mashiach. He and all the Sages of his generation considered him to be the King Musbzacb until he was
killed because of [his] sins. Once he was killed, they realized
that he was not [the Mashiach]. The Sages did not ask him for
any signs or wonders.
[Rather,] this is the main thrust of the matter: This Torah,
with its statutes and laws, is everlasting. We may neither add to
them nor detract from them.558

558. At this pomt, the uncensored original text continued as tbllows: "Whoever adds
to [the mitzvor] or detracts from them, or misinterprets the Torah, implying that
the minvos are not intended to be understood literally, is surely a wicked impostor and a heretic "
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4. If a king will arise from the House of David, who, like
David his ancestor, delves deeply into the study of the Torah
and engages in the mitzvos as prescribed by the Written Law
and the Oral Law; if he will compel all of Israel to walk in [the
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way of the Torah] and repair the breaches [in its observance];
and if he will fight the wars of G-d; - we may, with assurance,
consider him Mashiach.
If he succeeds in the above, defeats all the nations around
him, builds the [Beis Ha]Mikdash on its site, and gathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel, he is definitely the Mashia~h.5~~
He will perfect the entire world, [motivating all the nations] to serve G-d together, as it is written,s60"For I shall then
make the peoples pure of speech so that they will all call upon
the Name of G-d and serve Him with one purpose."
559. The whole of the following pasfage was deleted from most of the editions
published since the Venice edition of 1574:
"If he did not succeed t o this degree or was killed, he surely is not [the
redeemer] promised by the Torah. [Rather,] he should be considered t o be like
all the other proper and legitimate kings o f the Davidic dynasty who died. G-d
caused him t o arise only in order t o test the multitude. As it is written (Danicl
11:35), 'Some o f the wise men will stumble, t o purge, t o refine and t o clarify,
until the appointed final time, for it is yet t o come.'
[At this point the Runrhanr proceeds t o describe the results of one historical
instance of this process:] "...Can there be a greater stumbling block than [such
teachings]? All the prophets spoke o f Mashiach as the redeemer o f Israel and their
savior, who would gather their dispersed ones and strengthen their [observance
of the] minvos. In contrast, [this innovator] caused the Jews to be slain by the
sword, their remnants t o be scattered and humiliated, the Torah t o be altered,
and the majority of the world to serve a god other than the L-rd.
"Nevertheless, the intent of the Creator of the world is not within the power
of man t o comprehend, for [to paraphrase Ycrhayubu 55:8] His ways are not our
ways, nor are His thoughts, our thoughts. [Ultimately,] all the deeds of [this
innovator] and that Ishmaelite who rose after him will only serve t o pave the way
for the coming of Marhiach and for the improvement of the entire world,
[motivating the nations] to serve G-d together, as it is written [Zcphaninh 3:9/,
'For I shall then make the peoples pure of speech so that they will all call upon
the Name of G-d and serve Him with one purpose.'
"How will this come about? The entire world has already become filled with
talk o f [the supposed] Mcssiah, as well as of the Torah and the mimos. These
matters have been spread among the furthermost islands and among many spiritually insensitive nations, who discuss these matters as well as the nrimos of the
Torah. Some of them say: 'These commandments were true, but are not in force
~n the present age; they are not applicable for all time.' Others say: 'Implied in
the commandments are hidden concepts that cannot be understood simply; the
Messiah has already come and revealed them.'
"When the true Messianic king will arise and prove successhl, his [parttion
becoming] exalted and uplifted, they will all return and realize that their ancestors endowed them with a false heritage; their prophets and ancestors caused
them t o err."
560. Zcphaniab 3.9.
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Renewing the Davidic Dvnasty

The K i n . Mashiach will arise and renew the Davidic
dynasty
The laws of the Torah can be fully observed only when
there is a king in Israel, for only through a king is it possible to
wage the wars of G-d (to obliterate the memory of Amalek)
and to fulfill the commandment of building the Beis HaMikdash, which in turn makes the fulfillment of all the
commandments of the Torah feasible.
This was in fact carried out by King David, who conquered
Eretz Yisrael (thus completing the function of the wars of
G-d) and who made all the necessary preparations for the
building of the Beis HaMikdash. The task which defines
Mashiach is not the establishment of anything new: it is the
renewal of the Davidc dynasty, by means of the building of
the Beis HaMikdash and the Ingathering of the Exiles, and
consequently restoring the observance of the laws of the Torah to
a state of completeness. As Rambam goes on to say, "In his
days, all the statutes will be reinstituted as in former times."
Any lack in the observance of the Torah that stems from a lack
of completeness in the people of Israel and in the Beis HaMikdash - which together constitute exile - will be compensated
by Mashiach.
In the same paragraph Rambam writes: "He will rebuild
the [Beis HalMikdash and gather in the dispersed remnant of
Israel .... The sacrifices will be offered and the Sabbatical and
561. For the tul1 Hebrew and English text, excerpts ofwhich are quoted below, see p.
151 above.
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Jubilee years will be observed according to all their particulars
set forth in the Torah."
The above statements are no mere narrative of what
Mashiach will do and what will happen in his time: they are a
halachah, a definition of the King Mashiach.
Hence, since "he will rebuild the [Bets HajMtkdash," it
follows automatically that "the sacrifices will be offered."
Likewise, since he will "gather in the dispersed remnant of
Israel," it follows automatically that "the Sabbatical and Jubilee
years will be observed" (for this becomes possible only when
all of Israel dwell in their land).S62
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XVIII, p. 276

Consciously Awaiting His Coming
Believe in him ..., await his coming... (i)
Belief sometimes remains aloofly
instead of
becoming integrated within one's conscious thinking processes. This is strikingly illustrated in the observation of our
Sages that"4 "a burglar at the mouth of his tunnel calls out to
G-d [to make his endeavors prosper!]."
[To be consistent, surely he should either rob or pray. But
both?! Chassidw explains that his simultaneous self-contradiction does not mean that he is without belief: the problem is
only that his belief remains vague, distant and academ~c,instead of becoming integrated into his conscious thinking.]
Accordingly, in addition to believing in Mashiach, every
Jew is obliged to simply await his imminent coming, in a
manner that is Internalized within his conscious thinking.
S ~ E HaScchos
Y
5749 /1989/, Vol 1, p 35 1

562. Arachin 32b on Vayikrn 25:IO.
563. In the orignal, makkrf
564. Berachor 63a, according to the text quoted by Ein Taakov. In the onginal Aram.:
p n v a , apum machtarta, Rachmana kavn.
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Believe in him..., await his coming... (ii)

The juxtaposition of these two obligations teaches us that
just as the obligation to believe in Mashiach is constant, so too
is the obligation to await his imminent coming.
Libk~rteiSichor, VoI. XXVIII, p. 131

Believe in him..., await his coming... (iii)

It may be assumed that the obligation to "await his corning" includes the obligation to study the laws concerning
Mashiach.
From a talk o f the Rebhe

Whoever does not believe in him, or does not await his
coming, denies not only [the statements of] the other
prophets, but also [those of] the Torah and of Moshe, our
teacher...

One should believe in the coming of Mashiach with the
degree of certainty and verification that stems from "the Torah
and Moshe Rabbeinu" (and not only from "the other prophets") for, as the above-quoted sentence of Rambam goes on
to say, "the Torah attests to his coming ...." As Rambam writes
elsewhere,"s the prophecy of Moshe Kabbeinu differs from
that of the other prophets. This is why he adds here, and of
Moshe Rabbeiny for his prophecy was verified at Sinai by the
fact thaPhh "our eyes saw, not a stranger's, and our ears heard,
not a stranger's" - and this substantiation brings about a
"reliability that endures forever," as Rambam writes there.
LSkutei Sichos, Vol. XVIII, p. 281

565. Hdchos Tesodri HaTorah 8 : 2
566. Op. cit 8:l
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Two Sets of Prooftexts (i)

"He will return and flather you @om among all the
nations] ...." There is also a reference [to Mashiach] in
the passage concern in^ Bilaam...
The former verse proves that the scattered exiles of Israel
will be gathered in; this in turn makes possible the restoration
of the Davidic dynasty and the reinstitution of the laws of the
Torah."' From the later-quoted verses (i.e., those from the
passage concerning Bilaam), it is likewise apparent that the
major task of Mashiach is the restoration of the Davidic
dynasty, because Mashiach is - to use Rambam's words -"the final anointed king" (lit., "the final Mashiach"), following
upon "the first anointed king" (lit., "the first Mashiach"), viz.,
King David. As is made clear by the verses cited, all the details
that were true of David will also be truc of Mashiach.
L~kkutciStchor, Vol XXIII, p. 278

Two Sets of Prooftexts (ii)
The evidence of the first-quoted verse alone is insufficient,
because it only tells us that G-d "will return and gather you."
It makes no specific mention of the King Mashiach - whereas
the obligation is not only to believe that G-d will in some way
redeem Israel, but to believe in Mashiach. (The very wording
of Rambam makes this clear: "Whoever does not believe in
him....")
On the other hand, the evidence of the later verses alone
would also be insufficient, for the prophecy of Bilaam is expressed in allegories and metaphors. Not of these could
Rambam say (as he does in this passage) that "the Torah

567. See the above passage entitled "Renewing the Davidic Dynasty."
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attests to his coming," nor could he speak of "these explicit
words of the Torah."
Likkrrtei Sicbor. Parsbar Sbojhm, 5749 [1989]

Two Sets of Prooftexts (iii)
The first-quoted verse ("He will return and gather you
[from among all the nations]. . .") emphasizes redemption fLom
exile, whereas the verses quoted from the prophecy of Bilaam
highlight the perfection of the era of the Redemption in its
own right. (The condition of exile is not even mentioned
there.)
This distinction could explain why Rambam places the
above-quoted verse first (even though it appears later in the
Torah), before he quotes the prophetic verses from Bilaam
(which appear earlier in the Torah) - in order to emphasize
the progressive nature of the Redemption. First comes a redemption from exile, and then it is time for the utter
perfection of the era of the Redemption itself.
From a talk of the R c b k on ShnbbosParrbar Bakk, 575751 [1991]

Each Text Serves a Purpose

"He will return and gather you @om among all the
nations] ...." There is also a reference [to Mashiach] in
the passage concerning Bilaam .... Similarly, in regard to
the Cities of Refuge, it is stated ....
It could well be that the abundance of cited verses corresponds to the great number of details that Rambam gives in
describing the days of Mashiach, right up to the conclusion:
"In that era there will be neither famine nor war ..., 'for the
world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d ....'" Every
detail is evidently supported by one of the verses cited.
S&w HaSichos 5749 119891, Vol. 11, p. 570
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Why Is the Return from Exile Critical?

These explicit words of the Torah inclztde all that was said
[on the subject] by all the prophets.
Should this sentence not have appeared after all three sets
of prooftexts had been cited, instead of after the first of them?
Another question: Even though there is no mention of the
King Mashiach in the verse, "[G-dl will return and gather you
[from among all the nations]," why is this the first and main
verse that Rambam cites as evidence that "the Torah attests to
his coming," to the coming of the King Mashiach?
A suggested explanation: Since the defining task of
Mashiach is the restoration of the complete observance of the
Torah,"' the main piece of evidence concerning him ought to
be a verse that speaks of the return from exile, for this is what
makes the complete hlfillment of the Torah possible. I t is thus
proper to say, immediately after the above verse promising the
return of the exiles, 'These explicit words of the Torah include
all that was said [on the subject] by all the prophets."
Having said this, Rambam can then go ahead to add the
details: (a) This return will come about through the King
Mashiach, "the final Mashiach," as alluded to in the prophecy
of Bilaam; ( b ) The days of Mashiach will see the fulfillment of
the verse, "You shall add three more Cities [of Refuge]."
From a talk ofthe Rebbe on Shabbos Parshm Lech Lecha, 5751 [I9901

The Prophecy of Bilaarn

There is also a reference (to Mashiach] in the passagr
concerning Bilaam ...
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Why does Rambam make a point of saying that these references to Mashiach appear specifically in the passage
concerning Bilaam?
1. The prophecy of Bilaam, the prophet of the gentile nations, focused on the downfall of those nations and Israel's
dominion over them. So, too, the SagesM8comment concerning Ovadiah the Prophet, an Edomite proselyte, who foretold
the downfall of Edom: "As the folk-saying goes, 'From the
forest itself comes [the handle for] the ax [which fells the
forest] .'"
2. Just as Bilaam exploited his power (of prophecy) to bless
the Jewish people, so too in the future will the nations of the
world exploit their strength to help them, as it is written,569
"IGngs shall be your foster-fathers and their queens shall be
your nursing mothers."
3. Concerning- Bilaam it is ~ritten,5~O
LLG-d
did not want to
listen to Bilaam, and [He] turned the curse into a blessing for
you." In this verse we may see a hint at the future transformation of exile into Redemption, the transformation of the
commemorative fasts into times of.71 "joy and gladness and
cheerful festivals."
Likkntci Sichos, Vol. XVIII, p. 283; Vol.XXIII, p. 171;
a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbos ParshusBalak, 5751 [1991]

Mashiach in Two Stages
Bilaam... prophesied about the two anointed kings [viz.,
King David and Mashiach].

568. Sanhedrin 39b, and Rashi there
569. Ytshayahu 4 9 2 3 .
570. Devarim23:6.
571.ZEchariah8:19.
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It could be suggested that Rambam mentions "the first
Mashiach" too, because Mashiach himself comprises two
anointed kings, i.e., two periods:
(a) The stage during which "we may, with assurance, consider him Ma~hiach.""~During this stage, before he rebuilds
the Beis HaMikdash, he resembles David HaMelech, who did
~ made all
not build the Beis HaMikdash, but waged ~ a r s 5 'and
the necessary preparations for its construction.
(b) The stage during which, having "built the Beis HaMikdash on its site," he is "definitely the Ma~htach."57~
Lckkuhc Stchos, Vol XVIII, p 281

Concentric Spheres of Influence
[Zbe prophecy of'Bilaam:] RT see it, but not now..."
[As one examines the four pairs of phrases from this
prophecy in which Rambam perceives four pairs of allusions to
King David and Mashiach respectively, a clear pattern emerges:
the order of these pairs of phrases shows the progressive
spheres of influence of these two anointed kings.]
(a) "'I sec it, but not now' - This refers to David; 'I
perceive it, but not in the near future' - This refers to
King Mashiach."
This pair of phrases speaks of David and Mashiach themselves.
(b) "'A star shall go forth from Yaakov' - This refers
to David; 'and a staff shall arise in Israel' - This refers
to King Mashiach. "
This pair of phrases speaks of their effect on Israel. (This is
hinted at in the wording of the verse quoted: "...from Yaakov,
...in Israel.")
572. In the original, bechewhas shehu Mashiach (Hilchos Mclachim 11:4).
573. IDivrei HaTamim 22%
574. In the original, Mashiath vndai (HilchosMelachim, lot, tit.).
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(c) "'He shall crush all of Moab's princes' - This
refers to David ...; 'he shall break down all of Seth's
descendants' - This refers to King Mashiach, (about
whom it is
'He will rule from sea to sea')."
This pair of phrases speaks of their effect on the nations, on
the entire world.
( d ) " 'Edom will be demolished' - This refers to
David ...; 'his enemies, Seir, will be destroyed' - This
refers to King Mashiach, (as it is written,576LLSavior~
will
ascend Mount Zion [to judge the mountain of Esau,
and sovereignty shall be G-d's])."
The last quotation shows a qualitative progression in the
sovereignty of Mashiach: Whereas an earlier verse575had spoken
of dominion that is imposed ("He will rule from sea to sea"),
the last verse of the series foretells a time in which the nations
of the world will themselves recognize the truth of Mashiach'r
sovereignty.577
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XVIII, p. 282

King David and Mashiach Compared

(The prophecy of Bilaam:] Tree it, but not now...')
[Taking another look at the four pairs of phrases from this
prophecy in which Rambam perceives four pairs of allusions to
King David and Mashiach respectively, one observes that in
each case there is a hint at the superiority of Mashiach to King
David.]
(a) "'I see it, but not now' - This refers to David; 'I
perceive it, but not in the near hture' - This refers to
King Mashiach."
575. Zechariah 9.10.
576. Ovadiah 1:21.

577. See the first of the passages below that comment on the phrase, "...who delves
deeplv into the study o f the Torah."
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Concerning David it is written, "not now," but [it is
implied that] "I see it" in the near future. Concerning
Mashiach, by contrast, it is written, "not in the near future,"
because the elevated spiritual tone of the era of Mashiach
necessitates lengthy and extensive preparations in578 "our
[current] actions and divine service."
(b) "'A star shall go forth from Yaakov' - This refers
to David; 'and a staff shall arise in Israel' - This refers
to King Mashiach. "
Concerning David: "a star" signifies his exaltedness over
other men, and "Yaakov" signifies the Jewish people in their
less-than-lofty aspect. Concerning Mashiach: "a staff' signifies
(cf. Rashi) the kind of powerful rule which will be manifest in
Mashiach, who ~i1157~
"compel all of Israel to walk in [the way
of the Torah]," and "Israel" signifies the Jewish people at their
loftiest.
(c) "'He shall crush all of Moab's princes' - This
refers to David, (as it is written,580"He smote Moab
and measured them with a line"); 'he shall break down
all of Seth's descendants' - This refers to King
Mashiach, (about whom it is
'He will rule
from sea to sea')."
David will merely "crush" no more than "Moab's princes,"
whereas Mashiach will "break down - all of Seth's descendants," i.e., he will rule all the nations.581 These two
distinctions are paralleled in the verses from the prophets
which Rambam interpolates in the above passage. Concerning
David he quotes, "He smote - Moab"; concerning Mashiach
he quotes, "He will rrcle --from sea to sea."
( d ) "'Edom will be demolished' - This refers to
David, (as it is ~ r i t t e n , ~"Edom
"
became the servants
of David"); 'his enemies, Seir, will be destroyed' -

578. Tanya, beginn~ngof ch. 37.
579. Hilchor Melachim 11 :4.
580. 11Shmuel8:2.
581. Seth being the son of Adam.
582. CE IIShmad8:6 and 8:14.
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This refers to King Mashiach, (as it is written,576
"Saviors will ascend Mount Zion [to judge the mountain of Esau, and sovereignty shall be G-d's])."
Here, too, one may observe the superiority of Mashiach to
David. Concerning David it is written, "Edom will be demolished," which finds expression in the fact that "Edom became
the servants of David." Concerning Mashiach it is written, "his
enemies, Seir, will be destroyed," implying the conquest of
more than merely the inhabitants of one city. The same is
implied by the next-quoted verse: "Saviors will ascend Mount
Zion [to judge the mountain of Esau, and sovereignty shall be
G-d's]."
Lckkutei Sichos, Vol. XVIII, p. 282

The Additional Cities of Refuge (i)
In regard to the Cities of Refuge it is stated ...
By means of the preceding prooftexts, Rambam demonstrated that Mashiach will bring about a completeness in the
observance of the commandments of the Torah. Here, when he
cites the passage concerning the Cities of Rehge, we find an
innovation: When Marhiach comes something will be added to
the mitzvah itself. The Torah itself is saying that there will
come a time in which the commandments of the Torah will
attain completeness. (This explains why Rambam makes a
point of saylng, "In regard to the Cities cfReficge it is stated ...,"
instead of [for example] "in Parshas Shqfcim.-U)
Lihkutei Sichor, Vol. XVIII, p. 2 8 0

583. For the full Hebrew and English text, excerpts of'which are quoted below, s e e p .
153 nbove.
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The Additional Cities of Refuge (ii)
The commandment to allocate additional Cities of Refuge
when Mashiach comes transforms the Redemption into a
necessary condition f-br the fulfillment of a commandment of
the Torah.
Though the coming of Mashiach is indeed explicit in the
Torah, it is not part of a specific mitzvah in the Torah (i.e., we
d o not find an explicit commandment to believe in Mashiach).
The commandment regarding the additional Cities of Refuge,
however, turns the Redemption into an integral component of
a commandment in the Torah. Hence: Just asGX4
"It is clear and
explicit in the Torah that it [i.e., the Torah] is a perpetual
comniandrnent that endures forever and ever, with neither
alteration nor subtraction nor addition," and just assxj "this
Torah, with its statutes and law^; is everlasting ..., and we may
neither add to them nor detract from them," - so, too, there
can be no change (C-d forbid) in the Divine promise of Redemption.
The perpetuity of a commandment is not the same as the
perpetuity of the promise of Redemption. The actual fulfillment of a promise depends on the manner in which it was
given, in keeping with the conditions and definitions specified
by the Sages; even with regard to a promise that has been
given in writing without the enumeration of these conditions,
one cannot be certain that it will necessarily be fulfilled according to its plain meaning. ('Thus, for example, the G e r n a ~ a ~ ~ ~
discusses the verse,"' nvp i r OY 717Y) TY ,TI7 n ~3 1 3 ~ )TY "Until Your people, G-d, pass over, u~ltilthis people whom
You have acquired pass over." The Sages say: ''$3 7nv 7111Y, 7~
- This alludes to the first arrival of the Jewish people [in
Canaan, in the days of Yehoshua]; n , ~ pa OY l l 3 Y ) TY - 'This
alludes to the second arrival of the Jewish people [in the days
584. Rambam, Hilchu.~Yerodei HaTorah 9 :1
585. Hilchos Melachim 11.3
586. Berachor 43.
587. Shnter 15-16.
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of Ezra].. .. Israel would have been worthy of having a miracle
performed for them in the days of Ezra just as a miracle was
performed for them in the days of Yehoshua bin Nun, but it
was obstructed by sin.") The fact that a literal interpretation of
a text is valid does not mean that the promise it expresses is
bound to be fulfilled in that particular way; the eternity of the
Torah may well find expression according to a different interpretation. (For example, the text may be speaking on the
material or on the spiritual plane, in any case or on certain
conditions, and so forth.) A mitzvah, by contrast, literally
"endures 'forever," with "neither alteration nor subtraction nor
addition."
Accordingly, since the promise of Redemption is a component of one of the mitzvos, it must be fulfilled plainly and
physically.
Likkutci Sichos, Parsbas Shopm, 5749 [I9891

Inner Content
ill 7313 O,N>n 0,190il >3

All the books [of the prophets] arefilled with it [i.e., with
the concept of Mashiach].
It could be suggested that the ultimate inner content of
every verse in the Tanach - even a verse that does not speak
(manifestly) about the Redemption, and even a verse whose
content appears to be quite the opposite of the theme of
Redemption - is the Redemption (for "filled" in the Torah
means "completely filled"). This ultimate inner content becomes apparent through the profound study of each verse, by
means of the commentators and the like.
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbos Pa)5hmAcharci-Kcdoshim,575 1 [I991 ]
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HALACHAH
3588
Miracles and Wonders (i)

One should not entertain the notion that the King
Mashiach must work miracles and wonders...
Mashiach is defined as one who brings about completeness
in the observance of the Torah.Sv If, therefore, he were required to bring about a chanfle in the world, this would
contradict the principle thatss "this Torah, with its statutes
and laws, is everlasting." Moreover, since Mashiach is not
defined as such by virtue of miracles and wonders, it is obvious
that this is not the test- of his anthenticity.
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XVIII, y. 280

Miracles and Wonders (ii)
Here, in Mishneh Torah, Rambam writes that "One should
not entertain the notion that the King Mashirrch must work
miracles and wonders ...." In Iaqares Teiman, however, he
writes: "The miracles and wonders that will be seen through
his agency constitute the testimony to his authentic origin."
By way of resolving this apparent contradiction: It may be
suggested that Kambam conceives of two periods within thc
era of Mashiach. At first5'0 "the world will continue according
to its pattern," whereas in the second period it will be conducted supernaturally, with wonders and miracles.5y1Here he is
588, For the fill Hebrew and English tcxr, rxcerpts of which are quoted bclow, 3ec p.
153 above
589. See the above passage entitled "Renewingthe Davidic Dynasty."
590. HilchosMelachirn 12:I, echoing AvodahZarah 541.
591. See the third passage in ch. 12 below,.
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speaking of the first period, and in &geres Teiman - of the
later period.
L&wrci Siubor, Voi. XXWI, pp. 198-199

A Bearer of Arms
[R. Akiva] was a bearer of arms for King Ben Koziva

A precedent for this practice, and likewise a source to show
that it is permitted for a distinguished sage to be a bearer of
arms, may be found in no less a personage than King David, of
whom it is ~ r i t t e n , " ~"David came to Saul... and he was a
bearer of arms for him."
It will be noted that this war was fought in order to save
the entire Jewish people and the Holy Land. Moreover, in the
course of this war there was no doubt a life-threatening
urgency to save many Jews from the decrees and killings of
those times. This, then, was why R Akiva was a bearer of arms
for Ben Koziva, and not because "he would describe him as
(When the passage is seen in this light,
the King Ma~hiach.~
this last quotation is to be understood as a separate statement,
unconnected with the bearing of arms.)
Likkutci Sichas, Vol.XXVII, p. 199

R Akiva's Contemporaries
And all the Sages of hisgeneration considered him to be
the King Mashiach
Like other authorities, Rambam too agrees that some of R
Akiva's contemporaries held that Ben Koziva was not
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Mashiach. R. Yochanan ben Torta, for example, said to R
Akiva,YJ3 "Grass will grow on your cheeks before [Mashiach]
the son of David comes!"
As to Rambarn's expression, "and all the Sages of his generauon," this may also be understood as follows:
(a) A t first, all the Sages of R Akiva's generation did in
fact believe that Ben Koziva was Mashiach. With time, however, some of them concluded that he was not, because he was
unable to judge according to his sense of smell594- a criterion
which Rambam does not accept.
(b) Alternatively: The majority of the Sages of Israel considered that Ben Koziva was Mashiach, or at least, to use
Rambam's expression elsewhere,5" "the most prominent
Sages."
Ltkksrtcr Szchor, Vol XXVII, p 200

The Death of Ben Koziva

...undl he was killed because of[his] sins
In Hilchos Taaniy~s,~~"arnbarn wntes that Ben Koziva
was killed by the Romans. Raavad, by contrast, writess6 that
he was killed by order of the Rabbinical court: "The Sages
dispatched people to test whether or not he could judge by his
sense of smell, and since he could not, they killed him."
It could be argued that there is no difference of opinion as
to what actually happened, and that all agree that he was killed
by the gentiles. The difference of opinion may be understood
as follows:

593 Talmud Tmbalmr, Tractate Taanu 4 5
594 In the h a m ongmal, moracb veda'rn (ht , "he smells and judges", Janhcdnn
93b) Sre the passage below entitled "The Death o f Ben Kozlva "
595 In the ong~nal,.gcdole~
hach~~hamtm,
see Halchos Taanryor 5 2
596 In h ~ gloss
s
on Hrlchos Mclachrm 1 1 3, paraphrastng Sanhcdrzn 93b
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According to the view of Rambam (following the view of
R. Akiva), that Mashiach does not have to be able to work
miracles and wonders, Ben Koziva was killed simply "because
of [his] sins," and not because he was unable to "judge by his
sense of smell."
According to the view of Raavad (following the view of
the Gemara in Sanhedrins97 and the opinion of R Yochanan
ben TortaSy3),that Mashiach does have to be able to work
miracles and wonders, Ben Koziva was liable to the death
penalty because he was incapable of "judging by his sense of
smell." The rationale is as follows: The absence of this sign
proved that he was not Mashiach; he battled against the gentiles (thinking that he was Mashiach despite his inability to
judge by his sense of smell, because he held the view of R.
Akiva); many Jews perished in these battles; accordingly, he
was now liable to the death penalty as a rode~C598Even though
in fact it was the gentiles who killed him, they5w "killed a man
who was already [sentenced by the beis din to be] killed."
Thus, too, Rzdbaz600 quotes the Gemara60' ("Seeing that he
was unable to judge by his sense of smell they killed himn) and
explains: "This means that they dissociated themselves from
him and the gentiles came and killed him."
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXVII, p. 200

An Early Heretic
Whoever adds to [the mitzvos] or detractsfiom them, or
misinterprets the Torah, implying that the mitzvos are

597. 93b.
598. Lit., a "pursuer"; LC., a person whom one is obliged to prevent, even at the cost
of his life, from committing an imminent murder (Hilcbor Romiacb 1:6).
599. In the original Aram.,gavra katih kataiu; cf. Sanhedrin 71b.
600. In his commentary on Hiichos Mclacbirn 11:3.
601. Sanhcdrin 93b.
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not intended to be understood literally, is surely a wicked
impostor and a heretic.
This is evidently a reference to "that man."w2
From

2

talk of the Rebhe

A King from the House of David
If a king will arise porn the House of David ... (i)
Here Kambam is not speaking of a king formally appointed (as set out in Hilchos Melachim 1:3) by a beis din of 70
judges (i.e., the Sanhedrin) and a prophet. Rather, he is
speaking of a situation as in Hatachah 11:3 above, where Ben
Koziva is termed "king7' even though there was no prophet in
his time.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. VIII, p. 361

If a king will arise from the House of David ... (ii)
The Tad6lMdoes not simply recount future events or even
simply enumerate the activities of Mashiach. It is a halachic
work, and the manner and sequence of the revelation of
Mashiach, and his identifying characteristics, are halachic issues,
because these characteristics and their precise sequence determine whether he is Mashiach vadai - definitely Mashiach.
602. In the original, W , N ~ I N a, Rabbinic euphemism fbr the Innovator from Nazareth.
It will bc noted that the sentence translated above (in italics) is one of the passages expunged by medieval ecclesiastical censors. Srr p. 154 above.
603. For the full Hebrew and English text. excerpts of which are quoted below, see p.
154 above.
604. C o m n ~ o nabbreviation for HaYad HaChamkah, thc alternative title with which
Rambam subtitled his Mwbneh Torah. The gemahin of Tad (v= 14) recalls the
1 4 books which this work comprises.
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The statement below60"hat
"he will perfect the entire
world" - referring to his activities afer he is "definitely
MashiachD--likewise has halachic consequences.606
Lihhutci Sichor, Vol:XXIII, p. 471

If a king will arisefiom the House of David ... (iii)

[Mashiach has two distinct roles.] Here he is described as a
king, who "compels all of Israel to walk in [the way of the
Torah] ..., fights the wars of G-d ..., builds the [Beis
HalMikdash..., gathers in the dispersed remnant of Israel.. .,
and perfects the entire world." All of these activities (and so,
too, his role in determining lineagem7)are part of his role as
king, for it is the king's task608 "to exalt the true faith, to fill
the world with righteousness, to break the arm of the wicked,
and to fight the wars of G-d."
E l s e ~ h e r e , " Rambam
~~
describes Mashiach as a teacher
(rav) and nasi: "Wiser than Solomon, and a prophet of stature
approaching that of Moshe Rabbeinu ...; he will teach the
entire people and will instruct them in the path of G-d, and all
the nations will come to hear him."610
This is the role of a teacher and mentor, who instructs the
entire people in the Torah until6'' "the Jews will be great
sages."
Likkurei Sichos, Sbabbor Parrhm Vayipsh, 5751 [1990]

If a k i n . will ariseporn the House of David ... (iv)
It would appear that this passage describes the sequence in
which the Redemption will unfold only if this takes place in
the ordinary way (i.e., when the Jewish people "are not found

605. In the present halachah.
606. See the four passages in the present chapter (below) that comment o n the phrase,
"he w~llperfect the entire world."
607 Halacbab 12:3 below.
608. Hilchor Melachim 4 :10.
609 Hilchor Teshuvah 9:2
610. Cf. Yerhayahu 2 2 - 3 .
6 1 1 Halnchah 12:s below.
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worthy""'"). If, however, the Jewish people are "found worthy,"hl3 the Redemption will come literally in one moment,
transcending all bounds of sequence and finitude.
From a valk of the Rebbe on Shabbos Parshar Pinchar, 5744 [I9841

If a king will arise from the House of David ... (9)
In the five sovereign tasks of Mashiach that are enumerated
in this paragraph, one may perceive an allusion to five successive levels within the Sefirab of Malchus (lit., "sovereignty") from Malchus shebeT$eres to Malchw sbebeMalchw.
annz a>ia - "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": This is an allusion to Malchw shebeT$eres, as in the
teaching of our Sages,614 "'T$eresJ refers to the Giving of the
Torah."
ninn>n on>,>-- "he will fight the wars of G-d...
nrx
and will be victorious": This is an allusion to MalchusshebeNetzach (for one of the meanings of Netzach is "victory").
inipnz w ~ p na m - "and builds the [Beis Ha]MiQdash on
its site": This alludes to Malchus shebeHod. As the Sages
teach:"
'"Hod' refers to the Beis HaMzkdash. "
>N-IW, ,n71 yzpi gathers in the dispersed remnant of
Israel": This alludes to Malchrts shebiTesod, which is described
by the word >3 ("all"), because the function of this ~efirabis
to gather together the spiritual lights of all the Sefirs.
?nn o3w 171~>1'a ow3 Obi3 N17j7> ...D ~ >NY 719i)N -- "For 1
shall then make the peoples pure of speech so that they will all
call upon the Name of G-d and serve Him with one purpose":
This universal recognition of G-d's sovereignty is an allusion to
Malchus shebeMalchus.
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbos Parsbar Tazria-Mcmra, 5751 119911

If a king will arisefiom the House of David ... (vi)

6 12. In the orig~nal,lo zachu; see Sanhedrin 98a, commenting on Yrrhayahu60:22
613. In the original, zachu; ibid.
614. Bcrachos 58a, commenting on I Divrei HaTamim 29: 11
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The plain meaning of these words implies that "a king ...
from the House of David" is in itself the definition of
Masbzach; he is Mashiacb in and of himself, and not only by
virtue of the Divine promise [to the Jewish people] that615
"sovereignty will never be cut off from the seed of David."
What does this mean?
A person can be a king in either of two modes:
(a) His sovereignty can flow principally616 "from the people, who exalt him over themselves and make him a king."
Concerning this manner of appointment it is true to say that617
"There is no king without a people."
( b ) Alternatively, there is a mode of sovereignty in which a
kingeld "does not need the consent of any other man whatever,
a king"; indeed, this form of sovereignty
for he is in es~ence6~~
can exist "even without a people."
It would appear that the sovereignty of the kings of the
Davidic dynasty belongs (also) to the second mode. This is
intrinsic sovereignty. (As Rambam ~rites,6'~
"In principle,
sovereignty belongs to David.") This concept explains why
Mashiach is defined by Rambam as "a king from the House of
David." For Mashiach exists beyond and separate from the task
of rectifying the world. He is in essence a king, independent of
a people.
Likkutea SSicos, Vol. XKVII, p. 256

mlna nnn

...he delves deeply into the study of the Torah (i)
The difference between "studying" (lomed) and "delving
deeply" (hogeh) is pinpointed in the following teaching of the
n m 73 )nNi ,niin OTN 7139 Q ~ Y : , - "In principle, a
scholar should [first] study Torah (Rashi adds: '...from his
6 15. Hilchor Melachim 1:7.
616. BeShaa'nh ShcHikdimu 5672 119121, scc. 122.
6 17. Kad HaKcmach (on Rorh HaShanah) 70: 1
618. In the original, bc'ctum.
619. Hilchos Melachim 1:8.
620. Avodnh Zarah 19a.
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teacher, until he is completely familiar with the text of the
Talmud and its explanation'): and later delve deeply into it
(Rashi adds: '...he should contemplate what he has studied in
order to compare similar texts, consider the resultant queries
and solve them'). "
There is a verse that says,"21>WY )-r, o ~ - r v,~I ~iY ) > ~ hpp n "The voice is the voice of Yaakov, but the hands are the hands
of Eisav." The Sages teach622 that "the voice of Yaakov" that
confounds the violent "hands of Eisav" is %$ayon Torah,"
which means delving deeply into the study of the Torah.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol VIII, p. 358

...he delves deeply into the study of the Torah (ii)
This is the first of MashiachJsqualities, for the power to
become the redeemer of Israel derives from the Torah. This is
I > W N ~> N I >
reflected In the teaching of our Sages,hz3>NII ~lii
1 n n N - "The first redeemer is [also] the last redeemer," even
though "the first redeemer" (Moshe Rabbeinu) belongs to the
tribe of Levi while "the last redeemer" (Mashiach) descends
from the tribe of Yehudah. For since the Redemption will
come by virtue of the power of the Torah of Moshe, "the last
redeemer" will also be "Moshe".
L~kkutr:S~chor,Vol X I , p 8

...he

delves deeply into the study of the Torah (iii)

It is specifically his toil in the study of the Torah that will
enable Mashiach to redeem Israel (even though at first glance it
would appear that his primary characteristic is his kingship, the
fact that he is "a king from the House of David").
The reason: The Torah preceded the world."* The Torah
transcends the world and the restrictive bounds of exile. This is
why before Yaakov Avinu left Canaan to go down to Egypt he
-

6 2 1 . Bereirhu27:22.
6 2 2 . Pirbei DeRabbi Eliezer, end o f sec. 32.
6 2 3 . Shmos Rabbah 2 : 4 .
6 2 4 . Perachim 54a. The intent is not merely chronological sequence, but qualitative
precedence.
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sent Yehudah ahead,"25 a ~ v uV I ~ ~nma>.
J
Literally, this means
that Yehudah was "to show the way before him to Goshen."
However, since the verb lehovos ("to show the way") also
means "to teach," the MidrasW6 says that Yaakov sent Yehudah ahead "to establish for him a house of Torah study..., so
that [his sons who were the founders of] the tribes would
delve deeply into the study of the Torah" - because as a result
of exerted and profound study of the Torah, the exile cannot
overwhelm the Jewish people.
Likkutei Sirhor, Shabbor Parshas Vaygmh, 5750 [1990]

...a n d

engags in the mitzvos

Speaking of Mashiach, Rambam does not use the more
common verb, mekayem ("observes" the commandments), but
writes osek ("engages" in them). In a different context, Rabbeinu N i s ~ i m ~notes
~ ' that whereas the former verb could be
used to describe the mere physical activity of carrying out the
mitzvos, the latter verb implies undivided mental involvement
as well.
L~khuteiSichor, Vol. VIII, p. 362

1'1N 7113

...like David his ancestor
This expression is often used in the Tanach to describe the
kings of the dynasty of David. This phrase (lit., "like David his
father")uggests
that the Torah and its commandments will be
observed with self-effacing acceptance, as a yoke that is accepted willingly and without question; moreover, this will be
done after the preparatory acceptance of the "yoke of teshuvah," which was granted its rightfid place by David.628
L a u t c i Sichor, Vol. V I I I , p. 362
625. Bcrcuhir46:28.
626. Tanchuma on Parshm Va)n>mh, sec. 12.
627. On Sukkah 25a. Rabbeinu Nissim is bctter known by his acronym as 1"i ("the
Ran a).
628. AvodahZarah 5a.
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39 >YX!I~ 3n33w m i n 733

...asprescribed by the Written Law and the Oral Law
A first glance does not show why this addition, [requiring
loyalty to the Oral Law as well as the Written Law,] is called
for - until one views it in its context. For this statement is
continuous with the previous sentence:629 "Whoever adds to
[the mitzvos] or detracts from them, or misinterprets the
Torah, implying that the mitzvos are not intended to be
understood literally, is surely a wicked impostor and a heretic."
This is evidently an allusion to "that man,"" who is referred
to later in [the censored section of] the present halachah (4).
Likkutci Sichos, Val. VIII, p. 362

...he will compel all of Israel to walk in [the way of the

Torah] and repair the breaches [in its observance]
This task is especially relevant to Mashiach and the Redemption, for the Sages teachb31that one of the reasons for the
Destruction was that the leaders of that generation did not
rebuke their contemporaries.
"To walk in [the way of the Torah]" applies to tzaddikim,
to those who have not transgressed; "and repair the breaches
[in its observance]" applies to those who have transgressed and
are now penitent.
Likkutci Sichor, Val. V I I I , p. 326
'il nion5n onC1,i

...he willfdht the wars of G-d (i)
These include a war for the destruction of Amalek. Three
elements of this paragraph (Halacblah 4) thus match the order

629. The censored conclusion of Halachah 11:3 (see footnote 558) abovc.
630. See the paragraplf abovc entitled "An Early Heretic," and footnote 602 there.
631. Shabbos 119b.
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of the three mitzvos which the Jewish people were commanded
to fulfill upon their entry to the Land, namely:632
(a) To appoint a king over themselves: "If a king will arise
from the House of David...";
( b ) T o obliterate the seed of Amalek: "...he will fight the
wars of G-dm;
(c) To build the "House of [G-d's] Choice": "...builds the
[Beis HaJMikdash on its site."
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XVI, p. 304

...he willfight

the wars of G-d (ii)

It may well be that the Redemption will come without war,
in the spirit of the
"No one will question your
[taking possession of the Land] and you will have no need for
war." As to the Rambarn's statement here that Mashiach "will
fight the wars of G-d," this can be understood in either of two
ways:
(a) Since this is a halachic work it notes what is certain, in
any situation whatever, even if the Jewish people are (G-d
forbid)"> "not found worthy."
( b ) The main objective of the war spoken of here is not the
conquest of the Land of Israel, but securing a situation in
which the Jewish people will be634 "free [to involve themselves]
in the Torah and its wisdom, without anyone to oppress or
disturb them." This is also implied by the wording of a later
phrase in the present halachah: "...and defeats all the nations
around him."
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXIV, p. 19

...he will f i ~ h tthe wars of G-d... and build the [Beis
HaIMikdash (i)

632. Hilchor Melachim 1: 1
633. Rarhr on Dcvarim 1:s
634. Halachah 12:4 below.
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The site of the First Beis HaMikdash was also conquered by
means of war (by David).
Lzkkutci Sichos, Vol XX,p. 414

...he will fi@t the wars of G-d... and build the [Beis
HaIMikdash (ii)
The unqualified phrase "the wars of G-d" includes a war
for the destruction of Amalek. Only after the seed of Amalek
has been erased and there is a situation of repose, will the Beis
HaMikdash be built. So, too, in the days of David and
Shlomo, the First Beis HaMikdash was not built until they had
secured quiet from the surrounding nations.
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. XVI, p. 304

Ripple Effect (i)
n x n l n l r , - "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": This activity involves Mashiach alone.
' I N ~ w>3
' 71331 - "and compels all of Israel to walk in [the
way of the Torah]": This is his effect on the Jewish people.
ln nlnn>n on>)>- "he will fight the wars of G-d": This is
the first of his effects on the nations of the world
i>r3 o>ivn nn lpnv - "he will perfect the entire world":
This is the second stage
- of his impact on the world. In the first
stage he battles against the nations and defeats them, ruling
them agalnst their will; in the second stage the nations themselves recognize him and come tob3; "call upon the Name of
G.d,"656
Lthkutet S~rhos,Vol XVIII, p 282

635. Zephaniah 3:9, quoted at the end of the present halachuh.
636. CE the passage above entitled "Concentric Spheres of Influence.''
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Ripple Effect (ii)
mnx inin - "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": The defining characteristic of Mashiach is the
restoration of the complete fulfillment of the laws of the
T ~ r a h . " ~Indeed, this same task provides the test of his
authenticity. I t comprises three facets:
(a) niinx n>lil- "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": H e himself is utterly dedicated to the Torah and its
fulfillment.
( b ) > N ~ w ,>3 113V - "and compels all of Israel to walk in
[the way of the Torah]": He brings about this complete fulfillment on the part of all of Israel.
( c ) ;I' ninn>n on>,] - "he will fight the wars of G-d": H e
removes every obstacle raised by the gentile nations, so that the
Jewish people will be6" "free [to involve themselves] in the
Torah and its wisdom, without anyone to oppress or disturb
them."
The above-quoted defining characteristic of Mashiach explains why here, in Hilchos Melachim, Rambam does not
mention the wisdom or prophetic powers of Mashiach.
else where,""^ contrast, he does: "Wiser than Solomon, and
a prophet of stature approaching that of Moshe Rabbeinu.")
For the test of his authenticity is the Torah and its observance,
not his prophetic gifts or wisdom.
Likkutci Sides, Vol. XVIII,p. 281

Ripple Effect (iii)
minx ;Inn - "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": Here, the object of the svodah of Mashiach is himself.

637. See the passage above entitled "Renewing the David~cDynasty."
638. HiIchor Tcrhuvah 9 : 2 .
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71371 -- "and compels all of Israel to walk in [the
way of the Torah]": I-Iere, the focus of his avodah is the people
around him.
'a n>nn>non>,>- "he will fight the wars of G-d": Here,
the object of his avodah is that portion of the material world
which L)ivine Providence has assigned to hi1n.63~(In his case
this includes victory over the nations that surround him.)
> N ~ w '>3

From a talk of the Rebbe

Ripple Effect (iv)
The preparations for the coming of Mashiach that the
world needs now, during the era of exile, parallel the following
identifying signs of Mashiach:
(a) inin1 arm - "he delves deeply into the study of the
Torah": The parallel preparation is each individual's personal
avodah of self-refinement through the study of the Torah and
the observance of its commandments.
( b ) > N ~ w )>3 7 1 3 ~- "and compels all of Israel to walk in
[the way of the Torah]": The corresponding preparation is
each individual's endeavor to influence his environment.
(c) i>i3 o h y n nN Ipn7i - "he will perfect the entire world":
The parallel preparation is one's effort to influence the gentile
nations, for Rambam rules"" that we have been commanded
"to compel all of mankind to accept the commandments which
were given to the sons of Noach."
From a talk of the Rebbe on 13 Nissan, 5745 [19851

The Victory of Mashiach

639. In the origmal, chelko bnolam
640. Halachuh 8:10 above.
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If he will compel all of Israel

to walk [in the way of the
Torah]... and if he willfight the wars of G-d.... If he succeeds in the above..., he is definitely the Mashiach
This means that the victory of Mashiach will take place
some time afier he is revealed.
Likhutci Sichos, Vol. XXIII, p. 394

Building the Sanctuary
w ~ p nn l n

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash (i)
According to some sourcesM1,the Third Bets HaMibdash
will descend from heaven; according to other sources,M2it will
be built by the hand of man, viz., by Mashiach.
This apparent contradiction may be resolved in a number
of ways:
(a) If the Jewish people are "found worthy,"613 the Beis
HaMikdash will be built by G-d Himself; if they "are not
found worthy,"612 it will be built by Mashiach.
(b) The Beis HaMikdash will descend complete from
heaven. Its gates, however, which were hidden away in their
original site,M3 will be raised out of their concealment and
Mashiach will erect them in their proper location. For he who
sets up the doors of a building is regarded as having constructed it.6&
(c) That part of the building which is clearly described in
the vision of the Prophet YechezkelMSwill be built by the hand
of man, viz., by Mashiach; the remaining part will be revealed
from heaven. (As Rambam writes el~ewhere,"~"The edifice
641. Rnrhi and Tosafoson Sukknb 41a; Tanchuma on Pnrshnr Pckudri, sec. 1 1 ; Yalkut
Shimoni on Tchillim, end of Rcmn 848; Zohar I, 28a.
642. Talmud Ycnrshalmi, Mcgilnh 1:1 1 ; VayikraRabbnh 9:6.
643. Bamidbar Rabbah 15:13.
644. Bava Bnsra 53b.
645. Tcchczhc140:1-43:12.
646. Hilchor Bcu HaBcchirnh 1 :4
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which is destined to be built, and which is described in the
Book of Yechezkel, is not explicit and clear.")
( d ) Mashiach will build the Beis HaMikdash - whatever is
not "explicit and clear" being revealed to him from heaven and in it will be vested the Beis HaMikdash that will descend
from heaven. By way of parallel, the Sages teach647 that in the
Beis HaMikdash, "even though fire came down from heaven
[upon the altar], they were commanded to bring ordinary
fire."
LikbuteiSichw, Val. XVIII, p. 418; Vol. XI, p. 98; Vol XIII, p. 84.

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash jii)
Some authorities hold that the Third Beis HaMikdash will
descend from heaven; others hold that it will be built by the
hand of man."* Rambam rules according to the latter view
because t h ~ sis a halach~cwork; since according to the Halachah the construction of the Beis HaMikdash is an obligation
that rests upon the Jewish people,M9 this work highlights that
aspect of the Beis HtzMikdash which the Jewish people will
build. The Midrash and the Zohar, by contrast, speak of the
perfect completeness of the Beis HaMikdash - and this will be
brought about by a revelation from above, since this is "the
building of the Holy One, blessed be He."650This 1s why the
Midrash and the Zohar highlight that aspect of the Becs
HaMikdash which will descend from heaven.
Obviously, the descent of part of the Beis HaMikdash from
heaven does not mean (G-d forbid) that something wll be
lacking in the building made by man, by Mashiach: after all,
through his act of construction the mitzvah of building it will
have been completely fulfilled. What, then, is signified by the
fact that part of the Beis HaMikdash will descend from heaven?
- This completeness will be enhanced by the revelations from
heaven.
Likkutci Sichos, Vol. XVIII, p. 419
647. Yoma 21b.
648. See passage (r) above.
649. Hilchos Beis HaBechirah 1:1
650. In the Aram. original, binyann dcKudshaBricb Hu;Zohar I, 28a
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...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash (iii)
When enumerating the laws involving "the House of
[G-d's] C h o i ~ e , " " ~Rambam begins by defining the Beis
HaMikdash as "a house fit for the offering of sacrifices" (this
being divine service initiated by the Jewish people); he does
not define it as a place fit for the indwelling of the Divine
Presence (this being a revelation initiated from above).
Here, too, in the present halacbah, he rules that the Beis
HaMikdash will be built by Mashiach (this being divine service
initiated by man), rather than descending from heaven (this
being a revelation from above).
Likkutci Sichos, Val. X I , p.185

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash (iv)
This is his first act as Mashiach (i.e., after the stage during
which "we may, with assurance, consider him Ma~biach"65~).
For the Beis HaMikdash is the root of all the [revelatory stages]
to follow, and from it they will later be diffused throughout
the world.
Kunrrcu Shabbor Nachamu, 5750 [1990]

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash on its site
Why does Rambam specify bimkomo ("on its site")? Perhaps he seeks to add that even though it is only the altar652
"whose place may never be changed," in fact the whole of the
future Beis HaMikdash must be located precisely on its assigned site, as is repeatedly made clear in the prophecy of
Yechezkel."' It may thus be assumed that one of the criteria
which will confirm that653 "he is definitely the Mashiach" is his
ability to pinpoint the location of the Beis HaMikdash.
Likkutci SiJIos, Val. VIII, p. 362
651. In the orignal (in the present halachah), bechnlarshcbu Mmhkch.
6 5 2 . Hilcbos Beir HaBcchirah 2:l
653. In the original (in the present halachd), h a r e i d MashiaJl b m d a i .
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What Constitutes
"The Beginning of the Redemption"?
...andgathers in the dispersed remnant of Israel
From this phrase [which is the Last of the redemptive stages
enumerated] it is clear that it is through Mashiach that the
exile will come to an end; after this will come "the beginning
of the Redernpti~n;"~"after this in turn will come the Redemption itself; and after this - and specifically through
Masbiach - will come the Ingathering of the Exiles.655 Before
us, then, is a clear halachic ruling that the present state of
affairs in the Holy Land is not "the beginning of the Redemption." (Significantly, no halachic authority differs from
Rambam's words here. )
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. V, p. 149656

The Sanctuary and the Ingathering
!JN~W, ,n71 y

~ p ,...
i w-rpn

a1111

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash.. . and gathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel (i)
According to some sources,""7 the Beis HaMikdash will be
built before the Ingathering of the Exiles, in the spirit of the
WIJ, ! J ~ i w , ,n7] ',a o,>wli, a111 - "G-d will rebuild
Jerusalem, [and then] he will gather in the dispersed of Israel."
According to another view, the Ingathering of the Exiles will
come first?" "Jerusalem will not be rebuilt until the exiles are
gathered in." (According to this view, the above-quoted verse
654. In the Aram, original, ar'chalrn drgculnh; Megillah 17b
655. In the o r i ~ n a l kibbungaluyor.
,
656. See also Likkutci Sichoj, Vol. XXIII, p. 395, r t a l
657. Zohar I, 1343; Rarhi o n Bcvachor 49b.
658. Tehillim 141.2.
659. Tanchuma o n Pnrrhar Noach, sec. 11
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is to understood thus: "G-d will rebuild Jerusalem, [because]
He will have gathered in the dispersed of Israel."
One might apply here the principle of our Sages,660 i > ~
o m o>p>ti7-137~ > N I- "Both these and these are the words of
the living G-d." Thus, after the rebuilding of Jerusalem, the
exiles will be gathered together; the rebuilding of Jerusalem
will then assume a loftier spiritual meaning, at a level that
could not have been attained without the prior Ingathering of
the Exiles; the Ingathering of the Exiles will in turn assume a
heightened spiritual meaning; and so on and on, ascending
from one level to the next.
From a talk of the Rehbe on Shnbbor Pat~hmChayei Sarah, 5748 [I9871

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash ... andgathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel (ii)
If the exiles were to be gathered in before the Beir HaMikdash is rebuilt, this would exalt the rebuilding, for this would
then take place661 "when all [of Israel] are dwelling in their
land." If, however, the Beis HaMikdash were to be rebuilt first,
this would elevate the Ingathering of the Exiles to a state of
greater perfection - for then the exiles would be coming
together in response to the light and the revelation that proceed from the Beis HaMikdash, from which662 "light radiates to
the entire world."
Here, then, we see how preciously G-d prizes His people:
in order that the ingathering of Israel's exiles should take place
in the most complete and elevated manner possible, He is
willing (so to speak) to forego the corresponding perfection in
the rebuilding of the Beis HaMikdash.
From a talk of the Rcbbc

... and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash.. . andgathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel (iii)

660. Eruvm 13b.

661 Arachin 32b on Vayikra 25:10
662. Vayibra Rabbah 31 :6.
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It would appear that according to the Halachah this is the
sequence that must take place even under minimal conditions
[i.e., even61z "if the generation js not found worthy"]. If,
h o w e ~ e r , h ~ ~ ' tgeneration
he
is worthy," and664 "all the appointed times [will] have passed," finally and utterly, - then
from the outset the Beis HaMikdash will be built in the most
perfect manner possible, by the entire Jewish people, and at a
time601"when all [of Israel] are dwelling in their land."
More remains to be said on this subject.
krom a talk of the Rebbe on Shabbor Parrhar Chayer Sarah, 5747 [1986]

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash ... and gathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel (ivi
There those who hold that the Ingathering of the Exiles
will precede the rebuilding of the Beis H a M i k d a ~ h . ~ ~ ~
What do these two stances signify in terms of man's divine
service?
(a) The Ingathering of the Exiles takes precedence: The first
step in one's avodah is to gather together all the"6 "sparks of
the soul's light" that are scattered "in many alien and distant
places." Only then is it fully possible to refine and uplift the
world outside oneself (i.e., to build the Beis HaMikdash, so to
speak). A person who has not utterly completed the task of
refining himself cannot completely refine the world.
(b) i%e building of the Beis HaMikdash takes precedence:
According to the normal order of events the rule isth7 VIWP
ovnN v>wp 12 inN> ,7nrv- "Correct yourself, and only then
correct others." In special circumstances, however, a matter
needing correction sometimes comes one's way through the
workings of Divine Providence. Indeed, this in itself proves
that one should take action (even though one has not yet
completed the task of refining oneself).
663
664
665
666
667

In the Aram ongmal, nchshur darer, rmamor 3Yb
In the o n ~ n a lkalu
,
Lo1 hakrhm, Snnhedrrn 973
Ssc pasaagr (1) above
Beginning of Shaaret lcshuvah
Bava Menra 107b
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From the ruling of Rambam - that the building of the
Beis HaMikdash takes precedence - one may derive a directive
with regard to the spiritual tasks of our generation: One must
work with the world even if one has not perfectly completed
one's own labors of self-refinement. This may be proved by a
practical example:6" My revered father-in-law, the Rebbe
Rayatz, used to dispatch emissaries to disseminate riddishbeit
in farflung places, without waiting until they had reached the
utmost pitch of perfection in their own self-refinement.
From a talk o f the Rebbe on Shabbos Parshm Chayci Sarah, 5747 [I9861

...and builds the [Beis HaIMikdash ... andgathers in the
dispersed remnant of Israel (v)

Whoever seeks to hasten the coming of Mashiach should
engage in these two activities of Mashiach:
(b) Building the Beis HaMikdash: This means working on
oneself. Every individual should see to it that the spiritual Beis
HaMikdasb within his soul stands firm atop its hill, and does
not (G-d forbid) lie destroyed.
(a) Gatbering the Exiles: This means worlung with others.
If a fellow Jew is spiritually in exile, one should draw him near
and try to help him out of it.
From a talk o f the Rebbe

Perfecting the World
i > iD~
> > Y nn
~

lgn,i

He will perfect the entire world (id
The relevance of this task to Mashiach becomes clear in the
~~
Rabbeinu
light of an earlier statement of R a ~ z b a r n ?"Moshe
commanded us on the authority of the Al-mighty to compel all
6 6 8 In the original, maasch rav (lit., "the deed a greater"): in a halachic difference o f

opinion, evidence o f exemplary practice outweighs theoretical arguments. (See
Rarhi on Shabbos2la and o n the parallel sources c~tedthere.)
6 6 9 . Hilchos Melachim 8 :10
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of mankind to accept the commandments which were given to
the sons of Noach."
From a talk of the Rebbe

He will perfect the entire world (ii)
From this we sec that the culmination of Mashiach's tasks
(after he has become confirmed as "definitely MashiachY is his
activity toward the rectification of the world and of the gentile
nations, not his activity for the perfection of Israel's avodah
through the observance of the Torah in tranquillity.
Why should specifically this be his main innovation?
In earlier eras, such as in the time of Shlomo and Chizkivahu (Hezekiah), Israel had already experienced the observance
of the Torah in tranquillity, even if not as completely as will be
the case in the era of Mashiach. A state of perfection in the life
of the gentile nations, however, has never existed. Even in the
days of David and Shlomo these nations were at their most
"YOU have spilt much blood
powerful. Thus David was t0ld,6~'~
and have waged great wars." And in the following generation
we find that Yerovam (Jeroboarn), who rebelled against
Shlomo, fled to Egypt."'
Seer HaSichos 5748 119881,Val. 11, p. 389

He will perfect the entire world (iii)
This statement has halachic implications, because (a) Jews
should believe that Mashiach will perfect the entire world, and
( b ) Jews should endeavor to influence the nations of the world
to observe the seven commandments which they have been
given - as a foretaste and preparation for the perfection of the
world by M a s h i a ~ h . ~ ~ *
Libkutei Sichar, Vol. XXIII,p. 174

670. I Divrei HaTamim 22:s
671. I Melachim 1 1 :40.
672. See passage ( i ) above.
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He will perfect the entire world (iv)
The perfection of the world is merely a corollary of the
essential meaning of the coming of Mashiach. In its own right,
the point of his coming - "a king from the House of David"
- is essentially differet1t.~~3
The essential point of his coming is
that Mashiach, who transcends the question of the world's
perfection, be revealed and drawn down into this world. As a
mere corollary of this revelation, the world too will be perfected.
This distinction explains why Rambam first writes "he is
definitely the Mashiach," and only thereafter, "he will perfect
the entire world."
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. XXVII, p. 256

Service in Unison

...[motivating all the nations] to serve G-d together
Similarly, before the Giving of the Torah at Sinai, the Jews
first had to be6T4 "like one man, with one heart."
Likkutri Sichos, Chag HaShavuos, 5747 [I9871

...and serve Him with one purpose (i)

"To serve Him" signifies prayer.675This phrase thus echoes
the prophetic pr~mise,"~"' ...for My House shall be called a
house of prayer for all the nations."
Likkutei Sichor, Vol. XX,p. 363

673. See the passage above entitled =If a kbing wall arLc from the Home of David ...
(as)."

674.In the original, i n N
675.Taanu 23.
676. rcshayahu 56:7.

222 i n N W N ~ Mechilta
;

(and Rarhi) on Shmos 19:2.
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...and sewe Him with one purpose (ii)
In the verse from which Rambam quotes,6'' the first of
these words ( , i 1 ~ > >is) in fact spelled ~ J > YIt
> .is likewise quoted
with the additional letter vav (meaning "and") in the
MidrasLFx and in the Z0ha167~- an addition which alters the
meaning of the verse.
It could be suggested that Rambam introduced this slight
change in order to explain the meaning of the verse, just as
Rashi sometimes does in his commentary on the Ch~mash.A
more extreme example of this may be found in the Gemara?(]
"Concerning such a person the verse says, ~i'ipn >N ,nvnimn
- 'Do not be called evil for want of doing good.' (The
Gemara challenges:] 'But does [such a verse] exist?!' [And the
Gemara answers:] 'Yes, for there is a similar verse:6H1y ~ n n>N
niwv:, 77, >N> ni'm , v > ~ lm~--n
Do not withholdgoodfim those
to whom it is due, when it is in the power ofyour hand to act.'"
Likbutei Sichos, Vol. XXIII,p. 103

677. Zephaniah 3:9.
678. Bmcirhu Rabbah, at the end o f Parsbus Vaycishev.
679. Part I , end of Parshas Noach.
680. Bava Kama 81b. The letter kuf is vocalized with a karnan (see also Rushi on
B~rachor30a).
681. Muhlri 3 2 7 .
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Chapter 5:
Studies in Rambarn,
Hilchos Melachim, Ch. 1 2 6 8 2
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1. One should not entertain the notion that in the Era of
Mashiach any element of the natural order will be nullified, or
that there will be any innovation in the work of creation.
Rather, the world will continue according to its pattern.
Although Yeshayahu683 states, "The wolf will dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the young goat,"
these [words] are an allegory and a riddle. They mean that
Israel will dwell securely together with the wicked gentiles who
are likened to wolves and leopards, as in the
"A wolf of
the deserts despoils them, a leopard watches over their cities."
[In this Era, all nations] will return to the true faith and no
longer plunder or destroy. Instead, at peace with Israel, they
will eat that which is permitted, as it is written:"
"The lion
shall eat straw like the ox."

682. See footnote 547 above
683. Yeshayahu 11:6.
684. Yirmcyahu 5:6.
685. Ycrhayahu 11:7.
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Similarly, other prophecres of this nature soncernmg
Mashaach are analogies. In the Era of the King Mashtach,
everyone will realize what was implied by these metaphors and
allusions.
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2. Our Sages taught:6a6 "There will be no difference between
the current age and the Era of Mashzach except [our emancipanon from] subjugation to the [gentile] kingdoms."
The slmple meaning of the words of the prophets appears
to imply that the War of Gog and Magog"' will take place at
the beginning of the Messianic Age. Before the War of Gog
and Magog, a prophet will arise to rectify Israel's conduct and
prepare their hearts [for the Redemption], as ~t is written:688
"Behold, I am sending you E l i y a h ( ~ )[the
~ ~ ~prophet, before
the advent of the great and awesome Day of G-dl."
686. Berackas 34b.
687. Yechezkelch. 38.
688. Malachi 3 2 3 .
689. The name of the.prophet is occasionally spelled, as in this verse, without the final
letter uau.
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H e will not come [in order] to declare the pure, impure,
nor to declare the impure, pure; nor [mill he come in order] to
disqualifL the lineage of those presumed to be of flawless
descent, nor to validate lineage which is presumed to be blemished. Rather, [he will come in order] to establish peace in the
world; as [the above prophecy] continue^,^ "He will bring
back the hearts of the fathers to the children."
Some of the Sages say that Eliyahu will appear
[immediately] before the coming of Mashiach.
All these and similar matters cannot be [clearly] known by
man until they occur, for they are undefined in the words of
the prophets. 'Even the Sages have no established tradition
regarding these matters, beyond what is implied by the verses;
hence there is a divergence of opinion among them.
In any case, neither the sequence of these events nor their
precise details are among the fundamental principles of the
faith. One should not occupy himself at length with the
amadot and midrashim that deal with these and similar
matters, nor should he deem them of prime importance, for
they bring one to neither the awe nor the love [of G-dl.
Similarly, one should not try to calculate the appointed
time [for the coming of Mashiach]. Our Sages declared:69'
"May the spirits of those who attempt to calculate the final
time [of Mashiach's coming] expire!" Rather, one should await
[his coming] and believe in the general conception of the
matter, as we have explained.

690. Malachi 3 2 4 .
691. Sanhedrin 97b.
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3. During the Era of the King Mashiach, once his kingdom

has been established and all of Israel has gathered around him,
the entire [nation's] line of descent will be established on the
basis of his words, through the prophetic spirit which will rest
"He shall sit as a refiner and
upon him. As it is ~ritten,6~2
purifier. "
He will purifjr the lineage of the Levites first, stating that
"This one is a priest of defined lineage" and "This one is a
I,evite of defined lineage." Those whose lineage he does not
recognize will be relegated to the status of Israelites. This is
implied by the following verse:693"The governor said to them,
'[They shall not eat of the most holy things] until a priest
arises [who will wear] the Urim and T~tmim.'UFromthis verse
one can infer that the genealogy of those presumed to be of
unquestioned [priestly and levitical] lineage will be traced by
means of the prophetic spirit, and those found to be of such
lineage will be made known.
He will define the lineage of the Israelites according to
their tribe alone; i.e., he will make known each person's tribal
origin, stating that "This one is from this tribe" and "This one
is from another tribe." However, concerning a person who is
presumed to be of unblemished lineage, he will not state that
"He is illegitimate," or "He is of slave lineage," for the law
rules that once a family has become intermingled [within the
entire Jewish people], they may remain intermingled.

692. Malachi 3 3
693. Ezrn 2:63.
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4. The Sages and prophets did not yearn for the Messianic
Era in order that [the Jewish people] rule over the entire
world, nor in order that they have dominion over the gentiles,
nor that they be exalted by them, nor in order that they eat,
drink and celebrate. Rather, their aspiration was that [the
Jewish people] be free [to involve themselves] in the Torah
and its wisdom, without anyone to oppress or disturb them,
and thus be found worthy of life in the World to Come, as we
explained in Hdchos T e ~ h u v a h . ~ ~ ~

n
n379q n ~ ? x%
? ,np?)p n h an ti5 oq 3371 x5 1 0 3 ~htn;ll
n% .i?y; I y r n ov)p@?-5?! na?a nyqqg n:?n n?k;lq orp?q 5x7@ ?yi?q?v3)3 . i ? ) ~'nnny n y ~ )xkr o)?y?-5? ppy n:?!
, o ~ v ?D3 '79 Ol?'l2 n y l 9~V:l 09psnp;3 or#? o'nt? o")?i+
.(..x, a.m., o v p ) ~0:)
'n-nr nyq y y g nr)p-19 : i ~ ~ a t $
5. In that Era there will be neither famine nor war, neither
envy nor competition, for good things will flow in abundance
and all the delicacies will be as freely available as dust. The
occupation of the entire world will be solely to know G-d. The
Jews will therefore be great sages and know the hidden matters, and will attain an understanding of their Creator to the
[full] extent of mortal potential; as it is
"For the
world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the waters
cover the ocean bed."
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What Will the World Look Like?
One should not entertain the notion that in the era of
Mashiach any element of the natural order will be nullified, or that there will be any innovation in the work of
creation... (i)
Rambam's description of the state of the world in h t u r e
time is no mere narrative: it is a legal ruling, a halachah, with
practical consequences. For it is not enough that a Jew believe
in Mashiach and await his coming in a general sense; rather, he
should believe in (and await) the consummation of all the
superlatives with which Rambam describes that era.
Likbutei Sichos, Val. XXVII, p. 249

One should not entertain the notion that in the era of
Mashiach any element of the natural order will be nullified, or that there will be any innovation in the work of
creation... (ii)
Here Rambam is saying two distinct things (and once the
first has been said, the second is self-evident):
(a) No element of the natural order will be nullcjied: This
means that long-standing natural phenomena will not even be
restored to their original state at the time of Creation. For
example: At the beginning of Creation, until the Sin of the
Tree of Knowledge, there were no barren trees.697In the days
of Mashiach this situation will not be reinstated, for this would
entail a nullification of the natural order which has continued
uninterruptedly for thousands of years.
696. For the full Hebrew and English text, excerpts ofwhich are quoted below, see p
195 above.
697. Ramba?r on be re is hi^ I :1 1
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( b ) There will be no innovation in the work of creation: This
refers to phenomena that have never existed.
Likkutei Sichor, Vol. XXVII,p. 196

The world will continue according t o its pattern (i)
From this statement we see that Rambam rules according
to the opinion of Shmuel in the GemaraaYR "There will be no
difference between the current age and the era of Mashiach
except [our emancipation from] subjugation to the [gentile]
kingdoms."
The author of Lechem M i s h ~ e Pnotes
~ ~ two places within
the Mishneh Torah itself where Rambam renders decisions that
run contrary to the above principle.
(a) In the above-quoted discussion in the Gemara, R
Chiya bar Abba states in the name of R Yochanan: "The
prophets all prophesied only regarding the era of Mashiach.
The World to Come, in contrast, [is described by the verse],70°
'G-d, no eye but Yours has seen.'" The Gemara there goes on
to say: "This conflicts with the opinion of Shmuel ...." Since
Shmuel holds that the natural order of the world will continue
to prevail in the era of Mashiach as in the present, he maintains
that the miracles foretold by the prophets will not take place at
that time, but in the World to Come. Yet Rambam cites the
contrary view ("All the prophets...") as the H a l a ~ h a h . ~ ~ ~
(b) The Mishnah teaches?
A person should not go out [to the public domain on
Shabbos] carrying a sword or a bow .... If he does so, he
is liable to bring a sin offering.
R. Eliezer says, "These articles are ornaments [and
hence, like jewelry, are considered as garments which
698. Berachos 34a, which Rambam quotes in Halachah 2 below. See I Await His
Coming Evmy Day, p. 51ff.
699. Commenting on Rambam's Hilchos Twbuvah8:7.
700. Teshayahu 64:3.
70 1. In Hilchos Tcrhuvah 8:7.
702. Shabbos 633.
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may be worn on Shabbosl." Our Sages say: "On the
contrary, they are shameful, for it is written,70"And
they shall beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning hooks ... and they shall not learn
war any more'"; [i.e., were they to be ornaments, they
would not have to be transfigured in the era of the Redemptionin4].
On this question, surprisingly, Rambam rulesiOQhat it is
forbidden to carry weapons into the public domain on Shabbos
- according to the view of the Sages, who hold that the world
will be transformed in the days of Mashiach.
In addition to these two queries raised by the author of
Lechem Mishneh, another begs to be heard. One of Rambam's
Thirteen Principles of Faith is the belief in the Resurrection of
the Dead?" which will take place after the coming of Mashiach.
If so, how can Rambam say that the natural order of the world
will not be altered in the days of Mashiach? What innovation
could be more cataclysmic than the Resurrection of the Dead?
The above difficulties can be resolved by assumingio7 that
Rambam maintains that there will be two periods within the era
of the Redemption. During the first period, "the world will
continue according to its pattern." Since Mashiach does not
have to perform rniracle~,7~~
it is obvious that with his coming
no "element of the natural order will be nullified." In a later
period G-d will introduce new phenomena, including changes
in the pattern of the world's conduct.
The two apparent contradictions pointed out by the author
of Lechem Mishneh thus fall away:
(a) "There will be no difference between the current age
and the era of Mashiach except [our emancipation from] sub-

703. Yesbayahu 2:4.
704. Rarhi, Shabbor, lac, cit.
705. Hilchos Sbabbor 19:1
706. See his Commentary to the Mishnah, in the Introduction to ch. 10 o f Tractate

Sanhedrin, Principle 13; cf. Hilchor Teshuvah 3:6. See also footnote 131 above.
707. Cf. Shnei Luchor HaBrir, p. 23h.
708. See Halachah 11:3 above.
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jugation to the [gentile] hngdoms": This statement refers to
the first period.
"The prophets all prophesied only regarding the era of
Mashiach. The World to Come, in contrast, [is described by
the verse], 'G-d, no eye but Yours has seen"': This statement
refers to the second period.
(b) In the second period, the prophecy that "they shall
beat their swords into plowshares" will be fulfilled literally. (In
the first period, by contrast - even though then, too, there
will be neither famine nor war - the absence of actual war
does not mean that human nature will change and that weapons will cease to exist.)
The assumption of two periods likewise resolves the contradictions which appear to arise from all the innovations and
transformations of which the Sages speak; for example, the
Resurrection of the Dead mentioned above, and the statement
that7w "in future time all the barren trees will bear fruit."
Likkurci Sichos, Vol. MNII, p. 191

7he world will continue according to its pattern (ii)

In the previous chapter70RRambam wrote that Mashiach is
not obliged to perform miracles, and cited support for his view
(from R. Akiva and Bar Koziva). Here, however, he does not
cite sources for his view (i.e., that in the days of Mashiach the
world will continue according to its pattern).
It would appear that the evidence cited above applies here,
too. For if the era of Mashiach were to be defined as a time in
which the natural order of the world is to be nullified, and if
the task of Mashiach were to upturn the natural order, the test
of his authenticity would be his ability to do this. However,
since we have evidence (from R. Akiva) that Mashiach does not
have to perform miracles, it is obvious that his arrival does not
bring about a suspension of the order of nature.
Nevertheless, Rambam opens this chapter with the
[seemingly superfluous] words, ...l>ilby ~ Y Y , >N - "One
709. Tornr Kobnnim on Vayikra 26:4, cited by Rarhi there.
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should not entertain the notion [that in the era of Mashiach
any element of the natural order will be nullified ...I." Literally,
the opening phrase means that this notion should not enter
one's heart. A similar warning in the previous chapter was
worded, ...7ny7 by i l b y ) b ~ i "One should not entertain the
notion [that the King Mashiach must work miracles
Literally, this opening phrase means that the notion in question
should not enter one's mind. Why the difference?
Our phrase ("...one's heart") is not intended to rule out an
i~ztellectually-conceivednotion (that the way of the world will
be nullified). It is intended to rule out a notion that comes
from a different source. Perhaps one does not govern his mind
to the extent that he can envisage the nullification of the laws
of nature. (Indeed, even at the best of times one's mind is
limited in its appreciation of the stature of Mashiach, and
hence limited in its grasp of the nature of the days of
Mashiach.) Nevertheless, the intense love and longing in one's
heart for the exalted qualities of Mashiach (as in the verse,7N1
"My servant shall be wise; he shall be exalted and extolled, and
very lofty") could possibly allow the notion to enter his heart
that the laws of naturc will be abrogated. It is this possibility
that our phrase ("...one's heart") is intended to rule out.
This is a subject on which much remains to be aaid.

...I."

Likkuui Sichos, Vol. XXVII, p. 199

The Wolf and the Lamb
Althou~hYeshayahu states,711"The wolf will dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the yowng
goat," these (words] are an allgoly and a riddle (i)
With this quotation, Rambam begins to explain certain
prophecies which would appear to contradict his contention
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that "the world will continue according to its pattern." In this
context, why does he not consider the promise in the Chumash,712 "I will rid the land of dangerous beasts"?
By way of explanation: This verse may be interpreted
according to Ramban, who understands that "dangerous
beasts will not come in your Land, for on account of the satiety
and the prosperity and the populous towns, beasts will not
approach inhabited areas." Understood in this way, the verse
presents no challenge to Rambam's contention, since it does
not imply any departure from the laws of nature.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXVII, p. 191

Although Yeshayahu states,7I1 %e wolf will dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the young
goat,U these [words] are an allegoy and a riddle (ii)
Elsewhere, in Iaqres Techiyas HaMeisim,713 Rambam concludes his discussion of the same subject by saying that "this
word of ours is not absolutely final."
In order to accommodate both of the alternative stances, it
could be suggested that Rambam is taking into account both
possible modes of Redemption. If the Jewish people are
"found worthy,"ll3 the Redemption will be supernatural from
the outset, and the prophecy of the wolf and the lamb will be
fulfilled not metaphorically but literallv. In the Yad,714 however, Rambam writes that the Redemption will come about
without suspending the laws of nature - because here he is
describing the Redemption in the [minimal] mode in which it
must eventuate, regardless of the spiritual state and conduct of
the Jews at that time; i.e., even if they "are not found worthy.''h]2
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXVII, p. 204

712. VayiCra 26:6.
713. Ch. 6 .
7 14. I . e . , in Mirhnch Torah, Hilchos Mclachirn.
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Although Yeshayahu states,711 'The wolf will dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the young
&oat,> these [words] are an allegory and a riddle (iii)
Ranzbam holds that this verse is an allegory (and goes
ahead to explain its message - even though later in the same
paragraph he writes that "in the era of the King Mashiach,
everyone will realize what was implied by these metaphors and
allusions"). This verse he treats allegorically because it follows
the prophetic promise that715 "a shoot shall sprout forth from
the stem of Yishai" - and these words speak of the coming of
Mashiach, whose task is to liberate Israel from the yoke of the
nations7I6 "so that they will be free [to involve themselves] in
the Torah and its wisdon~."As to other verses, however, which
d o not speak of Mashiach and his coming but of the role of the
Kedemption, Rambam concedes that they are to be understood literally; i.e., they refer to the second period within the
era of M a ~ h i a c h . ~ ~ ~
Likkutei Sichos, Vol. W I , p. 201

To Prepare Their Hearts
...to rectzfy Israel's conduct and prepare their hearts
This preparation is imperative. Without it, a sudden transformation as momentous as this would amount to a suspension
of the natural pattern of the world -- in direct contradiction to
what is stated in Halachah 1 above.
7 15. Yeshayahu 11 : 1
7 16. Halachah 4.
717. See the first of the passages above that commenL on the words, "The wodd will
continue according to its pattern."
718. For the full Hebrew and English text, excerpts o f w h ~ c hare quoted below, see p.
196 above.
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This is a subject on which there is more to be said.
Likkurri Sicbor, Vol. XXX, p. 172

aMay the spirits of those who attempt to calculate thefinal
time [of Mashiach's comin~]expire!419
[See the above passage in ch. 3 entitled, "Calculating the
Time of the Redemption."]

Why Yearn for That Era?
The S a p and prophets did not yearn for the Messianic
era For any reason other than their aspiration that the
Jewish people] be free [to involve themselves] in the Torah
and its wisdom
This means that even true sages and prophets, who know
the Torah, are not satisfied with their study and knowledge of
it at this time, during the time of exile; rather, they yearn and
look forward and hope for the coming of Mashiach, for it is
only then that they will be able to engage in the Torah in all its
depth.
From a talk of the Rcbhe on Sbabbor Parrbm Vaycira, 5743 (19821

...in order to be free [to involve themselves] in the Torah
From these words it is clear that the era of Mashiach is not
a peripheral reward for one's spiritual labors during the period
719. Sanhcdrin97b.
720. For the full Hebrew and English text, excerpts of which are quoted below, see p.
198 above.
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of exile; rather, it is the continuation and consummation of
this avodah. Likewise, a Jew desires and yearns for the days of
Mashiach not7=' "for the sake of receiving a reward" for his
avodah during the period of exile, but because he wants to
attain perfection in it.
This desire is thus part of every man's avodah.
Sefer HaSichos 5748 119881,V o l 1, p. 80

.in order to be found worthy of life in the World to Come
This does not mean that the Sages and prophets yearned
for the World to Come as a recompense, serving G-d721"for
the sake of receiving a reward." (On this Rambam
"One should not say, 'I will observe the commandments of the
Torah ... in order that I be found worthy of being granted life
In the World to Come.'" This level of divine service, he writes,
is motivated [merely] by the fear of G-d; "it is not the level of
the prophets nor of the Sages," for they serve Him [also] out
of love.)
Rather, the above quotation means that the Sages and
prophets yearned for the World to Come as a continuation of
their ever-ascending endeavor to constantly grow nearer to the
consummate cleaving to G-d which is attained through the
Torah and its commandments. Thus, concerning the World to
Come, R a ~ z b a m 7quotes
~~
the Gemara724- "The righteous
will sit, with crowns on their heads, and delight in the radiance
of the Divine Presence" - and explains: "The understanding
which they attained [during their lifetimes], and which made
them worthy of being granted life in the World to Come,
remains with them, and this is their crown .... Likewise,
'delighting in the radiance of the Divine Presence' means that
at that time they will know and apprehend the truth of the

72 1. In the original, a1 mcnas lekabttlpras;Avos 1 :3
722. Hilchos Teshuvab 10:1
723. Op. rit. 8:2.
724. Brrachor 17b.
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Holy One, blessed be He, to an extent which was impossible
when they were garbed in the dark and lowly body."
This is divine service prompted by love. For to love G-d
means that "one loves [Him] so intensely... that his soul is
bound up with the love of G-d....725
He loves the Holy One,
blessed be He, only in propomon to the knowledge with
which he apprehends Him ..., [seeking] to understand and
grow wise through such modes of scholarship and perception
that make his Creator known to
And the ultimate level in this hiskashrus, in the soul's bond
with G-d, is attained in the World to Come.
Likkutci Sichor, Shabbor Parshm Shlach, 5747 [I9871

Neither Famine nor War
In that era there will be neither famine nor war..., for the
delicacies will be as fieely available as dust. The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know G-d....
In the earlier paragraphs Rambam spoke of the way in
which the perfect state of the Messianic era will affect the
Jewish people. For example: "Israel will dwell securely"; "a
prophet will arise to rectify Israel's conduct"; "the entire
[nation's] line of descent will be established on the basis of his
words"; "in order that [the Jewish people] be free [to involve
themselves] in the Torah."

725. Hilchor Tcrhuvah 103.
726. Loc. cit 10:6.
727. For the full Hebrew and English text, excerpts of which are quoted below, see p.
199 above.
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In this [final] paragraph, by contrast, he describes the way
in which the perfect state of the Messianic era will affect all
mankind. Throughout the world "there will be neither famine
nor war"; throughout the world "the delicacies will be as freely
available as dust"; and "the occupation of the entire world will
be solely to know G-d."
From a talk of the Rebbe on Shahbor Panhar Lech Lecha, 575 1 [ 19901

In that era ...
Rambam concludes his book with a description of the era
of Mashiach, not of the World to Come, for the Tad (i.e.,
Mishneh Torah) is by nature "a compilation of laws."72xThis is
why the book ends by describing the perfect state of the world
in the era of Mashiach - i.e., the consummate observance of
the mitzvos and laws of the Torah and their effect on the world
- and not by describing the World to Come. For there 1s no
observance of mitzvos in the World to Come (especially
according to the view of Rambam that7=' "there is no
corporeal body in the World to Come"); it is merely the
reward for the observance of the mitzvos.
From a talk ofthe Rebbe

In that era there will be neither famine nor war, neither
envy nor competition
This means that in that era there will not even be spiritual
famine nor spiritual war (as in the phrase of the Sages,'30 "the
war of the Torah"). Nor will there be envy and competition in
holy matters (as in the Gemara's description of scholars,7"'
"each of whom is scalded by the aura of his colleague"). Why
is this so? - Because the concepts of famine, war, envy and
competition (even in holy matters) can exist only when an
individual is conscious of his independent worth; they cease to
728. In the original, haiachorhaiachor; see his Introduction to Mishnch Torah.
729. Rambam, Hiichos Tcshs~ah
8:2.
730. In the original, inin >w nnnn>n (Sanhcdrin l l l b , describing the intellectual
sparring of Torah scholars).
731. Bava Basra 75a.
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exist when his consciousness of the existence of self becomes a
consciousness of the exclusive existence of G-d.
The above explanation notwithstanding, Rambam's words
require further clarification.
Scfer HaSichor 5749 119891, Vol. I, pp. 299, 146

In that era there will be neitherfamine nor war (i)
Does this not contradict Rambam's earlier statement732that
in the era of Mashiach "the world will continue according to
its pattern"?
By way of response, one might suggest that Rambam concedes that the pattern of the world will indeed be suspended
- in the second period within the era of Mashza~h.73~
Rambam,
however, does not describe this period, for the Tad is a book
of Laws, whose function is to affect the world in such a way
that its affairs will be conducted according to the Torah. This
effect is completed and perfected by the suspension of Israel's
subjugation to the gentile nations and by the restoration of
it does not require that the rule of nature
Israel's m~narchy;~"
be suspended. When the laws, as enumerated by Rambam,
have thus completed their function - inasmuch as the world,
without departing from its worldly ways, will by then be conducted according to the directives of the Torah - the book of
laws comes to an end.
Nevertheless, in the very last halachah in this work, Rambarn adds a brief allusion to a higher level of perfection in the
effect of the laws of the Torah. At this level, the world's state
of being will change to the point that the world - in its own
right - will no longer comprise undesirable matters such as
famine and war, but a prodigious profusion of prosperity and
pleasure. Likewise?= "the occupation of the entire world will
-

732. Halachah 12:1 above.
733. See the first of the passages above that comment on the words, "The world will
continue according to its pattern."
734. See the beginning o f ch. 4 in Part 6 of the present work.
735. See later in the present halachah.
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be solely to know G-d..., as it is
'For the world will
be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the
ocean bed "' I.e., throughout the world it will be manifest and
clearly sensed that the world exists only insofar as it is the place
designated for the fulfillment of the Torah's laws, which are in
essence the wisdom and will of the Holy One, blessed be He.
This is the "knowledge of G-d" of which the prophet speaks.
From a talk of the k b b e on ShabborParrhns~chLeda,5751 [I9901

In that era there will be neither famine nor war (ii)
Though in the Era of Masbiach7" "the world will continue
according to its pattern," this could well mean that [only] the
Laws of nature will not be suspended. It is obvious, however,
that the cessanon of war constitutes an innovation and a
change in the world's accustomed pattern.
Ltkkutet Stchor, Pnrrhns Vuygnsh, 575 1 [I9901

In that era there will be neither famine nor war (iiz)
In Hilchos T e ~ h u v a hin
, ~a~ similar
~
context, Rambam adds
another element. There he wrltes that if a person studies the
Torah as it ought to be studied, "[G-d] will remove from him
all the thlngs that prevent us from fulfilling it, such as illness
and war and famine and the like." Why the difference?
In Hzlchos Deo~,'?~
Rambam sets out guidelines for a man's
proper conduct and concludes with the following assurance:73y
"Whoever conducts himself according to these ways whlch we
have shown, I guarantee that he will ever fall ill throughout his
life." Now: In the era of Mashiach the effect of the mitzvos on
the world will be complete; l.e., the world will by then be
conducted according to the directives of the Torah. Clearly,
then, people will conduct themselves "according to these
ways," so that there will be no illness in theJirstplace in the era
of Mashiach. It is the period before that, however, that is spo-
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ken of in Hilchos Teshuvah. At that [i.e., the present] time, the
world at large has not attained perfection, and illness exists.
Hence the need for the assurance spoken of in Hilchos Teshuvah, that "[G-dl will remove from him.. . illness."
From a talk of the Rcbbe

In that era there will be neitherfamine nor war (iv)

This phrase parallels the command to740"turn away from
evil," to remove anything negative. The later phrase, "to know
G-d," parallels the related command to7@"do good," to intensify the light of the Torah by further study.
Likkutci Sichor, Vol. XXV, p. 462

In that era there will be neither... war, envy nor competition
These words describe a perfect unity between Jews. The
later phrase, "to know G-d," describes a perfect unity between
the world and G-d.
As is known, unity between G-d and His people depends
on internal unity within the Jewish people. Hence we pray:741
7719 7 1 ~ 7
2 n ~ 13%)
1 U ~ I Nv s n - "Bless US, our Father, all of us
as one, with the light of Your Countenance." I.e., the light of
G-d's Countenance can be revealed only when we are all
united "as one."
srfcr HaSirhos 5749 119891, Vol. 1, p. 137

In that era there will be neither... envy nor competition
Envy is an emotion within the heart; it gives rise to actual
competitiveness.
Likkutci Sichm, Vol. M I , p. 237

740. Tchillim 34:15.
741. 14. From the Shcmonch b c h (Siddur TchiUat HaSbcm, p. 60). See also Tanya,
ch. 32, in Lessons In Tanya (Kchot, N.Y.,1987), p. 425.
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Good Things in Abundance

Forgood things will flow i n abundance
This signifies perfection in the world's material aspect; the
later phrase, "to know G-d," signifies perfection in the world's
spiritual aspect.
From

a

talk of the Rebbc on Shabbor Par&

Lech k c h a , 5751 [I9901

Forgood things will flow i n abundance and all the delicacies will be asfieely available as dust (i)
This is why "there will be neither famine nor war," for
when there is prosperity for all, people d o not hanker after the
spoils of war. However, since a man might imagine that his
neighbor has hidden treasures, even though battling for their
possession may be pointless he may still harbor feelings of envy
and competition. Hence the further promise that "all the
delicacies will be as freely available as dust": since material
pleasures will not be prized, they will not arouse feelings of
envy and competition.
It is thus simple to understand why Rambam does not
mention these two subjects ("neither ... envy nor competition,"
and "all the delicacies will be as freely available as dust") in
Hilchos Te~hwvah.~~*
There he is speaking of the imperfect
world before the coming of Mashiach. Since all the delicacies
are not as freely available and as unprized as dust, there is still
room for envy and competition.
Likkurei Sichor, Vol. XXVII, p. 237

For ~ o o dthings will flow i n abundance and all the delicacies will be as freely available as dust (ii)
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The term nmu (here translated "good things") can also
signify things whose goodness is not apparent. However, if
their promised abundance is to remove famine and war and
envy, it is obvious that their goodness must be recognizable as
such. Rambam therefore adds that "all the delicacies will -be as
freely available as dust," referring to things (maadanim) in
which a person experiences pleasure.
This also explains why concerning the provision of delicacies he does not use the term hashpaah, which would indicate a
beneficent flow from G-d (unlike the preceding phrase, n m n w
337~1nygwm n v n - "for good things will flow in abundance").
For the whole point of adding "and all the delicacies..." was to
make it clear that the n l i v (i.e., the "good things" which flow
from G-d) will reach man in a mode which he will be able to
recognize and experience as pleasurable.
From a talk o f the Rebbe

All the delicacies will be aspeely available as dust
The words "as dust" signify that material delicacies will not
only be available in abundance, but that they will be valued as
mere dust of the earth, which is inedible. In other words:
People will feel the need for delicacies only because without
them the body will be lacking in health and fitness (for the
service of G-d); in their own right, delicacies will be reckoned
as dust of the earth.
From a talk of the Rebbe

Forgood things... and all the delicacies...
This includes spiritual "good things" and "delicacies".
From a talk o f the Rebbe o n the Tenth o f Teves, 5749 [I9881
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A World Flooded with the Knowledge of G-d
The occupation of the entire world will bc soLeiy to know
G-d (2)
A businessman is involved in his occupation all day long.
Even his times of rest and sleep are devoted to regaining
energy that will enable him to redouble his involvement in his
occupation. Even when he sleeps he dreams about his business.
This is how Torah will be studied in the time to come.
From a talk of the Rebbe on the eve ofS11ncha.sTorah, 5745 [1984]

Tbe occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
G-d (ii)
Just as Rambam listed the laws (halachos) relating to the
construction of the Beis HaMikdasb and the offering of sacrifices and so on, so too did he list the laws relating to the
coming of Mashiach: the identifying signs of the King
Mashiach, the sequence of the Redemption, and so on - until
its conclusion, which is that "the occupation of the entire
world will be solely to know G-d." This statement is (so to
speak) a halachah that relates to the practical conduct of the
Jewish people after the coming of Mnshiach.
One might add that this %alacbahDappliesnot only to the
future time, but also to the present. One should make every
endeavor that today's world should resemble the hture foretold by the prophets, when'" "the world will be filled with the
knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bed." This
may be achieved by intensifling one's efforts in studying the
Torah and teaching it to others.
From a talk of the Kcbbe

The occ1cpation of the entire world will be sole& to know
G-d (222)
This includes all the nations - certainly a major innovation.
LikhtciSclsq Vol. XXIII, p. 41
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The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
G-d (iv)
As to the gentile nations, it is written thatT43 a gentile who
studied Torah is liable to the death penalty. This, however,
refers only to the study of the laws governing the commandments which apply to Jews, not to the study of the seven
commandments which apply to themselves. Indeed, it is concerning these that the Sages teachT43that a gentile who studies
Torah "is likened to a High Priest."
Likkntn' Sirhor, Vol. XXVII, p. 246

The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
G-d. The Jews will therefore begreat s a p and know the
hidden matters (i)
This refers literally to the whole world (and not only to the
nations of the world); as the paragraph continues, "For the
world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d." However,
"the Jewish people will be great sages and know the hidden
matters." Their knowledge of G-d will be incomparably superior to that of the whole world.
Sefcr Hasicboor 5749 119891, Vol. 11, p. 626

The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
G-d. The Jews will therefore bcgreat saps and know the
hidden matters (ii)

A similar distinction between "the entire world" and "the
Jews" may also be found in relation to the verse,'M "I shall
pour My Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and daughters will
prophesy." The author of Metzudas DapU explains that the
first half of this quotation includes the nations of the world,
whereas the latter half applies to Israel alone.
W n u i Sirkos, Panhu Nuo, 5751 [I9911

743.Sanhedrin 59a.
744.Tod 3:l.
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...will be solely to know G-d
The expression "s0lely"~4~rules out even such occupations
which in the present period the Torah itself obliges one to
undertake. Thus Rambam rules elsewhereT46 that even a fulltime scholar747 should work "a little every day for his
subsistence." In the days of Mashiach, however, when "good
things will flow in abundance," there will be no need even for
such minimal work. This accords with Rambarn's closing
phrase, "for the world will be $/led with the knowledge of
G-d..." : there will be no room for any occupation or concern
apart from knowing G-d.
Lckkutc: S:chor, Vol XXVII, p 238

...t o know G-d (i)
This will all come about through Mashiach,
"will
teach all the people and show them the path of G-d, and all
the nations will come to hear him."
L:kkutcr Sachos, Shabbos Parrhnr Vayi;4~h,5751 119901

...to know G-d (ii)
To suggest that "the occupation of the entire world will be
solely to know G-d," no less, would appear at first glance to
contradict a restriction expressly stipulated by Rambam himself. Elsewhere749 in this book of laws (and in the days of
Mashiach none of the Torah's laws will be abrogated) he
enumerates certain conditions for the study oP50 the mystical
dimension of the Torah: "The early Sages directed that one

745. In the original, NSN ...N>.
746. Hilchor Talmud Torah 3:9.

747. In the original, in11nl~iniinw ,n (lit., "the Torah is his craft"): one whose
constant occupation is Torah study.
748. Hilchor Teshuvah 9:2.
749. Hilchor Yesodci HaTorah 2:12.
750. In the original, nnxn nnm (lit., 'the Teachings of Truth"): the esoteric scholarship of the Kabbalah.
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should not expound on these matters751except to one person
at a time, and then, too, only if he is wise and perceptive...."
How can these two statements coexist?
We must conclude that the above conditions are not dictated by the innate limitations of the object in question, but by
the innate limitations of the person who encounters it.752It is
not that this dimension of the Torah must by definition remain
concealed, but that for most people it is beyond reach and possibly harmful.
As far as the subject in itself is concerned, however, every
Jew is obliged to study it, just as he is obliged to study the
other dimensions of the Torah. It is thus obvious that the
above restrictions will fall away in the days of Masbiach. For at
that time, untrammeled by "famine or war, envy or competition," all men will be able to delve deeply into "the hidden
matters, and will attain an understanding of their Creator to
the [full] extent of mortal potential."
Likkurci Sichor, Vol. XXX,p. 171

..to know G-d (iii)
The future Redemption will not be merely a physical Redemption, nor even simply a spiritual Redemption that
liberates people from the influence of the Evil Inclination. It
will be a manifestation of Havayah, the Four-Letter Name of
G-d that denotes His essential transcendence over all the finite
bounds of the created universe. Confronted by such a stupendous revelation, a man loses all consciousness of his own
independent existence;753he transcends all his finite limits,
bursting even the Mitzrayim-like bondage of his accustomed
mindset in matters of holiness.754 This is relevant even to a
person who has overpowered his Evil Inclination and who is
75 1 . I.e, Maarch Mcrha?ab (lit., "the Subject of the [Celestial] Chariot"; cf. Ycchczkcl,
ch. 1 ) : more generally, the ultimate mysteries of the heavenly spheres.
752. In the Aram. original, cb+
(the "object") and 8avra (the "person"); terms
borrowed from the field of Talmudic analysis.
753. In the original, i n i ~ ~ r n5mnn.
n
754. In the original, awnpi o,irn. Mitzrayim Egypt; Mcitzmrim restrictive straits.

-

-
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dedicated to the service of G-d. For so long as he is not illuminated by the Name Havayah, which transcends nature, he has
not yet left Egypt; he has not yet attained Redemption.
This is why Rambam chooses (from among the various
Divine Names) the term "to know Hapayah" (and later, too,
quotes the phrase:"
"'e
knowledge of Havayah?, for it is
the knowledge of the Name Hapayah that causes one to lose
all self-awareness. The revelation of this Name will bring about
the state in which75 "the world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bedD: the very
existence of the world will not be apparent, for it will be
annulled by the intensity of the revelation.
L:kkutc$ Subus, Shabbos Panhw Vamra, 5749 [I9881

...will be solely to know G-d alone(i)
This knowledge of G-dliness will be daas in its other sense,
too: an intense ~nion.~s6
W~ththis manner of knowledge a man
will cleave to the Name Havayah, in the spirit implied by the
above word -rzt>zt ("alone"), as in the verse,757i-r2>n 71Y 1 7 ~
"There is nothing else apart from Him alone."
From a talk of the Rebbe on the Tenth ofTeves, 5749 [I9881

...will be solely to know G-d alone(ii)
The addition of the word 12f2 ("alone") teaches us that in
the era of Mashiach people will seek a knowledge of G-d not
for a different purpose (such as knowing how to act), but in
order to understand the Torah alone - study for the sake of
the Torah itself. For at that time Jews will fulfill the commandment of Torah study perfectly, which means, for the sake
of its knowledge alone.
755, Yeshayahu 11 :9.
756. In Tanya, ch. 3, the Alter Rcbbc points out that 'daw, whose etymology may be
found in the verse (Bcreihu 4:1), 'And Adam knew (YV) Eve; implies attachment and union." See Lessons In Tanya, Vol. I , pp. 66,72.
757. Dcvarim 4:35. '
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At that time the mitzvos will still be observed (for they will
abrogated only later, at the time of the Resurrection of the
Dead758).People will therefore need to kr1ow~5~
"the deeds that
they must do." For this purpose, however, studying all the
laws of the Torah once will suffice, for in the days of Mashiach,
when760 "I shall remove the spirit of impurity from the earth,"
forgetfulness will no longer exist.761&dy at that time will
therefore focus on the underlying rationales for the various
laws. Moreover, increased study of the Torah will [continue
to] be valuable in its own right. Thus, excusing an apparent
superfluity of explanations on a certain subject, the Gemara762
concludes that they are all offered in order to763"make the
Torah great and glorious." Likewise, justifying the innate
worth of studying subjects in the Torah that have no practical
application, the Gemara says elsewhere:@ "Expound - and be
rewarded."
Lihkwtci Sichos, Vol. XXVII, p. 240

The Jews will therefore begreat sages (i)
As part of this train of events, all scholarly disciplines will
again be the possession of the sages of Israel, who will no
longer need to resort the sages of the gentile nations. (For
example: In the course of explaining the calculations required
to determine the exact moment of the New Moon, Rambum765
speaks of the works of astronomy and geometry that were
written by Israel's sages in the days of the prophets, but which
758. See I ~ c r c HaKodcrh,
s
towards the end of Epistle 26, in Lwrm In Tanya, Vol. V,
p. 154. (Footnote 71 there summarizes the Rcbbe's analysis of the diverse
sources on this subject.) See also: R Nism Dovid Dubov, To Live and Live
&ain, pp. 91.105.
759. Shmor 18:20.
760. M a r i a h 13:2.
761. See the Alter Rebbe's Shulcban Arucb, Hilcbos Talmud Tmah 2:lO; see also
I ~ c r e HaKodcsb,
s
106. cat.
762. Cbullan 66b.
i
2 ~ 9 Tubayahu
;
42:21.
763. In the original, i r i ~ , niin
764. In the original, i>w 23yl w111; Sotab 44a.
765. H~lcborKiddwb HaCbodcrh 17:24.
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have not reached ~ t s . In
) the era of Mashiach, all areas of scholarship will be known through the Torah.?h6
Ltkkutr: Stchar, Vol X X X , p 197

The Jews will therefore begreat sages jii)
In this passage Rambam uses three related Hebrew terms:
"The Jews will therefore be great sa8esJ (o'nsn); "they will
~ a i nan understandin8 of (i~w'1)their Creator"; "and know
(D'YT~V)
the hidden matters." These three terms correspond to
the three stages of the intellective process - Chochmah, Binah
and Daas - whose acronym is Chabad. When these three
faculties (collectively called Mochin) have been perfectly developed in the service of Icedushah, the Jewish people (in the time
of Mashiach) will take over the lands of the ancient peoples
called the Keini, Kenizi and Kadmoni, in fulfillment of the
verse,'" 'When G-d will extend your border ...." For these
three nations represent the Chochmah-Binah-Daasof that side
of the universe that opposes I < e d ~ s h a h . ~ ~ ~
L$bhutriSIL~IJJ,
Shabbus I'arsbas LJcvwrim,5 748 [ 1988j

?'he Jews will thrrrfore begreat sages (iii)
Why are they called 'fqreat sages" (o)>i-r>omm)? - 13ecause the unadulterated motlve of thetr study will be
"make the Torah great and g l o r ~ o u s . " ~ ~ ~
Ltkkutcr Schos, Vol XXVII, p 240

They will know the hidden matters (2)
This refers to the ultimate, underlying, mystical reasons for
the commandments; these are hidden, by comparison w t h the
relatively comprehens~blelaws themselve~.~~"
Ihld

766. Cf: rhc d~scuss~on
ot'rhc snakc in Berburor 8.1
767. ljrvarim 12:20, 19.8.
768. Sec Maanmvei Admur HaZakein 5565 /1805/, Vol. 11, p. 798ff.
769. Sce the above passage o n thc phrase. "...will be solely to know C-d aione" (ii)
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They will know the hidden matters (ii)
The word "hidden" recalls a comment of Ra~hi:~~O
"The
[Jewish people] have a promise from [G-dl that He will again
appear to them - to explain the [Torah's] enigmatic reasons
and its unspoken mysteries."
Likkutci Sachos, Vol. XXIII, p. 41

They will know the hidden matters, and will attain an
understanding of their Creator...
"They will know the hidden matters" refers to Maaseh
Bereishis ("the feat of Creation"), which R a m b ~ mdescribes
~~~
as "profound matters." "[They] will attain an understanding of
their Creator" refers to Maaseh Merkavah.772 Since the latter
subject cannot be fully grasped, Rambam adds the proviso,
DTNTI n3 ,93 - "to the [full] extent of mortal potential."
Libkwai SiJior, Vol. XXVI, p. 120

...and will attain an understanding of their Creator (i)
This expression [nevertheless] specifies understanding.
Indeed, the verb used (IVW,~)
literally means "they will grasp,"
suggesting something within a man's reach that he grasps and
holds in his hand.
From a talk of the Rcbbe on the Tenth o f Teves, 5749 [1988]

...and will attain an understanding of their Creator (ii)
Rambam advisedly speaks of "an understanding of their
Creator," rather than (say) an understanding of the transcendent Divine Name Havayah (which is the Name that appears

770. On Shir HeShirinr 1:2.
77 1. Hilchos Tesodci HaTorah 4 :10.
772. Both Heb. terms appear in Cha&ph 1 lb. Scc also footnote 751 above
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in the prooftext755 that Rambam quotes: "...knowledge of
Havayah").
All created beings, human beings included, are by definition constantly connected to the ongoing input of their
Creator. This creative bond is called > y 9 n > Y I ~n3 - "The
activating force of the Creator is continuously present in the
created being."773 Because the Creator continuously brings
created beings into existence, animates them, and maintains
them in existence, it is within their reach to attain an understanding of His existence.
From a talk of the Rebbe

...and

will attain an understanding of their Creator

(iii)
From these words of Rambam we can gain an appreciation
of what a lofty thing it is to study Chassidau, whose essence is
- knowing G-dliness. For Rambam says here that mankind's
pinnacle of perfection in the future time is exactly this - the
knowledge of G-d.
From a talk of the Rebbc

...to the i'j?ull]extent of mortal potential
This addition is not intended merely to highlight the limits
of mortal understanding. On the contrary: One's understanding should aspire "to the @If] extent of mortal potential."
LikCutci SSickor, Vol. XXVII, p 241

For the world will be filled with the knowledgc of G-d as
the waters cover the ocean bed (i)

773.Cf. K w r i 111, 11. Sce Sbaar HaYicbud VchaBmunak, ch. 2 (in Lwrow In
Tanya, Vol. 111, p. 847).
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The verse specifies "the world," and not merely the Jewish
people. Hence, "The occupation of the entire world (including
the gentile nations) will be solely to know G-d."
Li&kum.Siabor,Vol. XXIII, p. 41

For the world wiU bcflled with thc knowhd~cof G-d as
the watcrs covcr thc occan bcd (ii)
At this stage, there are still two entities: man - and the
knowledge of G-d. By analogy, though the water of the ocean
constitutes the very vitality of the fish that inhabit it, the fish
and the water are still two distinct entities.
The later stage is signified by the image, "as the waters
cover the ocean bed." At this stage, actually and manifestly, the
entire existence (metziw) of the world is - knowing G-d. At
that stage, just as one does not see the ocean floor nor all the
creatures within the ocean, but only the water that covers them
all, in the time to come nothing of the world's existence will
be visible, except for the knowledge of G-d.
Lichun'Siabor, Vol. XXVII, p. 241

For tbc world wiU b e w with tbc knowkd~cof G-d as
tbc watcrs covcr tlw occan bed (iii)
A situation is possible whereby the world may indeed be
filled with the knowledge of G-d (to the extent that no point
within it is void of this knowledge), but at the same time it
remains an entity with an independent existence. This being
so, it is possible that a person should conduct himself in a
manner that is inconsistent with the knowiedge of G-d. (Thus
we find the expression,n4 "He knows his Master, yet willfully
rebels against Him.") A vessel, even when filled, retains its
former shape.
A later stage is likened to "the waters [that] cover the
ocean bed." At this stage, the world is obscured by the knowledge of G-d, and under its influence is nullified out of
existence - just as the ocean bed loses all significance on
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account of the water that obscures it. In such a situation, in
which the world is so enveloped that one sees nothing but the
knowledge of G-d, conduct that is inconsistent w ~ t hthls
knowledge becomes impossible. To resume the above analogy,
a vessel that is so completely covered that it is no longer seen,
1s thereby changed and rendered insignificant.
Scfer HaGchos 5749 / I 9891, Vol 1, p 150

For the world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d a3
the waters cover the ocean bed (iv)
The Shas concludes775 with the verse,776oi>w3 inv nN 733'
- "G-d will bless His people with peace." Rambam concludes
his Mishneh Torah with the
0)031) o)? 0x0 - "as the
waters cover the ocean bed."
These two conclusions complement each other: True and
perfect peace will come about with the future Redemption,
when antagonists - enemies of peace - will not even exist,
because at that time "the world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bed."
A hint of this correspondence may be seen in the fact that
the Shas and the Mishneh Torah end with the same letter (final

mem).
From a talk of the Rebbe on crcv Pesach, 5748 [1988]

From the Conclusion of Rambam to the Beginning (i)
- - -

There is a connection between the conclusion of Mishneh
Torah and ~ t sopening sentence:777ow V ~ W~772 .ni7i~)i7710,
775. Uknin 77b, the last page ofthe Babylonian Talmud.
776. Tchillim 2 9 : l l .
777. Hilchos Tcrodci HaTorah I :1.
Traditionally, when a siyyum is celebrated to mark the completion of the study
of the entire Shas, the scholar presenting the concluding discourse (the hadran)
seeks to find thematic connections between the end of the last tractate and the
beginning of the first. The following five brief passages apply this tradition to the
festive conclusion of the annual study cycle of the entire Muhnch Torah. The
erudite hadranim which the Rehbe delivered to mark such occasions have been
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Nrn] >3 N7rnn ~ i n ,i) i w ~ 7'irn - "The foundation of all foundations ... is to know that there exists a Prime Being, and H e
brings into existence everything that exists." The conclusion of
Mishneh Torah speaks of the perfection of the world in the era
of Mashiach: the world becomes re-created afresh, in a more
elevated manner, as transformed as the lives of those of whom
% ~0 >l 1 ~ "He beheld a new world."
the Midrash s a y ~ , ~ ~w7n
In the era of Mashiach, man's knowledge and understanding of
the Creator - the "Prime Being (Who] brings into existence
everything that exists" - is loftier.
From J talk of the Rebbe on the Tenth ofTeves, 5749 [1988]

From the Conclusion of Rambam to the Beginning
(ii)
The Mishneh Torah opens with the statement:777 "The
foundation of all foundations and the pillar of all wisdom is to
know that there exists a Prime Being, and H e brings into
existence everything that exists." The terms chosen
("foundation" and "pillar") make it clear that Rambam is
speaking of an entire building (viz., "everything that exists"),
except that it depends o n a "foundation" and "pillar" (viz., the
"Prime Being"). Significantly, the initials of the first four
Hebrew words ( n i n ~ n n-rmyr n111~';1 -riw,) form the transcendent Divine Name Havayah. This statement thus highlights
the connection of the Divine Name Havayah with the world
(inasmuch as Havayah is, so to speak, the world's
'Youndation" and "pillar").
The end of Mishneh Torah highlights the opposite. The
concluding phrase, "as the waters cover the ocean bed," depicts the world as being so filled with the knowledge of G-d

published in full as Knntrcis Shaimci Cha&&ah: Hudranim ai HaRumbam (Heb.;
Kehot, Kfar Chabad, 5750 [1990]). Two of them appear (in documented English adaptation) as chs. 5 and 6 of IAwait His Coming Evny Day.
778. Bereishis Rabbah 30:s.
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that it is covered and utterly overwhelmed by it.779The reason
for this is that this passage speaks of a higher level within the
Name Havayah, a level which is known as Havayah dil'eila.
This Name, alluded to at the very end of Mishneh Torah,
relates to G-d's own Essence and Being, which utterly
transcends any connection with created beings. That is to say:
When one has concluded the study of the entire Torah, one
arrives at a revelation of the Name Havayah in its true aspect,
as being innately beyond the finitude of the created universe.
At this level, it is not that one becomes aware of G-d in relation to the creation of the world; on the contrary, the world
becomes elevated to the level of Divinity - and this is the
knowledge of G-d at its purest.
This is the meaning of the phrase, "as the waters cover the
ocean bed." A level of Divinity that shares a connection with
the finitude of the world allows room (so to speak) for the
world's sensation of independent existence (metzizrs). By
contrast, the level of Elokus which transcends any connection
with the finitude of the world causes the world to experience
utter bittul, so that when confronted by a knowledge of G-d it
is virtually nullified out of existence. At this level there is no
entire building whose foundation is Havayah; on the contrary,
at this level the world is obscured by the knowledge of G-d,
and under its influence it is nullified out of existence. Nothing
now exists but the knowledge of G-d alone.
Scfm HaSichor 5748 [1988[, Vol. I, p. 207

From the Conclusion of Rambarn to the Beginning
(iii)
Even after one has fully attained the level of knowing G-d
"as the waters cover the ocean bed," this level is still limited to
"the [full] extent of mortal potential." It is therefore necessary
779. See the above passage which is headed, "For the world will be filled ulth the
knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bed (iii)."
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to rise to a higher level in one's knowledge of G-d. This is why
we begin anew from the beginning: "The foundation of all
foundations and the pillar of all wisdom is to know that there
exists a Prime Being." With this we seek to uppade our
knowledge of G-d.
scF+ HaSicbos 5749 119891, Vol. I , p. 220

From the Conclusion of Rambam to the Beginning
(iv)
The coriclusion of this work matches its opening: both deal
with man's obligation to know G-d. The opening message is
that "The foundation of all foundations and the pillar of all
wisdom is to know that there exists a Prime Being." The dosing message heralds the day in which "The occupation of the
entire world will be solely to know G-d.
Moreover, both the conclusion and the beginning speak of
a particularly elevated level of knowledge - knowing the
Name Havayah.780 The closing sentence of the work quotes
the verse, "For the world will be filled with the knowledge of
H a ~ a y a hthe
; ~ initial letters of the first four words of the work
(ninmn nnn ni-nvn -nv) form the Name Havayah.
(Furthermore, Ramban, quotes as his prooftext, 7@N "in mti
- "I am Havayah your G-d.")"'
scF+ HaSicbar 5748 119881, Vol. I , p. 206

From the Conclusion of Rambam to the Beginning
(v)
At the conclusion of his work Rambam states dearly that
"The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
780. This Name is also known as Sbnn HnMqimasb (lit., "the explicit Name"); Shnt
HaEtzm (lit., "the Name of His Essence"); and Ym HaMcyucbad (lit., 'the
Name which is an integral part of His Essence").
781. Shmos 20:2.
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G-d ..., 'as the waters cover the ocean bed."' This means that
for "the entire world," and not only for the Jewish people, this
knowledge of G-d will constitute the entire point of its exis-ten~e.~~~
Now, the Jewish people are called7x"nnp oy - "the people close to Him." They have been endowed with a soul which
is'X4wnn jynn i ) - i > ~p>n - "truly a part of G-d above." If we
are speaking of the Jewish people, therefore, it stands to reason
that the knowledge of G-d constitutes the entire point of their
existence. But how can this be said of "the entire world"?
The answer to this question is to be found at the very
beginning of this work: "The foundation of ail foundations
and the pillar of all wisdom is to know that there exists a Prime
Being, and H e brings into existence o e r y existing thing; and
all things that exist in the heavens and earth and between them
exist only by virtue of His true existence." The tense, too, is
significant: Nrn1 >J wrnn - "He bvinfis into existence every
existing thing"; i.e., at present, at every single moment. Hence,
every created entity really exists only by virtue of byon j ~ n n l
- "the activating force of the Creator that is continuously
present in each created being,"77:' constantly bringing it into
existence and endowing it with life.
In future time, the truth will become manifest - that "all
things that exist in the heavens and earth ... exist only by virtue
of His truc existence." The material aspect of the world (which
includes all of mankind) will therefore not be perceived as
having an independent existence of its own. All that will be
seen is the knowledge of G-d -- "His true existence."
I,ikkutei Stchor, Vol XXVII, p. 247

782. See the above passage which is headed, "For the world will be filled with the
knowledge of G-d as the waters cover the ocean bed (ii)."
783. T e h i l l i n 148:14.
784. Tanya,ch. 2 , paraphrasing Iyov 31:2
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Glossary
An asterisk indicates a uoss reference within this Glossary.
All non-English entries are Hebrew unless othenvise indicated.

Acharonim (091linx): halachic authorities of the period since the
publication of the 'Shulchan Aruch in the sixteenth century
Acharon shel Pesach (nos >w llinx): the Last Day of Passover
amados (nimx; the singular Aram. form is amad'ta): non-legal
teachings on the non-literal level of interpretation known as
'denlrh
ahavas Yisrael (>xiw>nmx): lov~nga fellow Jew
nlma de'igagalya (~,>>nl.n
m>y; lit., "the world of revelation"; Aram.):
the spiritual realm in which Divinity is revealed
alma de'iskasya ( N ~ V > ~NN~?W lit.,
;
"the world of concealment";
Aram.): the spiritual realm in which Divinity is concealed
amoraim ( o , ~ i l n n )post-Mishnaic
:
authorities cited in the *Gemara
Rriyah, the World of (ilwyn o>ly; lit., "the World of Action, or Making"): the lowest of the Four *Worlds
Atzilus, the World of ( n i > , r ~ no>rv; lit., "the World of Emanation"):
the highest of the Four 'Worlds
avodah (n-nly; lit., "work'. or LLservice"):(in Torah usage) &vine
service, particularly through prayer and (in chassidic usage)
through the labor of self-refinement
beis din (yr n , ~ ) rabbinical
:
court
Beis HaMikdash (w-~pnnws): the (First or Second) Temple in Jerusalem
beis midrash (wi-m n n ) : communal House of Study
beraisa (xn,9izi; pl., beraisos; Aram.): tannaitic statement not included
in the Mishnah
beirurim (o,lii93): the divine service of sifting and refining the materiality of this world by enlightened use, and thereby elevating the
divine sparks concealed within it
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Bcriah, the World of ( n ~ % nohv; lit., "the World of Creationn):the
second (in descending order) of the Four "Worlds
Binah ( r n q lit., "understanding"): the second of the Ten Sefiros, or
divine emanations; the second stage of the intellectual process
(6.*Cbabad),developing the initial conception of 'Chocblnah
Chabad (-rllm):acronym Fonned by the initial letters of the Hebrew
words * C b o c h a b ~*Binah) and *Dam, which are both (i) the
first three of the Ten *Stfiros, or divine emanations, and (ii) the
corresponding stages that comprise the intellectual process
(known as scicbel or Chabad). Cba6ad also si@es: (a) the
branch of the chassidic movement (see * C h M w ) which is
rooted in an intellectual approach to the service of G-d, and
which was founded by R Shneur Zalman of Liadi, a synonym for
Chabad in this sense is *Lubavitch, o r i g i d y the name of the
township where the movement flourished 1813-1915; (b) the
philosophy of this school of Chassidism
c h a W ( a h ) : (a) a tithe of dough for the Kobcn; (b) a braided loaf
baked in honor of Sbabbos
chassid (-rmr~;
pl., chassidirn): adherent of the chassidic movement (see
*cbaaidns)
Chassidism, see *ChmILmdns
C h M w (ni-i~m):(a) Chassidism, i.e., the movement within Orthodox Judaism founded in White Russia by R Yiirad, the Baal
Shem Tov (1698-1760), and stressing: emotional involvement in
prayer; service of G-d through the material universe; wholehearted earnestness in divine service; the mystical in addition to
the legalistic dimension of Judaism; the power of joy, and of
music; the Iwe to be shown to every Jew, unconditionaUy; and
the mutual physical and moral rrsponsibility of the members of
the informal chassidic brotherhood, each chassid having cultivated a spiritual attachment to their saintly mentor, the *Rebbe;
(b) the philosophy and literature of this movement; see also
*Chabad
dayah (am): the second-west of the five levels of the soul (6.
Beredis Rabbab 14:9)
C h m d (-ion; lit., "lovingkindness"): the first of the seven Divine
maddos, or attributes, and of their companding mortal middos,
or spiritual emotions
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Chochmah (iln>n;lit., "wisdom"): the first of the Ten Scfiros, or divine
emanations; the first stage of the intellectual process (cf.
*Cbabad);reason in potcntia
Chumash (wnin): the Five Books of Moses
Daas ( n v ~lit.,
; "knowledge"): the third of the Ten Scfiros, or divine
emanations; the third stagc of the intellectual process
(cf. "Chabad), at which concepts, having proceeded &om seminal
intuition (cf. *Chochmah) through meditative gestation (cf.
'Binah), now mature into their corresponding dispositions or
attributes of character (middos)
dawn, davcncn (lwviin,; Yid.): (a) praying, prayers; in *Chabad usage
also signifies (b) the *avodab of praying at length, the reading of
passages in the *Siddur being interspersed with pauses for disciplined meditation from memory on related texts in * C h d w
dcrwh (w1-11): the non-literal, homiletic interpretation of Scripture, as
in the *Midrash or Talmudic ' a ~ a d o s
cchad (mu): the number one
Ein Soflight ( ~ i olru TIN):the [infinite] creative and enlightening
emanation that radiates from the Infinite One
Elokw (niptw): Divinity
Ercte Y k c l ( > ~ i w yin):
)
the Iand of Israel
crm ( 3 7 ~lit.,
; "evening* or "eve of'): when introducing another word
(such as "Pcsachn) it can mean either (a) the evening with which
the specified holy day begins or (b) the day that ends with the
onset of the holy day at sunset
farbrtngcn (lvuri~iuo;Yid.): (a) an assemblage addressed by a Rcbbe;
(b) an informal and brotherly gathering of chassidim for mutual
edification and spiritual sensitization
galus (m>>):
exile; Diaspora
Gan Edcn ( l ~ vla): the Garden of Edcn; Paradise
gashmiyus (ni7nwl):materiality
Gcmara (ulna; Aram.): see *Talmud
gematvia (~riunra;Aram.): the numerical value of the letters that
comprise a word in the Holy Tongue, and the derivation of
insights therefrom
gcondm (ovinl; pl. ofgaon): unincnt Torah scholars
flculah (n>iua):redemption
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Gevurah ( m i x ; lit., "strict justice"): the second of the seven Divine
middos, or attributes, and of their correspondmg mortal middos,
or spiritual emotions
golah (n>ix):exile; Diaspora
haftovah (m~vsn;lit., ''final passage"): the passage from the Prophets
read in the synagogue after the reachng from the Five Books of
Moses (cf Siddur TehiLLat Hashem, p. 187)
Hamadah (n-rxn; lit., "telling", from Shmos 13:s): book from which
the *Sedevservice is conducted on *Pesach
Halachah (n3>n):(a) the body of Torah law; (b) a particular law
Havayah (TI-,in):the Four-Letter Name of G-d as commonly pronounced in the study of *Chassidus
Hilchos... (...m25n):the laws of...
Hishtalrhelus (or: Seder HishtaMeLus; ni>w>nwn):the chainlike scheme
of gradual descent whereby the Divine light progressively screens
itself on its way from ethereal spirituality to apparent substantiality
Hod (iin; lit., "majesty"): the fifth of the seven Divine middo4 or
attributes, and of their corresponding mortal middos, or spiritual
enlotions
ikvesa diMesbzcha" ( ~ n w n rEtnlpv; also ikvos Meshicha; Aram.): the
[generation that can hear the approaching] "footsteps of
"Mashiach"
Isru Chag ( ~ ni,on): the semi-festive day immediately following any
one of the three Pilgrim Festivals
ICabbaLah ( n h p ; lit., "received tradition"): the body of classical Jewish
mystical teachings, the central text of which is the *Zohar
kabbalas ol (>iv n>lp; lit., "acceptance of the yoke"): unquestioning
self-subordmation to the Will of G-d
kashrur (niiw>):state of being *kosher
Kedushah (nwiip): sanctity
kelippos ( n ~ ~ , >lit.,
p ; "rind" or "shell"; pl. of kelippah): used figuratively (on a personal or universal level) to signify an outer
covering which conceals the light within; hence, the unholy side
of the universe
ketz (yp; lit., "end"): a particularly auspicious time for "Mashiach to
bring the exile to an end
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kochos makkifim (o)s)pn m n i ~ )the
: transcendent faculties of the soul
: internalized, conscious faculties of
kochospnimiyim (o,,n)~on l n l ~ )the
the soul
Kohen (>a>;pl., Kohanim): "priests", i.e., descendants ofAharon
Kohen Gadol (>IT,122):high priest
:
fit for use or valid (cf. *kashrus)
kosher ( 7 ~ 2 )ritually
Lubavitch (lit., "town of love"; Rus.): townlet in White Russia which
from 1813-1915 was the center of *Chabad *Chassidism, and
whose name has remained a synonym for it
maamar ( l n ~ npl.,
; maamarim; lit., "word" or "written article"): in
*Chabad circles means a formal chassidic discourse first delivered
by a *Rebbe
makkzf (q9pn): the transcendent dimension of the soul that is not
consciously vested in the body
Malchus (ni>>n; lit., "sovereignty"): the last of the seven Divine
middos, or attributes, and of their corresponding mortal middos,
or spiritual emotions
Mashiach (nwn; lit., "the anointed one"): Messiah
matzah ( a m ; pl., matzos): unleavened bread eaten on *Pesach
Midrash (wl-rn): any one of the classical collections of the Sages'
homiletical teachmgs on the Torah, on the non-literal level of
"derush
minyan (lvn; pl., minyanim): quorum of ten men required for communal prayer
Mishkan (pwn): the Tabernacle, i.e., the temporary Sanctuary in the
wilderness; see Shmos 25ff.
Mishnah (n~wn):the germinal statements of law elucidated by the
*Gemara, together with which they constitute the 'Talmud
Mishneh Torah (min mwn): the encyclopedic codification by Rambam
(Maimonides) of all the laws of the Written and Oral Torah; also
known as HaYad HaChazakah
mitzvah (mm; pl., mitzvos): a religious obligation; one of the 613
Commandments
Mussaf (?win): the additional prayer of *Shabbosand other festive days
nasi (N'wI):(a) in Biblical times, the head of any one of the Twelve
Tribes; (b) in later generations, the civil and/or spiritual head of
the Jewish community at large
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nazir ( i ~ a )one
: who sets hrmself apart for divine senice by undertaking certain ascetic restrictions; cf. Bamidbar 6:l-21
nefsh (wm; pl., nefashos): (a) soul; (b) the lowest of the five levels of
the soul (cf. Bereishis Rabbah 14:9)
neshamah (nnw,; pl., neshamos): (a) soul; (b) the third of the five levels
of the soul (cf. Bereishis Rabbah 14:9)
Netzach (nrl; lit., "eternity; conquest; victory"): the fourth of the
seven Divine middos, or attributes, and of their corresponding
mortal middos, or spiritual emotions
nt&un (]I,,; pl., ni&qunim): melody, usually wordless, especially one
figuring in divine service
n i h (n>n; lit., "revealed"): the revealed levels of the Torah (e.g.,
*Talmud and *Halachah);m contrast to *nistar
nzmr (inw~;lit., "hidden"): the mystical levels of the Torah (e.g.,
*Kabbalahand *Charridus);in contrast to 'nigleh
parshah (nwia; pl., parshiyos): portion of the Torah read publicly each
week
Parshas... (...nwia): the parshah of. ..
Pesach (nuo): Passover, a seven-day festival beginning on 15 Nissan,
commemorating the Exodus from Egypt
Pirkei Avos ( n n ,pig;
~
lit., "chapters of the fathers"): tractate in the
*Mishnah reprinted in most *Siddurcm and commonly known as
"Ethics of the Fathers"
pnzmiyus haTorah (ni~nnniia>~g):the innermost, mystical dimension
of the Torah; cf. *nistar
posek (pow; pl., poskim): decisors; rabbis whose legal decisions are
authoritative
pshat (owa): the plain meaning of (e.g.) a Scriptural passage
rav (17; pl., rabbanim): rabbi, Torah teacher
Rebbe (common Yid. pronunciation of mi, "my teacher [or master]";
pl., Rebbeim): *&add;&who serves as spiritual guide to a following of chassidim; see *Chassidus
Red Heifer ( n n m ilia): offering made in Temple times as part of a
process of ritual cleansing (Bamidbar 19:1-22)
remez (mi): the interpretation of Scripture at the level of allusive
implication
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Rishon ( O ~ I ~ W
lit.,N "one
~ ; of the early ones"; pl., Rishonim): a Torah
authority of the period between the Gconin (early Middle Ages)
and the publication of the *Shulchan Aruch (in the mid-sixteenth
century)
Rosh Chodesh (w-nn W N ~lit.,
; "head of the monthn; pl. Rashci
Chedashim): New Moon, i.e., one or two semi-festive days at the
beginning of each month
Rosh HaShanah (n~wnW N ~ ;lit., "head of the year"): the solemn New
Year festival, falling on 1and 2 Tishrei
ruach (nn; pl., ruchos): (a) soul, (b) the second-lowest of the five
levels of the soul (cf. Bcreishis Rabbah 14:9)
ruchniyus (mvnn): spiritual reality
Seder (71o; lit., "order"; pl., scdavim): the order of service observed at
home on the first night of *Pesach (and outside of *Ewtz Yisrael
on the first two nights)
Sefer Torah (min iao; pl., Sifrei Torah): Torah scroll
Sefrah (nirao; pl., Scfiros): divine attributes or emanations which
manifest themselves in each of the Four Worlds, and are the
source of the corresponding ten faculties (kochos) of the soul
Sefiras HaOmer (inlvn n7wo): the formal counting of the 49 days
from the second day of *Peach to the eve of *Shavuos (Vayikra
23:15-16)
sewdas Mashzach (nwn n-nvo): the Festive Meal of Marhiach held on
the Last Day of *Pesach
Seventeenth of Tammuz, the Fast of: fast commemorating five calamities, including the breaching of the walls of Jerusalem during
the Roman siege
Shabbos (nw; pl., Shabbasos): the Sabbath
Shabbos Parshas... (...nww row): the *Shabbor on which a [named]
*parshah is read
shaliach (nr>w):emissary
Shas (of-w;acronym of wwn ,iio nww; lit., "the Six Orders of the
Mishnah") the *Talmud in its entirety
Shavuos (nivnw; lit., "weeks*): festival commemorating the Giving of
the Torah at Sinai; in *Ere& Ykacl falling on 6 Sivan, and in the
Diaspora on 6-7 Sivan
Shechinah (n~nw):
the Divine Presence
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shechitah (numu): ritual slaughtering
Shehecheyanu (n9nnw; lit., "Who has granted us life"): blessing pronounced on seasonal and other occasions for thanksgiving
(Siddur, p. 87)
Shemitah (numw): the seven-yearly Sabbatical year (Vayikra 25:l-7)
Shemoneh &eh (nwv mlnw; lit., "eighteen [bened~ctions]"): prayer
which is the solemn climax of each of the three daily services
(Siddur, p. 50)
Shlita (NW,>W;
acronym of the five Heb. wds., o,mo D ~ D ?111~3"n'w
inn): abbreviation placed after a person's name, expressing the
wish "that he be preserved in life for many good days"
Shofar ( ~ s w )ram's
:
horn sounded on *Rosh Hashanah
Shulchan Aruch (7nv )n>w;lit., "a set table"): the standard Code of
Jewish Law compiled by R. Yosef Caro in the mid-sixteenth century
sichah (nnyw; pl., szchos):an informat Torah talk delivered by a Rebbe
(cf. "maamar)
Siddur (71-ro; lit., "order [of prayers]"): prayer book; page references
in the present work are to the edition (with English translation)
entitled Siddur Tehillat HaShem (Kehot, N.Y., 1979)
Simchas Torah ( m n nnnw; lit., "the Rejoicing of the Torah"): festival
immediately following SuWtos, on which the public reading of the
Torah is annually concluded and recommenced; in 'Eretz Tipael
coincides with Shemini Atzeres, and in the Diaspora falls on the
following day
slyyum (ol7o; lit., "conclusion"): celebration marking one's completion of a Talmudic tractate
sod (710): the level of Torah interpretation that plumbs its Kabbalistic
or mystical depths
Talmud (-nn>n):the basic compendium of Jewish law, thought, and
Biblical commentary, comprising *Mishnah and *Gemara; when
unspecified refers to the Talmud Bavli, the edition developed in
Babylonra, and e&ted at end of the fifth century C.E.; the Talmud Yerushalmi is the edition compiled in 'Eren Yisrael at end
of the fourth century C.E.
tamim (won): see *temimim
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Tanach ( y ~ n )acronym
:
for Torah (i.e., the Five Books of Moses),
Nevi'im (the Prophets), and Kesuvim (the Writings; i.e., the
Hagiographa
tanna ( ~ j npl.,
; tannaim): authority of the 1st-2nd. cents. quoted in
the *Mishnah
Tanya ( ~ v n ) :the Alter Rebbe's basic exposition of "Chabad
*Chassidus; 'Tanya" is the initial word of the book, which is also
called Likkutei Amarim ("Collected Discourses") and Sefer she1
Beinonim ("The Book of the Intermediates")
tefillii (yhn): small black leather cubes containing parchment scrolls
inscribed with Shema Yisrael and other Biblical passages, bound
to the acm and forehead and worn by men at weekday morning
prayers; "phylacteries"
Tehillim ( o m n ; lit., "praises"): the Book of Psalms
temimim (o~n>nn;
pl. of tamim): students past or present of one of the
senior *yeshivus of the *Lubavitch branch of *Chassidism, which
are known as Tomchei Temimim
teshuvah (nmwn; lit., "return"): repentance
Tiferes ( n i ~ o nlit.,
; "glory"): the third of the seven Divine middos, or
attributes, and of their corresponding mortal middos, or spiritual
emotions
tikkun (lipn; pl., tikkunim): the process of refining, restituting and
rehabilitating the materiality of this world
Tikkun Chatzos (nirn lipn; lit., "midnight servicen): an optional
devotional exercise lamenting the Destruction of the *Beis
HaMikdash and the subsequent exile of the Divine Presence on a
cosmic level
Tishah BeAv IN^ nvwn; lit., "the Ninth of [the month of] Av"): fast
commemorating the Destruction of both Temples
Tomchei Temimim (oynmn 33nin): (a) the *yeshivah founded in
*Lubavitch in 1897 by the Rebbe Rashab; (b) one of its subsequent offshoots
naddik ( p v r ; pl., naddikim): (a) completely righteous individual (b)
*Rebbe
tzedakah (np-rr):charity
nimnum ( o ~ r n r ) the
: self-limitation of the infinite and emanating
Divine light by progressive degrees of contraction, condensation
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and concealment, and making possible the creation of finite and
physical substances
Worlds, the Four (nin>iv): the main stages in the creative process
resulting from *tzimtzum; in descending order: *Atzilw,
*Beriah, *Yetzirah and *Asiyah, often referred to by their acronym as yff,m
yechidah (n-ryn,):the highest or innermost of the five levels of the soul
(cf. Bereishis Rabbah 14:9)
yeshivah ( n w , ) : Torah academy for advanced students
Yesod ('no,; lit., "foundation"): the sixth of the seven Divine middos,
or attributes, and of their corresponding mortal middos, or spiritual emotions
Yetzirah, the World of (rn,r,n 0 % ~lit.,
; "the World of Formation"):
the third (in descending order) of the Four *Worlds
Yiddishkeit (u,,pw,1,, or u,>pw,i,n; lit., "Jewishness"; Yid.): the Torah
way of life
Yom-Tov (~iu-017):festival
Tom-TOPSheni shel Galuyos (ni,ih >w ow ~iu-017):one of the days
which only in the Diaspora is appended to each of the three Pilgrim Festivals
Yud-Beis and Yud-Gimmel Tarnmuz inn ~i ~ 3 "the
;
twelfth and
thirteenth of [the month of] Tammuzn): chassidic festival marking the anniversary of the release of the Rebbe Rayatz from
incarceration and exile in Stalinist Russia in 1927
Yud-Tes Kislev (1502 urry; "the nineteenth of [the month of] Kislev"):
chassidic festival celebrating the liberation of the Alter Rebbe
from capital sentence and imprisonment in Petersburg (1798),
after having been slandered to the czarist authorities by his
opponents
Zohar (in?; lit., "radiance"): classical work embodying the mystical
teachings of the *Kabbalah
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